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Belfast Improvement Society.

Forestry Committee-Mrs. C. 0. Poor, Miss
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Sue M. Partridge, Mrs. Charles R.
Coombs,
Mrs. C. H. Crosby.
The annual meeting of the Belfast Improve,
North Waldo Pomona Grange met yesterday,
p<
Sanitary and Street Vigilant Committee— June 11th, for an
ment Society was held Monday, June 9th, at
all-day seeaion with Burnham
Mrs. E. Maude Barker, Mrs. R. F. Dunton, Mrs. ■
the home of the secretary, Mrs. R. F. Dunton,
grange.
T.
B.
J.
R.
|
Dinsmore,
Dunton, Mrs. George E.
President presiding. After the routine business,
Seven Star Grange of Troy held ita regular
i
^ona*Brackett, Edmund Wilson, Mrs. Edmund Wila report of the work in
progress at the Park
meeting
Pensions in Waldo County. .On
Saturday evening, Hay Slat, with a
son, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn.
eat Lakes.. The Old Steamer was given by Mrs. E. R. Pierce, adopted and
good attendance.
p,uE
The program included a
Entertainment Committee—Mrs. H. H. JohnBurning of Beautiful the committee authorised to
r. r! .td
continue as
piano duet by Gladys and Phyllis Estes, a story
Militants..
son, Miss E. Maude Barker, Miss Juliette A.
^ Laid to English
j
by W. L. Gray and a report of ths state Con!
Bells...Special Party to first planned to put the new shrub beds in Wiggin, Mrs. Charles S.
Bickford, Mrs. George vention at
condition and repair the pavilion and oven.
Augusta by A. W. Dodge. Ice
0ti\sburg.
A. Quimby, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. Charles
The reports of the secretary and treasurer
H. cream and cake were served.
Lime.The National
ilrncultural
Mrs.
W.
Walden,
J. Dorman, Mrs. Elmer E.
r.
nmber. .Washington Whis- followed and by vote were ordered
published Sherman.
Seaside Grange hall has been painted and the
Monument to Maine and her
|
in the local papers.
at New York.
Unveiled
Ht.r>es
’h
Children's Auxiliary—Miss Juliette A.
grounds enclosed by a wire fence. It is planTHE SECRETARY’S REPORT.
Wig. ned
•, iiT Deaths.
to have the grounds graded a little later in
gin, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. W. J. Dorman,
To the officers and members of the Belfast
Bells. .The
Is Wedding
j
trie seascn.
Miss Lou Mason, Mrs. J. A. Fogg.
Meetings are held each Friday
\ ,-terans’ Association.. .The Improvement Society: Very briefly herewith
C
Flower and Park Committee—R. F.
evening. Two members were recently grined
Brooks. .Obituary. .Waldo is submitted the report of the year. It has
l
Dunton,
been unique in the history of our society, in E. R.
1
«; range.
and the grange has lost two by death, Mrs.
Pierce, Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. E.
that no public entertainment of any sort has
S,w.>- of Belfast
Clara Townsend and Mrs. Luther W. HamPierce, Charles Bradbury, Thomas E. Shea,
been held under our auspices and it has been
f Belfast
The work for the season was discussed and a mons.
practically a season of inactivity when com|
respondence. .The Farm- pared with previous years. For this there meeting of the committee on public entertainj
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, postponed
|i
Tariff.. Romance of the are several legitimate reasons, mainly because ment
will be called at an early date to decide
the life of our active members has been overv.ibson's Battle for Life.
their regular meeting Saturday night as the
whether
or not it is advisable to have the
crowded
in
other
doing good through
channels.
sumMockton Springs .Born
Free Baptist quarterly meeting was in session
|j
The working force of our society has ever mer fete, for which
Died.Ship News.. been
arrangements were begun. on that date at
the village church. Next Satsmall, although results have been correChurches.
..Northport
J
spondingly large and we have made history of
urday, June 14th, will be children’s night and
TRANSFERS
IN REAL ESTATE.
\
which we have reason to be proud. No one
the children will furnish the program. Ice
looking over the record of our doing in the
^
K WEDDING.
The following transfers in real estate were cream and cake will be served. The ice cream
past thirteen years would fail to appreciate
the fact that we have labored to transform
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds will be furnished by the grange and the mem5
.mh K
Stanley hnth Na- and
beautify our city and that our community for the week ending June 11. 1913.
bers are requested to bring cake. All memlife
is
more uplifting and progressive because
I
Mon springs, Celebrate the
Manley O. Wilson, Searsmont, to A. K. Paul, bers and their families are expected to be
of our existence. We have not attained our
!
>ary of their Marriage at ideals, but much that we have accomplished do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
present.
Cora M. Fletcher, Waterville, to Dominic
ciijujiucin uj. muse
Cambridge, Mass.
Seaside Grange, Belfast,has adopted the folwho follow after.
Susi, Pittsfield; land and buildings in Burnham.
The Journal. In the
I
We have not only concerned ourselves in
lowing resolutions of respect:
C'.onlr
t>
U
4.
D
I_
Mass., on Tuesday. June keeping the streets and all adjacent properties
j
Whereas, Seaside Grange has again been
clear of rubbish and attractive and to provide
raley, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
visited by death, and thereby our Worthy Sis,, ry pleasant social gatner|
convenient places of common resort, as our
Frank H. Quimby, Brooks, to Sumner B
ter Clara Townsend has been taken from us;
a
of
description
ty natives,
beautiful city park, but we have endeavored to
therefore, be it
Wade, do.; land in Brooks.
me of your readers. The
j
strengthen the social and moral fibre of our
Resolved, That while we mourn the loss of
Ira D. Cram, Montville, to Lucius C. Morse
e.obration of the twenty- citizenship.
our sister, we fully realize that her long hours
j
W'e regret that there are still some unsightland
in
Liberty:
Montville.
of suffering are over and she has passed on,
the marriage of Ralph E.
ly places, backyards that are receptacles for
Lewis A. Brown, Belfast, to Harriet H. beyond all sorrow and pain.
Pendleton, both of whom old tin cans, decaying vegetables and all manResolved, That we deeply sympathize with
ner of debris, even in the heart of the
on and left their childhood
city, Wescott, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
our brother in this his sad bereavement, and
veritable breeding places for mosquitoes, flies
W. Lincoln West, Belfast, to Harriet H. trust he will be comforted by our Divine
take
their
to
:
wedding
up
|
and disease germs, but they are few and it is
Master.
Wescott, do.: land in Belfast.
;n Westboro, Mass,, and
|
hoped that the owners may at once be brought
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed
T. J. Richards, Searsmont, to Ephraim M.
V residence in that busy, to realize that these are the things that breed
on our records, a copy be sent to the bereaved
removed to historic Cam- fevers, tuberculosis and other diseases entail- Richards, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont. husband, and one to the county papers for
ing a burden upon the community and that it
Augustine F. Hahn, Lincolnville, to He;en
11 Leonard avenue, where is criminal to allow them.
"Cleanliness is next
i Committee
J, E. Braley,
E. Long, Boston, Mass.; land and buildings in
with
Maine
to
genuine
l
puests
Godliness,” yet it is sometimes easier to
L. C. Kitchie,
on
Belfast.
for the salvation of the heathen in forpray
until
S.
E. Braley,
midnight.
uday
( Resolutions.
lands than to prevent a "Lazarus with
eign
Helen
E.
Mass
to
Long,
Boston,
C.
A.
E.
bride
and
and
..-the
groom
|
his sores” from lying at the gates of your own
Aunougn no special ieaiure was in order
Long, Matinicus; land and buildings in Linfrom the marriage bonds, dooryards.
May 31st, Morning Light Grange, Monroe,
We have as heretofore kept the pavilion and colnville.
fulah and Doris, were the
oven at the park in good condition for the use
Betsey Jane Porter, Lincolnville, to Benj. F. held a most enjoyable meeting. Under the
v -r S. B. Pendleton, her sister
of the public and at considerable expense.
head of new business a motion was made and
do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Young
and
the
I^ancaster,
■••rude)
Our efficient flower and park committee have
j,
Caleb B. Gilkey, Lincolnville, to B. F. supported to remove to the old grange hall,
cared
for
the
Mrs.
Li
S.
trees
and
lias
i-r.-,
Emery,
shrubs, making several
June 14th, and all members are requested to
1
iiid his brother. Mr. Wil- new beds and transplanting some shrubs to Young, do.; land in Lincolnville.
j.
be present to vote on same. The lecturer prebetter locations.
John
A.
to
F.
Porter,
B.
Camden,
Young,
Willard G. Staples. Charles
The care of the rubbish barrels which we
sented a short program of reading, recitations
land
and
Lincolnville,
in
Lincoln
buildings
rett S. Grant, completing had maintained for eleven years was in the
j
and conundrums. The question, “What course
late summer assumed by the city. We are not ville, (Two deeds.)
with husbands and wives,
shall the farmers wives pursue that they may
aware
if
the
metal
barrels
Adelia
A.
personally
Quinn, Portland, to Marcia E*
promised
-f the absence of Mrs.
t
were purchased or placed.
Complaints have Young, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Lin- have more time for recreation?” was ably
Ada Griffin, Mrs. Maud recently come to us of the
great litter on our colnville.
opened by Annie Clement and a general disbusiness
which
beside
with
their
streets,
being unsightly,
.Myrtle Crocker,
j
cussion followed, during which many helpful
Lena
is dangerous. Paper blown about and banana
F.
F.
to
W;ilscn,
Camden,
Benj.
Young,
•« ut two hours around the
J peelings have been the cause of several accipoints were given. May 26th, Morning Light
land and buildings In Lincolnville.
Jr.,
v
uld have done credit to a cidents. We would
j(:
suggest that our saniGrange
responded to an invitation from HarWillard
G.
et
Staples, Newburyport, Mass.,
::>ksgiving dinner, all ad- tary and street vigilant committee be authorvest Home Grange, Brooks, and one of the
als., to Ralph E. Staples, Cambridge. Mass.;
v
where one of the guests ized to interview the City officials at once on
I
most enjoyable events of the season was had.
the subject.
land in Stockton Springs.
ne hosts and euests varic
The work at the “Muck,” in which the socieE. Staples, Cambridge, Mass., et als. The program was one of the best ever renderRalph
p.easant pastime being ty took the initiative buy ing and removing
ed by a subordinate grange.
.r« i to the parlor, where
buildings at considerable cost, has not been to W'illard G. Staples, Newburyport, Mass,;
pa
as first planned.
land in Stockton Springs.
The unfavorable
completed
Mystic Grange, Belmont, met in regular
Mr. Joseph Clark, Notary
j!
weather of last season and some other reasons
Willard G. Staples, Newburyport, Mass., et, session Saturday evening, June 7th, with a
dren of the late Henry
l
have prevented outside parties who pledged
tuples, Willard G., Ralph gratuitous labor from doing what was neces- als., to Lillias Staples Emery, Stocaton Springs; large attendance. Four visiting members
j
land in Stockton Springs.
sary and it rests under the care of an interestfrom Megunticook Grange, Camden, nine from
t and Lillias S. Emerv.
ed and efficient committee.
Willarn fi StnnlpR MoTi'Viiirvnnrt Mqcq
of
’..red deeds to each other,
Honesty Grange, Morrill, and twelve from
ic
The popular course of lectures maintained
homestead in Stock tun by our society for three years was, after a als.,^o Eva S. Grant, New Haven, Conn.; land Victor Grange, Searsmont, were present,
canvass by a committee of the people interestin Stockton Springs.
Two applications for membership were reed, abandoned for the season. Personally we
Nason Waterman, Belfast to W illiam Water- ceived, four old members reinstated, and the
g. beside the above guests,
did not approve of this but it may have been
third and fourth degrees were conferred on a
nd friends called to otter the wiser move. The one grand entertain- man, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Charles E. Clark, Prospect, to Henrietta G. class of eight in a very pleasing manner by
meni suggested in its place
was not even
were received by the
given. Possibly the fine entertainments given Gray, do.; land and buildings in Prospect.
W. G. Irish of Megunticook Grange, Camden.
ted by their three daughk
by the Musical Society and affairs by other orRose C. Beaulieu, et al.. Liberty, to Au- After the work, a tine supper was enjoyed by
refreshments were ganizations and clubs may have met the intellectual needs of our community, but we re- gustus B. Sherman, et al., Lawrence, Mass.; ad. When the Grange was again assembled in
a.
e punch bowl in the
the hall a good program was presented, congret to see our society side-tracked after so land in Liberty, (two deeds.)
ai was as harmless as a
i
There
many years of successful striving.
Elden A. Ward, Thorndike, to Lawrence H. sisting of remarks by Mr. Irish of Camden,
midst, of the festivities, should be room for every endeavor of this
|
song by Misses Clements, Wooster sisters ar>d
W'ard, do.; land in Thorndike.
nature.
few well chosen words,
j
Early in the year it was voted to hold monthMary E. Ward, Thorndike, to Lawrence H. Knowlton, remarks by True Moody of SearsMient of his eldest daughI
instead
of
is
herely meetings
semi-monthly
mont, and a piano solo by Margie Knowlton,
Ward, oo.; land in Thorndike.
it.
.Mr. Willard Grimes of tofore.
Oia C. Goodwin, et al., China, to Ethel after which a social hour was enjoyed and a
We have held 10 regular meetings with two
!
graduate of Harvard
pleasant and profitable evening spent.
During the serious il.ness of Twomblv, Monroe, et al.; laud in Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin by special call.
]
the secretary no meetings were held.
Rufus E. Stone, Troy, to A. D. Jackson,
.M Mr. and Mrs. George
?
We have 68 members iri good standing.
1. nd in Unity.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
We have received the same generous favors Unity;
'.is, formerly of Stock)
Etta E. Brown, Belfast, to John A. and
i
Hines was unable to be from the local papers in promoting our work
One
and all the local reporters have advertised our Bertha E.
application was received at the regular
Hartshorn, do.; land and buildings
; business engagements
efforts in every way possible and all ire enmeeting of Tarratine Tribe of Red Men last
in Belfast.
titled to our sincere thanks.
week and others are pending.
Affie DeLemos, Belfast, to Herbert S. Smith,
The attendance at the meetings has been
useful gifts of silver,
!
small
but the majority of members on our roll do.; land in Belfast.
A stated conclave of Palestine Commandery,
ere received by the host
i
are ever ready to lend a hand when called upZodie M. Weymouth, Morrill, to Raymond Knights Templar, was held last evening for
ere highly appreciated.
on.
The
committees to whom work has been
|
drill, preparatory for the pilgrimage to Vinalae evening were noticed*
assigned have been loyal and efficient and we Carter, Montville; land in Montville.
Isaiah W. Cross, Belfast, to Nellie Cross haven.
have been exceedingly fortunate in having as
P.
Griffin
of
jl
Westboro,
a
President
second
one who commands
Randall, Roxbury, Mass.; land and buildings in
Levi B. Morrison and universal love and year, and who i3
The third degree was conferred on a numpossessed
respect
Northport.
»"
tta and son Bradley of
of practical ideas and broad charity.
ber of candidates at the regular meeting of
il
Eliza
A.
and
Michael
Stockton
Our
is
the
commendaAndrews, Jr.,
past
highest
worthy
Mrs. Joseph Griffin, Dr.
Silver Cross lodge, Knights of Pythias, Wedtion despite all criticism and many things that Springs, to Maude L. Robbins, do.; land and
<‘f Lynn, Mass., Mr. and
nesday
evening. June 4th, a banquet following.
were deemed visionary or impossible are now
buildings in itockton Springs.
Norman Griffin and Mr. ; concrete
|
realities, won for the many by the unWaldo Lodge, No. 12, I. O. O. F., will observe
Boston, Mrs. Jane Libby selfish energy and enthusiasm of the few.
|
Odd Fellows Memorial Day by services at the
What our future is to be depends largely
harles H. Sprague, Miss
MAINE SONS OF VETERANS.
First Baptist Church, Bro. W. F. Sturtevant,
upon the cooperation of those who believe in
d Mrs. Pierce (Gertrude)
keeping the true city ideal foremost and bright.
pastor, Sunday morning, June 15th. A cordiai
the
Those
316:
annual
'•1rs. Levi Harriman, Mr.
attending
We have been, personally, always optimistic
encampment of the Maine Division, Sons of Veterans, invitation is extended to each member of every
ages, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur for the Belfast Improvement Society, and some
•..lighter, Gertrude Virginia of the suggestions for the immediate future, and the 22nd annual convention of the Sons of branch of the Order to attend. Please assemf Cambridge, Mass.
notably the lighting the City Park with elec- Veterans’ Auxiliary were welcomed at Bath ble %t Odd Fellows Lodge Room at 10 o’clock,
uests reluctantly departtricity and the buying and improving some June 4th, by Mayor E. W. Larrabee at a joint a. m. Canton Pallas No. 4 will act as escort.
Mr host and hostess all
I
vacant lots^n the business part of our city, convention preliminary to the regular sessions,
At the morning session of the Sons of Veters for
The annual district meeting of the Rebekah
many happy returns are indications that the spirit of courage and
Coimnander-in-Chief Ralph M. Grant of
One of Them.
progress are still with us. We believe that it ans
in this district will be held at Monroe,
Hartford made a few remarks and compliment- lodges
June 6, 1913.
is a reasonably safe prediction to say that the
June 17th. Miss Vesta C.
Belfast Improvement Society will have a ed the officers on their reports. He said they Tuesday evening,
.IRi v si'IKIT 1N THE A,R
were the best he ever heard.
Bert H. Stevens Whitten of Fairfield, Vice President of the
future of successful doing.
of Belfast was a member of the committee on
Rebekah Assembly of Maine, will have ^charge
Elizabeth Browne Brackett.
officer’s reports and Frank L Whiting of Belfast
of the meeting. The staff of Mizpah Rebekah
^>r"‘
'htiler Magnificent Outfit has
a member of the committee on constitution and
treasurer’s report.
rules. In the afternoon the Sons of Veterans Lodge of Winterport will exemplify the deh.'K
the Enthusiasm.
tou.
Following is the treasurer’s account with listened to an address by the Commander-in gree. Those desiring transportation from
Chief.
^f trumpets, a flaunting of the Belfast Improvement Society, 1912-13:
Belfast are requested to notify Samuel Adams
music from many bandB,
At Thursday’s session
resolutions were on or before the
t’"..
Receipts.
preceeding Monday.
1
f
;
highbred steeds, the paa..
adopted favoring better observance ot Memorr--K and Wheeler Shows will
Funds on hand June 12...$ 99 19 ial Day, and the fcllowing officers were elects'
a regular meeting of Canton Pallas, P.
At
2 96 ed:
tof Belfast June 18th. Interest on deposit.
Division commander, Lloyd L. Hooker of
beasts, groups of funny Dues from Secretary. 62 00 Bath; senior vice commander, W. O. Cobb, M., 1. O. O. F., Wednesday evening, June 4th,
k,
*>f beautiful ladies, athletes
fi>
Gardiner;
junior vice commander, Henry W. it was voted to postpone the visit to Monroe
L;
$164 15 Wing, Monson; secretary treasurer, E. K.
he world in their fantastic
tot:
lodge of Odd Fellows from June 20th to June
with
each
other to win your
Expenditures.
i;
Gould, Rockland, division council, F. H. Leach,
27th. The Canton will attend services at the
ii be a big day and your Melvin Clark for Park work.$ 10 00 Oakland; L. Haskell, South China; Ernest B.
Sr,).
the crowd. After the big
First Baptist church in this city Sunday
4 54
Heald, Bath.
jtfi,.’;.
Cooper & Co.’s bill.+.
tie fiee exhibitions at the
is
75
J. L. Colby’s bill.
Delegates at large to the national conven- morning, June 15th, when a sermon in keeping
L
hn Ctrla ohnor
mill
3 55 tion: W. D. Fletcher, Augusta; division deleJ. A. McKeen’s bill.
with the occasion will be delivered by Rev. W.
vS Ham
Jennings Bryan or Secretary’s salary. 515 00 gates, Orrin G. Riker, Augusta; F. W. Reed,
I
^
F. Sturtevant. This serviceis one which is annuii
1 60 South China; Arthur W. Marsh, Rockland.
swing around the States F. H. Mayo’s bill.
If you have tears to shed
u
It was voted to have a committee appointed ally held as a memorial to departed members.
Ifast circus day, for it will
to attend the dedication of the monument to
45 44
ad one.” The afternoon
V/itc
ill hue
Cash to balance account. 108 71 Past Commander t rank WT. Merrill at Matta'‘t* taken up with performh
pan, Mass., June 15th.
day June 5th was the clam bake at Lake Cobos'•(-nU where the artists of the
The next convention will be held in Water$154 15
seecontee. The make-up of the bake as reand limb to amuse you and
ville.
Kirby Cake Statement.
v
The auxiliaries elected officers as follows: ported by the Kennebec Journal was as fol‘•‘2
:ui.ny clowns will make you Deed on Baker
estate.$150 00
n :^e.
There are over one Deed on Robbins estate. 350 10
President, Mrs. Mary Esty, Waterville; vice lows: Kennebec salmon, 10 fish; new laid
,rId’s best performers with
president, Mrs. Marion Cobb, Gardiner; coun65 dozen; lobsters (all count), 800; clams,
\K heeler Shows.
No departcil,
Lugardie Kingsbury of Bangor, Mary eggs,
$500 00
verlooked in the amusement
Fletcher of Augusta, Annie Anderson of Port- 20 bushels; sweet potatoes, 4 bushels; rolls
2 07
twined ponies for the little Cash from 1912 subscription fund
land: treasurer, Mrs. Grace Webster, Portland; 800. In addition, hanging from branches of
:u
*
ucated elephants, trained Hit or Miss Club Party subscripchaplain, Mabel Smith, Bootnbay Harbor; in- the grove, were seven bunches of bananas.
21
tion
75
fund.
ats, leapers, aerialists, jug“Each Arab could pick
is, daredevils, high school
h
ling and instituting officer, Florence Robinson, As one noble observed
$ 23 82
lers, and in fact everything
Bath; patriotic instructor, Elizabeth Savage, bananas from his own tree.” Of coffee there
|
submitted.
!'-‘ved
Respectfully
and many things that
Bangor; delegate to national convention, Mrs. was 60 gallons, and mighty good coffee it was.
!?v
Sue M. Partridge, Tree surer.
of* Get up early June
Delia Hooker, Bath; alternate, Elizabeth Savv,l"‘
There were 17 pounds of butter, 5 gallons of
'he trains come in, see the
A nominating committee consisting of Miss
age. Bangor.
*
rushed "
l^e
air and notice what a
The following officers were appointed: Sec- cream, crackers by the barrel and 4 gallons of
^rfu 1
E. Maude Barker and Miss Sue M. Partridge
IS USftd in
retary, Mrs. Auwelda Bowker, Waterville;
building and tear- were
r.*■ r
appointed to report a nominee for Presi- chief of staff, Ida Rokes, Rockland; press cor- pickles.
city each day. June 18th
?i,.
feQay r[l*€,d
dent
at
the
next
The
VVillyou be out?
following respondent, Mary Hallett, Oakland; judge adDeValois commandery, Knights Templar of
meeting.
vocate, Edward K. Gould, Rockland.
officers and committees were elected;
Vinalhaven, are making many plans for the
>Ursts
()r«anize in Portland.
Vice Presidents—-Miss E. Maude Barker,
entertainment of Palestine of Belfast and
p
Freedom’s Centennial Celebration,
Camden of Camden on St. John’s day, June
VlE" June 6- A State As* Miss Charlotte W. Colburn* Mrs. E. R. Pierce.
The town of Freedom, incorporated June 11, 24th. About 40 members of Belfast commandery
Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. George E.
Nurses was form*
LtH-„,„'ra'luated
1813, observed its centennial yesterday. The have signified their intention of going from
S* rff, l,t; the election of the foi- Brackett.
Belfast Band was engaged for the day and the here and the ladies will accompany them.
Miss Edith L- Soule,
Auditor, Mrs. R. F. Dunton.
e61dent; Miss Rachael A.
I
following program was carried out: Parade at They will leave on the steamer Gov. Bodwell
Attorney, J. R. Dunton.
and Miss Sarah Hay£'■
9 o’clock; games at 10: band concert and speak- at 7 o’clock and call at Camden for the memCollector, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.
vilfe Presidents; Miss
Executive Committee. Mrs. H. H. Johnson, ing at 11; dinner at Grange hall at 12; ball bers of that commandery and ladies, arriving
see*
?fy
v, ^ewiston, recording
at l^o’clock; band concert and dance at in Vinalhaven around noon. A big parade will
“Ha Irish, Portland, cor- Miss E. Maude Barker, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, game
a fish dinner will be
Miss Bernice D. Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Grange hall at 2.30; supper at Grange hall at be given at noon, and
ladies of
Js
treasurer, and Miss Mrs. J. H. Quimoy, Miss Juliette A. Wiggin, 6.30; dance at Grange hall at 8, with music by served in Union hall by the in the Memorial
afternoon
*“difor. The Miss Caroline E. White, Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby* Tozier’s orchestra. Among the speakers were circle. Sports will be enjoyed
62.
tarted with a membership Mrs. C. O. Poor, Miss Sue M. Patridge, Mrs Carter B. Keene of Waahington, D. C„ and and a grand ball will be given in the evening

\
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Miss Cora S. Morison, who is teaching in
San Juan, P. R., will arrive home in July.

Walter Stanley of Cranberry Isle is
guest of Raphael Leavitt, East Belfast.

Hon. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta went to Boston last Friday for a brief
visit.

the

Miss Abbie Batchelder of Boston is the guest
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder, Court street.
Miss Bertha

day

for

Isle

au

Royce will leave today, ThursHaut, where she hes employ-

ment for the summer.

in

Mrs. E. S, Sperry of Orlando, Fla.,
Belfast Friday on their way to North-

port to spend the

summer.

-.

Belfast last Friday in the interest of his
candidacy for the Democratic nomination for
Congress from the 3d district.

in

Frank R. Wiggin, cashier of the Kenduskeag
Trust Co. in Newport, was at his cottage on
Murphy's Point the past week, getting it in
readiness for summer occupancy.
Linvill S. Whitmore a 6tudent at Colby college, is substitute carrier No. 9 at the Waterville post office and will remain there for an
indefinite time after commencement,

Lloyd and Miss Margaret Van
Voorhes of New York arrived Saturday to
spend the summer at No. 13 Main street.
Mr. Horace Chenery accompanied them from
Boston.
Mrs. H.

1

icavuico

■

1

1

v.-’|lJlrik

JfhU.a'.rf”,’

Hnd n^re:

Slf
Aqm,0,.'slon>

Tavfm

Skid u?cretar};
Pot’ter dn^or.

Ration .'.“"Mpt

Edmund Wilson.

Hon. William P.

Thompson of Bangor.

in Memorial halt

vi

niv

wutiucia

iciu

Mrs. S. G. Norton and daughter, Mrs Sadi©
Clark, visitei relatives in Rockland last week.

street.

Ralph Bramhall was at home from Colby for
Sunday, returning Monday morning to
Waterville.

Rockport, guests of their

Mr. and Mrs. Steward of Skowhegan are in
son, Dr. Carleton W.
Steward.

Frederick W. Brown of the Belfast postoffice is spending a two weeks' vacation at hia
cottage on the shore.

Miss C. Frances Welch has returned from a
visit with her sister, Mrs. R. W. Messer, in
Rockland.

Mrs. A. M. Billman of San Jose,
Calif., has
arrived to spend the summer and is the guest
of Mrs. L. S.; Southard.

Miss Madaline Giddings returned
Friday to
home in Bangor after a few days’ visit with
Miss Maude E. Mathews.

day

Mrs. C. W. Pierce of Monroe is the guest of
her daughter. Mrs. W. L. West. Franklin

Mrs. R. B. Hillman of
for several days of her

Unity has been a guest
daughter, Mrs. Ernest
Middle street.—Pittsfield Ad-

Northport campground,

the Alendall

cottage for the

over

Fred C. Hollins of Boston, arrived Friwas the guest that
night of Mi. and
Mrs. Charles R. Coombs.
Mr.

and

H. L. Woodcock will sail from Nassau, N.
for New York, and will go to

P., June 20th
Bingham, Me.,

rented

companied

season.

Stevens, Frank O. Whiting,
Clifford Bennett anil C. L. Vv right of A. E.
Messrs. Bert H.

camp, Sons

Clarx
annual

Sons of

of

Veterans,

attended the

encampment of the Maine Division,
Veterans, in Bath last week.

Captain Henry W. Nye of Fort Worth.
lexaa, is visiting ins cousin, Albert Nye, in
Captain Nye is a ioriner resident ol
ibis town but bas not been here for over forty
town.

He used to live at Fairfield Center and
bis return he bas visited his old home
there.—Fairfield Journal.

year"
since

v

■

George Wadsworth of Brockton, Mass., is
guest of Mrs. Mary C. Wadsworth.

the

C. Thompson, on
for the summer.
Mrs. Ella Colby, who has been in Belfast the vertiser.
Ralph Collins and Henry Cunningham have
past season, left Saturday for Lynn, Mass.,
j Miss Aliilie Mitchell has arrived home from returned from Waverley, Mass., vviioie
where she has employment.
they
an extended trip through Mexico and on the
were employed during the winter.
Mrs. Clara A. Brier of Cliftondale, Mass,,
Pacific coast. On the way home she visited
Mr. and Mrs. T. George Doaworth will
and Miss Clara Brown of Eureka, Calif.,
many places of interest./
arrive today, Thursday, to spend the summer
arrived Tuesday to visit Belfast relatives.
Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton and daughter, Miss at their
cottage on the North snore.
Miss Leola Carleton of Danforth arrived
Louise Knowlton, who have been spending
Miss Lucy Keating wei t to Portland last
Saturday to visit her uncle, Mr. Richard T. I some weeks in Boston and vicinity, returned
Rankin. She had been visiting relatives in last week to their home on
Saturday and spent Sunday wuh friends, leavCongress street.
ing there Monday for a brief trip to Boston.
Winterport.
The Henry Hoyt Hiltons of Chicago, who
Miss Bertha Trumble left Tuesday for Isle
Eugene Goodwin of Rockport, a student at will come
here July 1st for the summer, will au
Haut, where she has employment. Miss
the University of Maine, is the night man at
two cottages at the Battery, the Pitcher I Winnie
occupy
Morris will go later to remain for the
the Read Garage,
It is his third consecutive
known
as
and
the
Pottle
cottage
Mayne Staye,
summer.
summer here.
cottage.
N. J. Pottle of How’aiti, R. I arrived SunMrs. Fred Waldo Brown and daughter Jane
A Belfast friend received a letter last week
will leave the first of July to spend a few
day for a week's visit, tr.d w hile here will put
from Mrs. George S. Mills, dated at Rome, May
his cottage at the Battery in readiness for
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Mabel Kagy,
21st. She writes that they are having a dein Warron Ohio
summer use.
lightful tour abroad. They expected to leave
Paul R. Smith of this city, a student of
Frank D. Hazeltine graduated June 13th from
May 26th for Florence.
Bates college has beer, elected to membership
the Yates school in Lancaster, Penn. He will
Mr. Edwin Le beur of New York arrived las
in the Jordan Scientific society from the sophremain several days with friends before comweek and after spending a day with his brothomore class.
ing to his home in this city.
| er-in-law, Capt. Henry D. Gilman, went to
Commander William Veazie Pratt, who aclion. Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan was
where he has
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Mies A. P. Mansfield left Monday to spend
several weeks in Providence, R. I.

of

_

w

PERSONAL.

Paul R. Smith, a sophomore at Bates college
has been elected to membership in the Jordan
Scientific Society.

r!

.....

PERSONAL.

Miss Alberta Farnham attended the commencement at the University of Maine the
first of the week,

ij

j

yttmbpIT^T

A.

Carrie C. Pendleton, who had spent a
York after returning from
a winter’s sojourn in the South, arrived June
4th and is the guest of Mrs. Camilla A. Hazeltine, Court street. Her sister, Mrs. J. A. Fes-

ed to

Representative Stevens of Minnesota has
the summer abroad.
offered a place on the Commission on senden, will spend
Arbitration and lnt rnational Conference by
Miss Myrtle Nash, teacher in the Brick
the president. The commission will go to school, East Belfast, has resigned and will
enter the Waldo County Hospital to train for a
Europe this summer or fall.
Ethola W. Frost completed her year’s
the music department of Acadia
Seminary, Wolfville, N. S., May 30th, and after
a
week’s outing with friends arrived at her
Miss

in

Belfast home last

Tuesday.

H. Johnson returned last Saturday
from Boston, where she had been for surgical
treatment at the Corey Eiiil Hospital Dy Dr.
Daniel Fiske Jones of Boston. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. H.

1

Frank R. Woodcock met h^r at Burnham.

and Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro and Miss
Taliaferro of Jacksonville, Fla., arrived Friday at their summer home at the
junction of Church nd High streets. They
motored to Belfast from New York.
Hon.

Lucy

B.

and Harold S. Jones, Stephen C.
Clement, Ray Lindgrin, N. Houston Small.
Foster B. Crocker, Roland Stevens, Harold A.
Richards and Marthon Doak are at home from

Lynwood

the

S.

University

of Maine for the

summer vaca-

tion.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Davis and Miss Lulu

Thompson

and

Virgil

Hall left last

Sunday

in

She

nurse.

Nash

is

and bas

the

daughter of the late FrankE.
a successful school teacher

been

and is well lined for the work she is

to

under-

take.
Prof. Charles Lb Woods, director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station at Ororio,
was in Chicago last week attending a meeting
of the American Feed Association of which he
is president. While there he was to consult
with others in regard to a draft of a national
feed law.

The

his graduation, and now before the curtain
goes up the President asks, “Is Bick here?”
and if the answer is in the affirmative the

Phillip

Livii g&tones of New

York,

who

have taken the Me Lane villa on Northport
avenue for the season, arrived yesterday, they
have

string

a

ol seven

horses

and

a

Tally ho

coach.
Miss

Sturtevant will

Ethel

leave today*

Thursday, to atu-nu the commencement of
Freeport High scaool, and from there will go
to New Hampshire to spend the summer with
her

parents.
D. Pearson and little child

Mr. and Mrs. L.
of

Revere, Macs., arrived Friday for a short,
visit with relatives. 'They were accompanied
by Mrs. Pearson’s mother, Mrs. Margaret P.

Wood,

who had been their guest.

B. Crowell and son Kenneth of
Providence, R. L, spent Sunday with his sister, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs. Mr. Crowell has
taken a cottage of Charles Dickey and w :tii nis
wile and hvechiluren will spend the summer at
Mr. Aimer

Bay side.
Rev. iiaraden S. Pearl assistant pastor of
the Union Congregational church of Providence. K. 1., and Mrs. Pearl, are tne guests of
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
S. i'earl of Bangor.—Bangor News.

Hazeltine, who had been in Dexmonth taking the place of the local
agent of the American Express Co., who wras
on a vacation, returned to this city last Satur-

Mrs. T. Wallace Chase and children of Newtonville, Mass., ai.d Mrs. Paul DeLaney, little
son
and triplet daughters of Chicago, will

cuy and resumed charge of the Belfast office
Monday. Stephen S. L. Shute was in charge

Rubbihs homestead,

Willis W.

ter

for

here

a

during

Mr.

ilazeltine’s absence.

arrive June 24th to

children, who accompanied Air.
H. to Dexter, returned with him.
Hazeltine and

George Warren Phelan, son of Rev. and
D. B. Phelan, received his M. D. and C.
M. degrees at McGill University, Montreal,
last Friday. He came to Waidoboro and was
the ‘guest there over Sunday of Dr. Warren
Sanborn, arriving here Monday. Dr. Phelan
Mrs.

Master William Freeman Schoppe came
down river by boat last Saturday afternoon to

spend

the

corner

of

summer at

High

and

the

Miller

streets.

Airs.

latter’s car for Calais, where they will attend the annual field meeting of the Patriarchs
Militant of Maine, and visit in Mr. Davis’ for| will spend his vacation in Belfast, Isiesboro,
mer home.
and Danforth and will return to Montreal July
Miss Marjorie Shaw arrived home from
! 1st as an interne at the Royal Victoria hoslast
to
Simmons College, Boston,
Sunday
pital.
spend the vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Miss Gladys Pitcher of the Music DepartMrs. Walter C. Shaw. She was accompanied
ment of the Chelsea, Mass
High School was
! by her roommate, Miss Frances Alley of Corta pleasant surprise party June 4th by
land. N. Y., who will be her guest for two given
26 of her pupils. She was invited to a neighweeks.
bor’s and found everything in readiness for a
Elon B. Gilchrest went to Boston last Saturmost delightful evening, with music, games,
day night to meet Mrs. Gilchrest who had been etc. Refreshments were served from the dinvisiting her sisters in Madison, Wisconsin, and
ing room table, which was decorated with
was accompanied to Boston by her father,
Miss Pitcher was presented
a maypole, etc.
made
a
short
visit
who
had
Dun
Hon. R.’ F.
ton,
with a bronze statue of Mozart playing a
home
in Madison. The all arrived
Tuesday.
violin.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Savage of Bangor were
Misses Marian M. Heald and Clara B. Keating
week-end guests of Mrs. Ira M. Cobe
of this city and Dorothy Aiken of Boston
returned
to
Mr.
at Bohemia.
Savage
Bangor
will arrive today to spend the summer with
Monday, but .Mrs. Savag;e remained for a
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Bohemia cotweek’s visit. Mrs. Cobe and guests motored
tage on the South Shore, North port. Misses
to Sandy point Monday to visit relatives, and
Heald and Keating have been visiting in
Wednesday motored to Castine.
Massachusetts for several weeks and were
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Bickford went to Orono recent guests of Mrs. M. H. Cobe and Miss
last Sunday to attend the commencement ex- Aiken in Boston. They also attended the
ercises at the University of Maine. Mr. Bick- commencement at La Salle Seminary as guests
ford has not missed a commencement since of Miss Aiken, a student there.
the

duty.

Caroline Dclloff and her sister, Miss
Susan Cunningham, went to Portland Monday
to visit the former’s daughter*, Mrs. Cecil Clay
and Mrs. Wm. J. Havener.

been

work

sea

Mrs.

Airs.

few weeks in New

Mrs. Pratt to Beilast, has gone to
York to join his ship, having been assign-

New

Lin wood S.

and Harold S. Jones, students at

University of Maine, came home last
wjeek.
Harold wiii remain with his parents.
Cap t. and Mrs. J. W. Jones, but Liu wood expects to return to the University to engage ir.
the

field work

during the

summer.

Carl Hervey Stevens,

Dr.

of

son

Mr.

and

Northport, a grauuMedical school, at present,

Mrs. Mason I. Stevens of
a te

of the Maine

located

in

Bru

swick, will

come

to Belfast the

to engage in practice and has
leased the offices over the W ebber snoe store

last

on

of

June

Main street.

In the advanced

degrees granted

at

the Uni

versity of Maine was that of Master of
Sc ience, in biology, to Prof. William Freeman
Schoppe. Harold A. Richards graduated in
civil engineering. N. Houston Small also
graduated but there is an evident error in the
degree assigned in a newspaper report and
we are unable to correct it.

of the Waldo County
Association, held here June 5th. was
the event of the week. The da> was tine,
just cool enough to be comfortable, and 65
veterans were present. There was a large
delegation from Belfast and surrounding
towns and quite a number from distant parts
of the county. The church was well filled in
The

monthly meeting

Veteran

The schools were given a halfthat the children might be present

the afternoon.

holiday,

bo

The dinner at noon, and the program in the
afternoon were never better. Among those
present from outside the county were Past

Department Commander

Merritt from

James

Comrade J. G. Trask and wife
The old grey-headed veterfrom Newburgh.
Waterville and

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C'has. A.
Pilsbury, leaving his parents in Orono,engaged ans seem to enjoy these meetings more as time
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie and Mr. and in packing their household goods. Prof, and
passes_Mrs. John Berry is spending a few
MrB. Edmund P. Brown, in Mr. Ritchie’s MrB. Schoppe will arrive this week and after a weeks in Bangor.... Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hatch
car, and William H. Hall, Dr. William C. Lib- short visit go* to West Auburn to visit his par- made a trip to Bangor last Friday in their auMrs. Coombs from Belfast is visitbey, Elon B. Gilchrest and James H. Howes in ents. On their return to Belfast about the tomobile.
Prof. Schoppe will leave for ing her daughter. Mrs. Charles Brown
Mr. Hall’s car, went to AugUBta last Thursday first of July
to attend the annual field day of the Shriners. Bozeman to assume his duties at the State Mrs. Cyrena Jackson from Belfast visited relaMr. Gilchrest was one of the fifty candidates College and Mrs. Schoppe and Billy will re- tives in town last week-Mr. and Mrs. Harry
who were initiated into the Mystic Shrine.
main for a long visit with her parents at 4 Simmons from
Wrhitinsville, Mass., and his
brother Hugh are visiting their mother, Mrs.
youri sueei.
Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
Amos
Elmer
and
Mr.
Sherman,
Mr. F. Wallace Chase of Newtonville, Mass., Annie Simmons.... Mr. and Mrs. Eaton fronr
Clement and Mr. R. T. Rankin returned last
of Mr. and Mrs. S.
former
a
principal of the Belfast High school, Roc eland have been guests
Friday from a delightful auto trip. They left
is president of the Boston West Bible School W. Shibles the past week.... Mrs. Emma Sawhere Wednesday at 6 a. m., went to PortsConvention and presided at its recent session yer from Augusta is spending a week with her
mouth, where they remained over night,
Mr. Daniel
mother, Mrs. Lottie Murcfa
in Brighton. He also responded to the address
motoring to Boston the next day for a sixDickey recently bought a fine 3-year olu colt
welcome given by Rev. E. P. Tuller, D. D.,
hours' visit. They returned to Portsmouth to of
of Roland Woodbury... .The Ladies’ Aid will
of Brighton. The resolutions included the fol- meet with Mrs. Bertha Mears Thursday June
spend Thursday night and arrived home Friwords of appreciation of Mr. Chase: 12th....Rev. William Fletcher will preach
day at 5 p. m. Their route was along York lowing
“That we appreciate the just and timely words here next Sunday at the usual hour.
and Wells Beaches and they enjoyed the scenof our president, in his address this morning on
Rockland's Tax Rate Increased.
ery and were particularly interested in the
the value of worship, and affectionately urge
abundant wild flowers.
the officers, teachers and scholars of our
Rockland, Me., June 4. The taxIn reporting the launching at that port of the schools to cultivate the habit of identifying j
received something of a jolt toEast Hampton, the largest fishing steamer on themselves with their respective churches in j payers
day when the Board of Assessors anthe Atlantic coast, the Rockland Courierpublic worship." ♦
nounced that the new tax rate will be
Gazette says of her designer:
$28.50 on $1000. This is an increase of
Mrs.
William
MacDonald
and
daughter
The event was of special significance to
$5.50 per $1000. It is made necessary,
John J. Wardwell, designer and master- Mona, with Miss Sadie MacDonald, a student the assessors
explain, by the increased
builder,for it occurred on his birthday, and was in the Maine General Hospital, came from State tax and the
necessity of reducing
the 64th craft of his building. He is a native
Portland Saturday and spent the week-end the city debt. The total tax commitof Stockton Springs, and early worked in the
famous shipyards of that town and Searsport. with Mrs. MacDonald’a parents, Mr. and Mrs. ment is $171,116, representing a State
He designed his first vessel in 1873, and since Walter I. Neal, in Waldo.
They left Monday tax of $29,573, a county tax of $8075, a
that time has made the models for vessels of and
Mr. MacDonald in Burnham pro- city tax of $129,475 an overlay of $3,991
joining
many rigs, including the first six-master ever
and poll taxes amounting to $7,143. The
launched in this country, the schooner George ceeded to hia old home in Richibucto, New total valuation of the
city this year is
W. Wells, built in the Bean yard at Camden. Brunswick, where they will spend a few
an increase of about $17,000
He also designed the six-masted schooner weeks. Mr. MacDonald was formerly a brake- $5,753,442,
over last year. The real estate is valued
Mertie Crowley, built oy Cobb, Butler & Co.
on the Belfast, branch of the Maine Cenat $4,255,815 and the personal estate at
The Wardwell models are famous the world man
tral and has since been promoted to conductor $1,497,627. The land values amount to
over and the designer is one of the most likever
tackled
a blue-print.
able men who
with headquarters in Portland.
$1,740,563.
show

opens.

visit his
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STATE PENSIONS

WALDO COUNTY.

IN

The report of the State Pension clerk for the years 1911*12 says that according to the
records of the Pension Office, the total amount expended for pensions in 1911 was $101,666*
Of this amount $97,550 was paid for Civil and Spanish War claims, $276 were Aroostook War

claims, $3,840 was expended in Military Pensions. There was an unexpended balance in 1911
amounting to $3,834. The 75th Legislature made, available for pensions during 1912, $100,000.
The disbursements in Waldo county were as follows:
Amount
Paid.

Number
Pensioners.

$3,366

76

2
Belmont
Brooks. 5
12
Burnt am
Frankfort.. 5
2
Freedom
1
Ialesboro..
Jackson. 4
Knox. 3

Liberty.

Lineolnville.
Monroe.

Montville
Morrili.
(1910)

..

4
3
4
2
1

W'aldo.

Winterport.

132

126

1

27
99
90
108
81

172

Troy..
Unity.

72
27
144
81

3

$7,596

...

3
4
4
1
8
7
5

T50
144
72
396

312
147

DWIGHT P. PALMER.

294
135

4
2
4

63
117

uiilitaut

THE

English

suffra-

gettes, with scores of outrages
already to their credit—and

333
297

108
27
27
81

discredit—continue to ply the
torch, if the inferences of the police
are correct

225
262

Since militancy assumed such great
proportions scores of beautiful and historic buildings in the British isles have
been set

$5,601

on

tire, and

some

of them

destroyed. Others were damaged
almost beyond hope of repair.
were

ami his wife and Mrs. Thompson made
my stay there very enjoyable. The Wifsons have two nice children, and I should
A Belfast Man’s Trip to the Northwest.
say he was very prosperous and he is a
Fort Collins has
very prominent citizen.
On Board Ore Steamer,
about 9,00(J population, and is a flourishHarvey B. Goulder, Capt. Davidson
ing city. Through ihe kindness of Mr.
May 22, 1913, 7 a. m.
Wilson and his wife I was favored with
Friend PilsbUry:
a rid“ into the heart of the
Kocky mounI am about, leaving this fine boat at
tains, 45 miles from Fort Collins, to a
Conneaut, Ohio, to take a train on the place called Estes Park, which is a great
Lake Shore for Albany, where I change summer resort.
Bidding farewell to Mr. and Mrs. Wilto the Boston train, and perhaps a few
son and Mrs.
Thompson, 1 returned to
words about my trip down the lakes on j
where I took a train for St,.
Denver,
this steamer and what I have been doing Paul via
Omaha, and having a few hours
since I wrote you from my brother’s at Omaha took a view
of the ruins caused
ranch may be of interest.
by the tornado of March 23d, and found
Through the kind favor of Mr. Mason that the accounts we had received were
of Chicago, who is interested in the not overdrawn.
On arriving in St. Paul
United States Steel corporation, i was
met by Mr. and Mrs Walter B.
:
furnished a letter to Mr. G. A. Tomlinson Kelley and was entertained at their
of Duluth, President and Manager of the
home, and a very pleasant time they
Tomlinson Transportation Co., who are gave me.
I saw W. K. Morrison, and
iron
ore
steamers
carry- he was
iarge owners in
very nice and gave me a fine ride
the
from
Duluth
to
ing ore
corporation's in his auto and lunch at his club. He is
different plants on the Great Lakes. I the
leading retail hardware dealer in
With this letter Mr. Mason also kindly
Minneapolis. From Sr. Paul 1 went to
the
of
a
letter
to
the
n
e
captain
gave
Anoka, 18 miles from Minneapolis, where
steamer asking him to give me a passage I have an aunt and two
cousins, and
to the destination of the steamer on
passed four very pleasant days. Anoka
Lake Erie.
is a prosperous town of 4,000 population
The steamer left Duluth Sunday even- and has
just gone under a commission
ing,May 18th, about 8 o'clock with 10.500 form of Government. From Anoka I
tons of iron ore on boar.! and drawing 19
went to Fargo, to the home of my old
She is built entirely of Iriend Edward A.
feet of water.
Perry, and was delightsteel, is GUO feet long, 50 feet wide, has fully entertained at his pleasant home.
ballast
is
fitted
with
and
hatches
31
Mr. Perry left Belfast in 1879, 34 years
tanks which are filled with water when ago, and I
presume is only remembered
she has to return to Duluth without carby the oldest of our citizens. He went
when
we left Duluth
was
so
late
It
go.
to Fargo in 1880, when the population
that I did not see much of Lake Superior was
only 600, but is now 20,000, and he is
until the next morning, but I was up at the oldest merchant in
Fargo. I met
5 a. m. and was on deck most of the day. here Mr. Albert
Ames, who married
It was a delightful sail down Lake Su- Lena, daughter of Mr. Edward A.
Perry,
perior and Lake Huron, as we were in who with his wife anti four children was
sight of the shores and meeting these about to start for Oregon, where they
large ore steamers going to Duluth and will make their home. Fargo is a
in company with others going the same
charming city and has many nice resiway as our steamer.. We arrived at the dences. The business
was swept
Soci about 8 a. m. Tuesday and got by fire in 1S82 and all portion
the buildings now
through the locks about noon. The are new and very handsome, and there
locks a’e large enough to take two of is a
general air ot prosperity. Fargo
these big steamers at a time and has
just adopted a commission form ot
when emptied of steamers going down
government, Duluth also, and I found
they arp filled with steamers going that that form of government is becomendless
is
an
so
there
procession ing popular in the northwest.
up,
going both ways. There are two locks
From Fargo I went to Duluth, leaving
on the American side, and one on the
at 9 a. m. and arrived at Duluth at 7
p.
Canadian side, and there is a new one in m. the same
day and had four verv
process of construction on the American pleasant days at the home of
two
my
side. Nineteen feet is about, as much cousins.
draft as it is safe to go through on.
Wherever I went, and found an old
There is a difference of 2L feet bethere I found The Journal,
Belfaster,
and
tween the level of Lake Superior
and it shows their good judgment when
steamer
was
The
Lake
Huron.
that of
they wish to keep in touch with their old
24 hours from the Soo to the St. Clair home.
May the good old Journal and
Huron
is
Port
and
at
the
entrance
river,
its editor continue to prosper.
on one side with Sarnia on the other,
Truly yours,
•and there are a number of small places
Edward Sibley.
on each skit before we get down to Detroit. The river broadens out into Lake
7 o feel strong, have good appetite and diSt. Clair about half way down. On argest!,.n, bleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burriving opposite Detroit the captain gut dock Blood Bitters, the family system tonic
his destination orders to Conr-mut, Ohio,
mr
and it w as 9 p. m. before tve ,;ot on. into
Lake Erie. We crossed Lake Erie in the
THE OLD STEAMER RICHMOND
night and 1 did no! see much if that body
Lake Superior is the largest
of water.
Has Been Converted Into a Palatial
It is 500 miles long and
of the lakes.
Houseboat.
J2G miles wide in its widest part. The
distance from luiuth to the Soo is 434
stories
of early steamboatInteresting
miles,anil from Duluth (o our destination ing days along the Maine coast are given
a little over 1,0* 0
miles. I: was a de- in a
of
history
steamboating in the
lightfu '.rip from start to finish and one of Maine, which Tyler R. Wasgattgulf
of
that I nave been desirous of taking for
Jersey City, for many years purser on
of
1
and
how
many years.
thought
you,
the Boston boats and later on a steamer
much you would have enjoyed it.
between Bangor and Portland is writing.
Perhaps a few statistics may be of One of the most interesting of these
old
value. 1 was at Duluth in the fall of boats is the steamer
City of Richmond,
7.879 when there were very few houses, once familiar to
everyone on the Maine
and but little business. Today it has coast.
Tte port is
over TOO,000 population.
The City of Richmond, which at one
open to navigation for 8 months in the time ran to Bangor, was for years on the
year, during which time it has a larger route between Portland and Machiastonnage, in and out, than any port in the port, being succeeded on that run by the
United States. The receipts of coal ex- steamer Frank Jo es. Mr.
Wasgatt tells
ceed any port in the United States, and of her later days:
vit is the distributing port for all the
“In 1885, the City of Richmond was
northwest,including St. Paul and Minne- withdrawn from this route and for sevseason it is
the
eral
shipping
During
apolis.
years was run from Rockland to
the outlet for wheat from the north- Machias, connecting at Rockland for
■west and nearly all goes by steamer to Portland with the Maine Central.
Buffalo. The receipts of iron ore are ,
“Afterwards she came to New York, !
about 150,000 tons a day, and i: is loaded where she was UBed as an excursion
out as fast as it comes in.
steamer for a couple of years, and then
After leaving my brother’s ranch 1 sold to go to Florida. She was there
went to Denver, which is a beautiful and
called the City of Key West, and someprosperous city, took a trolly ride over times went to Havana. Still later Bhe
the city and out to the foot hills of was purchased by the Joy line and ran
the Rocky mountains. From there I
between New York and Fall River.
vent to Fort Collins to see Bert. Thomp“A few years ago she was out of comson and Jesse Wilson. Mr.Thonr.pton was ; mission and laid
up at Perth Amboy, N.
away, so I did not see him, hut Jesse j J. This year Ira C. Twombly, a wealthy
New York gentleman, has purchased her
and fitted her up as the largest and finest
r>,
kit;
iuiu houseboat in the world.
Dies DdiKduic
“Her lower after cabin has been fitted
i up with swimming pools for ladies and
Her lower forward cabin,
Seme L’elfast People Have Learned How gentlemen.
once used as sleeping
quarters for male
To Get Relief.
is
now a gymnasium.
The
passengers,
extreme
after
of
her ladies’ cabin
How many people suffer from an achin
portion
is
now a well-fitted kitchen; next forback?
ward of that is a panlry and refrigerator
How few know the cause?
The re3t of the ladies’ cabin i3 I
room.
If it hurts to stoop or lift—
!

On the Great Lakes.
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j

|

I^was

j

■
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an

suffer sudden, darting pains—
If you are weak, lame and tired.
If you

Suspect

your

kidneys.

elegant dining-room for thirty

or

more

guests.
main deck, from aft to
forward gangways, is an elegant ball“Her

spacious

Two recent tires in which beautiful
buildings were ruined are attributed
by the authorities to the "arsonettes.”
One was St Catherine’s church at
Hatcham, New Cross, South London.
The other was at Farington Hall, a
mansion on the outskirts of Liuudee,
Scotland. Both buildings were destroyed. only blackened walls and charred
beams remaining when the flames had
been put out.
Farington Hall was a typical Scotch
mansion and was a valuable piece of
property. It was owned by a former
lord provost of Dundee.
St. Catherine's church was a gift to
its congregation and cost $90,000, exclusive of its fittings.
It was consecrated nineteen years ago.
It was a fine buildiug tn the Gothic
style, situated at the top of Telegraph
hill, and had seating accommodation
for nearly a thousand persons.
Ail that remains of it are the four
outer stone walls, the inner chapel and
the magnificent stained glass windows.
Within the building are masses of
charred timber, the organ has been reduced to ashes, the carved oak roof
has goue, the solid oak lectern was
burned, the mosaic pulpit lies in cinders on the floor, the beautiful altar is
no more, and the pews of pitch pine
are blackened with fire or damaged by
the falling timbers of the massive roof.
Apparently the fire started in the
organ loft at the east end of the church

i

>

Photos
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by American Press Association.

above—st.

LONDON,

Catherine's church, south
ON

FIRE.
BELOW—RUINS OF
STAIRWAY IN FARENGTON HALL, DUNDEE, AFTER A FIRE.

and opposite the vestry, and the flames
spread swiftly outward and upward.
“I had only left the church a few
minutes before,” said the vicar, the
Rev. H. J. H. Truscott,
"andtin those
few minutes practically the eutlre roof
had caught Are.
"I saw no one in the church when I
left, and there was not the faintest
smell of Are.
A few minutes later,
while I was paying a visit to a friend
in the neighborhood, some one ran up
to me and told me the church was ou
fire.
“To my amazement 1 saw the flames
bursting from the east windows and
out of the
roof.
Running back, I
managed to save the registers in the
vestry, the cassocks and the surplices,
and that Is all we saved.”
That the authorities intend to make
the suffragettes pay the full penalties
for their offenses, whenever conviction is possible, was Indicated when
Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst, leader of
the militants, was returned to her cell
In Holloway jail, from which she was
released after she had made herself
seriously ill by a “hunger strike.”
Mrs. Pankhurst was being treated at
a private hospital, and her friends had
begun to hope that the government
would forget the three year prison sen|
tence against her. These hopes were
rudely dispelled when she was rearrested.
It Is said that Mrs. Pankhurst immediately resumed her "hunger strike”
on being returned to Jail.
Her daughter. Miss Christabel Pankhurst, who fled to Paris when a warrant for her arrest was Issued on a
charge of inciting the suffragettes to
malicious damage to property, has given the police fully as much trouble as
■

room, 125 feet long by forty feet wide.
dizziness, Forward of this, where the forward
gangway was, is a garage for automoScanty, painful, or too frequent urination,
biles fitted so the cars can go right on
Nervousness or a constant dead-tired feel- shore or be received
on board at any
ing.
stage of the tide.
Avert the serious kidney diseases.
“The aft saloon on the promenade
Treat the weakened kidneys with Doan’s deck has been fitted with thirty elegant
Bleeping apartments and the forward
Kidney Pills.
saloon is a large billiard room. Outside
A remedy especially for sick kidneys.
on this deck forward Mr. Twombly lands
Endorsed in Belfast by your friends and
hiB aeroplane.
neighbors.;
It was predicted recently that she
“Above this deck the pilot house has
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Bel- been fitted as the owner’s
den, the pilots’ wonld be tried at the Old Bailey In her
fast, He., says: "Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine and mates’ rooms as a wireless station absence. No each procedure can take
kidney remedy. They have been used in my and the captain’s room as a sleeping place In England without the Bat of
Household for the past four years and I and apartment.
the attorney general, but the recorder
other members of my family have derived
“By the mainmast is a reading and at the Old Bailey Intimated that the
and the balance of the' official flat could be
great benefit from them. I willingly recom- smoking-room
easily obtained
hurricane deck is devoted to promenadmend this remedy to other kidney sufferers.’'
and to a full-sized tennis court.
ing
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fos“We are very glad to see our old favter-Hilburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents orite
ending her days so gloriously inFOR FLETCHER’S
for the United States.
stead of being burned for her metal like
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no the once popular Katabdin and Lewiston.”
-ether.
Watch for nature’s signal.
The first sign may be headache

or

WEDDING BELLS.

Children Cry

CASTORIA

1313.

SPECIAL

PARTY

GETTYSBURG

TO

It has been
reported that there would
be no place in
Gettysburg during the 60th
anniversary exercises for women, and
as some of the
Comrades wish to take
their wives and
daughters along with
them, this party has been arranged
especially for them and their friends.

Thurston-White. Brief mention wai
made last week of the marriage at higt
noon
Saturday, May 31at, at the Uni.
tartan church in Farmington, Me., ol
Miss Florence Adams White, daughtei
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. White o;

and Mr. Albert Thomai
Thurston of Rockland. The church wai 1
ant* mealB have been engaged
,i,KOOf1S
for a small
beautifully decorated, pink, white ant | there
party and as rooms are
at a premium in
green, being the prevailing colors. Thi
Gettysburg it will be
altar was banked with foliage, appli necessary for
any who wish to go in this
blossoms and cherry blossoms.
t0 make
Sus
application at once,
1 he party will leave Portland at 12.05
pended by long white ribbons above thi s
noon
altar were four baskets of foliage.
Thi
Saturday, June 28th, in a special
chancel rail was banked with flower 1 car, travelling via Boston to Fall River,
and large clusters of blossoms, tied witl 1
,re steamer will be taken for New
broad white ribbons, were arranged ef
York,and from New York this party will
feciively at the organ loft. Bunches o E PaYe a special car on the State of Maine
greensand white flowers with daybreal : traln to Gettysburg, arriving there at
pinks were tied to the pews with broai 1 about 2 p. m., Sunday, June 29th.
the next
white ribbons.
day a drive will be taken
over the battlefield.
Miss Mabel Austin presided at the or
The party will remain
in Gettysburg until
gan. As the guests were arriving t
Thursday, takshort program was given, including ai
in
the program as
ing
arranged by the
committee.
organ prelude, “Romance,” by Tours
Dunham, and a song “Ave Maria,” b'
will be made in
,return. a stop
New York,
Miss Blanche Huart.
taking an automobile drive
The strains of the bridal chorus fron to the points of interest.
The
Lohengrin announced the approach o;
party will return to Maine Saturthe bridal party. The bride and her at
day July 5th.
An itinerary
tendants came down the center aisle o;
giving information will
be mailed upon
the church, while the bridegroom ant
application to Jas. L.
his best man approached at the samt Merrick, Manager,
Waterville, Maine
time from the side aisle.
A
Successful
Year at U. of M.
Leading the bridal party were th<
two ushers, Lawrence Trumbull, brothThe
er-in-law of the bride, and
past
year has been one of the
Slanlej
Moore. Then followed the two brides- most successful in the life of the Unimaids, Miss Lora Gould, cousin of the versity. The freshman class was much
bride, and Lucille Stevens. They were the largest that has evep entered, and
gowned in white marquisette with long the total registration for the first time
pink sashes, and wore small white chif- passed the thousand mark. The relafon hats trimmed with pink plumes. tions of alumni, faculty, and
undergradThey carried small hand bouquets of uates have been cordial, and the scholastic
work
is
felt
to
have been better than
roses,
pinks, marguerites and sweet
Next followed the matron of ever before. Athletic teams have been
peas.
successful
Mrs.
Lawrence
and other student
honor,
Trumbull, sister unusually
of the bride, who wore her
wedding activities have prospered. The LegislaHer hat was of ture of 1913 appropriated $110,000 a year
gown of white satin.
white chiffon with pink plumes and she for four years for maintenance, $95,000
carried a bouquet of flowers similar to for building, $4,500 a year for the Dethose of the bridesmaids.
partment of Forestry, $5,000 annually
Last came the bride, accompanied by for experiments in animal breeding, and
her father. Miss White’s gown was of $1,500 a year for printing. The total
white crepe de chine and brocade silk, absence of any opposition in the Legistrimmed with princess lace.
She wore a lature toward the University was parpearl brooch, the gift of the bridegroom. 1 ticularly gratifying.
Her veil, which fell to the end of her
long train, was also worn hy her sister |
Portland’s First Trip of Mackerel.

Farmington,

54
171

4

177

Springs.

Swanville.
Thorndike..

In America
Fur Mle by

"

$2,562

,2

90
108
228
516

Searsmont.
Searsport.

STRAWS

I.’ Best

Amount
Paid.

3
5
11
4
2

81
192
426
228
84
36
204
120
168
120
132
108
12

2
2
4
13

Prospect
Stockton

Number

Pensioners.
73

3
4
4
2
10
9
4
1
1
2
5
9

Northport.....
Palermo.
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Is famous pie crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour

■

at her wedding last year.
The bride
carried a bouquet of roses and lilies of
the valley tied with white ribbon.
The bride and bridegroom met at the
altar, where Rev. H. E. Latham, pastor
of the church, awaited them. The single
ring service was impressively performed.
During the ceremony the barcarolle from
the “Tales of Hoffmann” was played
softly on the organ. The recessional was

i

ji
Ij
I
1

j

Mendelssohn’s wedding march.

Following the ceremony a wedding
breakfast was served at the home of the
bride’s parents.

Percy Gould,
Pretzman

cousin of the bride, and
were
ushers at the

Gale

CIIUILU.

The bride’s gift to the matron of honor
and bridesmaids were cut-glass vases
and pearl bandeaux for the hair. The
bridegroom gave his best man and ushers scarf pins.
Handsome gifts of silver, cut glass,
linen and money have been received by
the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston left on the
afternoon train for their summer cottage, “Bird’s Nest, at South Thomaston, where they will pass their honeymoon.
They will reside in Rockland.
The bride’s going-away gown was dark
blue wool ratine with cerise trimmings
and cerise hat to match.
The bride is
the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry P. White. She received her education in the Farmington schools, and is
a graduate of the high school, class of
1906.
She then entered the Stanhope
Wheatcroft School of Dramatic Art in
New York where she studied one year
under the stage name of Grace Gould.
She made her debut in “Human Hearts”
winning much praise. She has been on
the stage about five years. The bridegroom is the only son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Thurston of Rockland and is a graduate of the Rockland High school.
He
took up electrical work and has been in
business for himself several years.
He
s a prominent worker in the Universaist church ai d is one of Rockland’s most
popular young men.
Among the guests from out of town
were Mr. and Mrs. W. H. C. Pillsbury,
Jacob Wurth of Brookline, New York,
Miss Margaret Thurston of New York,
Miss Margaret Thurston of Union, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Thurston of Rockland,
Mrs. D. H. Bailey of Vienna.
Mrs. H. P. White, mother of the
bride, wore a handsome gown of black
kid finish and fancy imported waist and
a large black hat with plumes.
Mrs. C. A. Thurston, mother of the
bridegroom, wore a navy blue silk with
white Irish lace trimmings.
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one

year

from

thei: respective offices to our subOur clubbing offers are as follows

scribers.

ad /ance, and

they

are

(

be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the Woman's Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their sub-

scription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
| Magazine are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
us this notice:
“The subscribers may
select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by
making
a request on an ordinary
post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
which they are entitled

Paint Now
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for
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way of
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Quality, Thoroughly Prepa

1

We wish to inform our customers and frier;.
shall be pleased to receive their summer ord<
and Coke at the following reduced prices u.
notice:

o

Chestnut,

ivcmriiiut'i

iiese

^7.50
prices

are

suu.ject to

on all bills paid w.thin 30
days :'i
Discount not allowed on anything
lots. The above prices are for Coal put in t
street level within city limits. Coal taken
per ton less than above prices.
Upstairs ;v
above prices.
Fwo flights 75c. per ton a id s
attf ntion given to delivering coal outside rit.\
isfactory prices. All orders shall have
careful attention in preparation and delivers

count per ton

delivery.

[J
2

-'rrm.'

]
fl

7.75
7.75
6.50

Stove,
Pea,
Coke,

Uj

1

$8.00
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Send for Free Booklet.
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The KEELEY INSTITUTE
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All Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.
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THE STICKNEY STOVE SI ORE

NO
Matboda rational and humane.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
We have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Nervousness at home

Campbell’s
II

SHOWS

Owe a Wheeler s FAMOUS
MUSICAL ELEPHANTS

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best because
we keep up to date always

Kitchen Bright
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THE

sent

For Liquor, Opium,
and otlwr Drag

the

Sr

;/

«

then

a

Makes
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WORLDS BEST

-

<

fers may

NOTE—Dr. True's own prescription, i
•old under the name of Dr. True’i Elixir,
is the best remedy in the world for worms.
It destroys all worm life, expels worms from
the body and makes the child
healthy again.
All dealers, 35c, 50c and $1.00.
I

Varnish Stain-

?

WHEELERSv

kerchiefs. 2.25
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine.
2.25
The publications included in our clubbing of-

C

ff=

©DOWNIE&v

for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered hand-

Nineteen-twentieths of the sickness of
children hare two causes: constipation

have a healthy, happy child.

?/.

18|
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Clubbing Offers
13 following
clubbing
I offers apply only to t,ub*sriptions paid in adand
when
an
it
is
made it should be
pay
j vance;
;ny, is desired. It is
I stated what premium
1 also
necessary to say : ..it none of these publications are mailed vriJi The Journal or from
this office. We hr/ e tj pay for these publicasent

9

Wait for the Big Mini

j

tions

you most

FOR SALK 3YY QUR GROCER.

The first trip of mackerel landed at
Portland this season was brought in June
fith by the schooner Marion E. Turner,
returning from a 17 days' trip to the
eastward, most of her fishing having
been done on the Cape shore of Nova
Scotia.
The schooner landed 5,325
bloater mackerel, some of them weighing nearly five pounds, the whole lot
averaging over three pounds, and having
been taken in two sets.
But for the
bursting of her seine a much larger catch
would have been reported, she having
got it around a school containing at least
100 barrels when it gave way, most of
the fish making their escape, less than 40
barrels being secured.

Only Knew!

anil worms’
The danger of constipation is understood, l ut there are 50 different kinds of
worms that may exirt in the stomach and
bowels, and children are especially apt to
have them. Usually stomachand pin worms.
Signs cf worms are: Indigestion, with
a varialne
ap;et’te; abnormal cravingfot
sweets; nausea and vomiting; swollen upper
sour
lip;
tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full belly with occasional
gripings and
pains about the navel; face at one time
flushed, then pale and in a few cases the
face takes on a dull leaden
hue; eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
of the nose; itching of the
rectum; short,
dry cough; grinding of the teeth; little
red points sticking out on
tongue; starting
during sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened
and irregular; body may be
hot; and
ofien, in children, convulsions.
Rid the child of worms and you will

milled—gives

loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

Furnishings,

Stoves, Rang*

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY
JOHN B. STICKNEY,
Church Street
*

Opp. Memorial Building.

j
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Washington, D. C., June 9, 1913.
Granting tout a large proportion of the

J

voters who contribute to the success of

of the New England
faille siteafterwards
removed

party expect office or other advancethereby, it is quite evident that a
correspondingly large proportion of those
who voted for President Wilson last Noa

He

(jle

ment

house which he built
,rv frame
.food about midway on High

>"fl

»*!*■'„

P*£,Vee'’
,ffI

,he New En£land House
house of James Y.

vember are

ling

distinctly disappointed

over

the painfully deliberate way the new
llsq.; the bars
President has of reaching conclusions
^llT'‘''
front door of
the
where
)1)()Ut
about dispensing patronage. They are
r!'
now
is.
In
1811
,„tiu-k's house
making comparisons with former admin',1 to the house which he built
and especially with the two
istrations,
known
as
the
Hill,
rfn"",l!. Wilson’s
in occupation of Cleveland administrations, to the marked
,|0use, now
(fr
He was the discredit of the Wilson administration,
,;py and Swift.
**
the
two lots on now in its fourth month, with but few
of
nq, one
j
,Ti
business
portion of important changes made outside of the
principal
southern
bound- cabinet. As a consequence the counteIts
iiiteil.
"fr,
r
nances of the office seekers in the lobbies
street on the course it runs
of the Washington hotels and in the corto Custom-house
Hill
uor.'s
ridors of the capitol are “sicklied o’er
<
„n the same course to the
®#‘
boundary is forty with a pale cast of thought.” They recall
...
r irthern
c"
that before either of the Cleveland adfrom its southerly line.
lot of the two referred ministrations was a month old, the bulk
1
of the more important nominations,
men of the last generaif tne present as the Mil- along with the priz.s in the diplomatic
which a portion of High, and consular service, had been given to
Cedar and Congress Democrats, not to speak of Cleveland’s
"drawn,” in the di- greater patronage burden, having more
v
offices to give, not then covered by the
ai mg the original pro^

to

his pas-

a

on

preference,
through the finan-

this day he made a mis-'
making the change he
;

immediately in
ue. with salmon, shad,
lush, the most practi- I
rrency of the day. Mr.
rai children, sons and
only survivor resident
more

rles Treadwell, wife of
-fleeted Commodore of
Wig

lump

McCrillis and William
1 Selectmen, Herman
itnuel French, Treasthe other town officers
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The most

margin
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news

from the

does, Wo to the waters to the Pacific on Sunday to the
Iiseiples of the Apos- channel of the canal. A blast of 32,750
go a fishing!”
pounds of dynamite was exploded which
eg meeting an election j turned a
mighty rush of the western
Congress for this Dis- vi'aters through the displaced dyke below
a.
whole number of the Miraflores
locks, an event witnessed
place was 285. At amid great enthusiasm by many thou"ting, there having sands of people. It brings vividly near
the previous trial, an- realization the
splendid achievement of
ten: whole number of
Uncle Sam’s engineers and scientists.
s very little interest
Evidently the work on the canal wili be
nit and there was. of pushed with greater
energy than ever.
t tendance of voters,
The uncertainty of the situation in the
Isq., was elected Rep- Orient, with a growing political party in
The ! Japan muttering against the United
Legislature.
.eaths in this year States, because of alien land law's in the
Pacific coast States, is giving such concern as incites increased vigor ir. the
1UKAL LIME.
realm of public work.
it

..ran
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Canal Zone this year came with the dispatches telling of the admission of the

"dice will re-assume its
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Modern rered new reasons for
has given it a place
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soil amend-

and deaths.

Postmaster

General Burleson, it is said, has sent to
a
practically the President about a thousand names of
t present to supply ! postmasters he has recommended for
ap,r other reasons that
pointment, and he advises callers who
;
For
exy applied.
ruct acid conditions, to throng his office every day that it is no
r
soluble plant foods, i fault of his that the places are not filled
losses, to encourage promptly, as was expected.
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purposes. Therefore,
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me.
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products on the
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A company of seventy-five schoolgirls
took tea at the White House recently
with Miss Jessie Woodrow Wilson. They
were from the sophomore class of her
alma mater, Goucher College, Camden,
Md., and came at her invitation extended some weeks ago.
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ULCERS AND SKIN TROUBLES
If you are suffering with any old, running
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THE

months ago, were fittingly honored in
New York city Memorial day.
On that day the high officials of the
national government in Washington,
representatives of the republic of Cuba,
the country that saw Its liberty spring
from the funeral hulk of Sigsbee’s famous old ship; the governors of New
York and Maine, the mayor of New
York and last, but not least, Slgsbee
and his famous chaplain, the
Father John P. Chi*wick;
Dewey, the victor of Manila; the officers and men if the United States Attantic fleet, the army and the national
guard and the veterans of the war of
18!!8 gathered there to do their part in
the unveiling of the national Maine
monument, the tribute in bronze and
marble which adorns the Columbus circle entrance to Central park.
Though the official dedicatory exercises took place Memorial day. the
tribute to the heroes of the Maine began early the day before, when the
backbone of the American service
afloat, tire great United States Atlantic
fleet, ordered to New York by the president and secretary of the navy to join
in the ceremonies, steamed into the
Hudson.
The flagship Cuba was sent to New
York to represent the republic of Cuba
at the dedication.
The Maine monument was designed
by H. Van Buren Magonigle and Attilllo Piceirilli. It cost $185,000.
The principal motif of the composition is a pylon 18% by 21 feet and 40

himself

eloquent

sumed that we are making sales chiefly
to the larger lumber companies, and thereby playing into the hands of big lumber

exist;

live implies more than to bo. To live is to be
well and strong—to arise feeling equal to the
ordinary duties of the day, and to retire not
overcome by them—to feel life bounding in
the veins. A medicine that has made thousands of people, men and women, well and
strong, has accomplished a great work, bestowing the richest blessings, and that mediThe weak, runcine is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
down, or debilitated, from any cause, should
not fail to take it. It builds up the whole Bystem, changes existence into life, and makes
life more abounding. We are glad to say these
words in its favor to the readers of our colReunion

or

fever sores, ulcers, boils, eczema or other skin
troubles, get a box of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
and you will get relief promptly. Mrs. Bruce
Jones of Birmingham, Ala., suffered from an
ugly ulcer for nine months and Bucklen’s ArniWill help
ca Salve cured her in two weeks.
Recommended by all drugyou. Only 25c.

gists.
Stiff Sentence at Bangor.

of Fortv-Niners.

Eleven California forty-niners, whose
aggregate age totaled 935 years and
whose average age

was

85 years, met at

monthly gathering, May 28th, at the
United States Hotel, Boston, and at 1

a

p. m. sat down to luncheon. President
Henry W. Bowen of Roslindale, aged 89,
presided. The other 10 present and their
ages were as follows: Stephen W. Foster, secretary, Dorchester, 83 years old;
Alfred Bailey, Waverley, 87 years old;
Isaiah Spindell of Woods Hole, 82; Geo.
L. Huntoon of Lowell, 77; William Why-

tal, Arlington, 90; Timothy W. Sanford,
Dorchester, 85; -Capt. Enos Wasgatt,
East Boston, 93; Henry 0. Viles, Lynn,
78; Gilman D. Colburn, West Somerville,
90; Henry Schrow, Everett, 81, A fea-

ture of the after-dinner exercises was
the chorus singing by the forty-niners of
California songs popular at that period.
Adjournment was made until the last
Wednesday in June.

A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
constipation,—weakens the whole system.
Doans Raguiets (26c. per box) act mildly on
the livar and bowels. At all drug stores.

to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” arc but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Whiting, arriving in the town of Smyrna,
March ti, 1845. He held meetings which
very successful. In 1847 he was
I appointed Missionary for Aroostook by
the New England Christian
Missionary
society. He spent 57 years in Aroostook
which
time
he
visited and
county, during
preached in 30 towns. He was pastor of
the churches in Sherman, Smyrna, Monticello, Presque Isle, Maysville, Washburn, Easton, Mars Hill and Caribou.

Always
Bought
of

Signature

In Use For Over

1 were

30 Years.

[ for'sTle"]

He moved to Corinna in 1902 and remained there four years. During that time
he attended the Christian church regu! larly, giving his assistance to the pastor and calling upon the townspeople.
I He was highly esteemed by all, both on
I account of his sterling character and
consistent Christian life and for the
pleasant smile and clasp of the hand
with which he greeted old and young.
Among the out of town people who attended the funeral were: Mrs. E A.
Ireland of Foxcroft, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Cheney of Monticello, Miss McKusic of Dexter, Mrs. Edith Garnett of
Dexter, Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Foxcroft. George E. Pitcher of Mars Hill,
son of the deceased was on a trip to
Colorado and did not receive news of his
father’s death in time to attend the funeral.
1

§

Waterville, June 6. In the finals of
the Colby debating league this evening,
Maine Central Institute of Pittsfield
won over Good Will high school in taking the negative of the question: “Resolved, that further restriction of immigration is desirable.” The winners,
with the negative side, were Frederick
Willey, Merle McAllister and Roland
Eaton. The losers, with the affirmative
side were Everett Bucknam,
Harold
Wyman and Cecil Russell."

the conclusion that the Forest Service
aims to cut off all the National Forest
timber within a few years. Or it is as-

Theyjdo

The Kind You Have Always
Bought has borne the signature of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been
made under his
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one

:

se-

the Forest Service is
just those dangers;
the evils of unscientific lumbering and
the fostering of monopoly.
How these
evils are guarded against is illustrated
in our recent sales.
“The Forest Service recently advertised about 245 million feet of timber on
the Kaniksu National Forest in the
northwest corner of Idaho, the first
large sales in this locality. The Kaniksu Forest contains, as a matter of
fact, nearly 2,730,009,000 feet of merchantable stumpage. Ten years will be
required to cut the amount advertised,
which is only one-tenth of the total
stand on the Forest.
In other words,
about one per cent of the timber on this
Forest will be cut off annually, no more
than is being produced every year by
The timber advertised has
growth.
been awarded to two relatively small
local lumber companies, which have no
affiliations with large timber corporations and own but verv small Quantities
of timber themselves.
“A number of recent sales have been
made on the Whitman National Forest
in the Blue Mountains of northeastern
Oregon. Within the last three years
nearly 262,000,000 feet have been contracted for on this Forest.
From seven
to ten years veil be required to cut this
which
is
less
than
7
1-2
timber,
per cent
of the amount on the while Forest.
The Whitman timber which has been
sold is split up into four separate contracts, of from 56 million to 73 million
feet each, to four separate and indeThis
can
pendent local companies.
hardly be called promoting a monopoly.
“A number of smaller sales have been
made in the same genera! region to different local lumber companies.
For
example, we have made one sale of 36
million feet on the Lolo National Forest
in western Montana out of a total stand
of over 2 billion fest. Another sale of
65 million feet has been made on t! e
Columbia National Forest in Washington, where we have altogether nearly 7
billion feet of merchantable timber.
“To utilize the annual growth cf wood
on
the national forests the Service is
endeavoring to increase the amount of
its sales and hopes to soon reach an
annual business of 3 billion feet, which
is about half of the estimated annual
growth on the Forests. Small sales
are always made wherever possible, and
in making large sales the amount disposed of to a single purchaser is do
greater than will justify the investment
necessary for logging improvements.
Sales to companies which have large
holdings of their own are not made if
there is any other demand for the timber
or if a monopoly would result.”

The funeral of Rev. Charles 8. Pitcher
j of Dexter was held in Corinna June 3rd
at the Pleasant Street Christian church.
Rev. Henry Arnold preached the funeral
sermon, and was assisted by Rev. Chas.
W. Lowell, pastor of the M. E. church.
The deceased leaves a widow,Mrs. Emily
Pitcher of Dexter, and three children,
William L. Pitcher of Corinna,George E.
Pitcher of Mars Hill, and Mrs. Mary
Cheney of Monticello. Chas. S. Pitcher
was bom in Belfast, March 29, 1823.
At the age of seven years, he removed
to Dover, where he lived until he was 18
From Dover he went to his
years old.
brother’s home in Monroe, where he attended school and there first made a profession of religion. When he was 20 he
received a letter of recommendation
to the Maine Eastern Conference, commending him as “a young man called of
God to labor in the gospel field.” He
received from the conference a letter
of license “to improve his gift as he
thought God might direct.” While at
Lubec and vicinity he learned of the
destitute condition of the churches in
Aroostook county and decided to go to
them.
He was ordained in
February,
1845, at the age of 22 years. He went
to Aroostook county with Rev. J. F.

M. C. I. Wins in Debate

curing the utmost possible competition,
some people have
apparently jumped to

umns.

"Urce of production.
A
“"lestone may be purchasBangor, June 3. Judge Plaisted of
the equivalent to a tbe Municipal Court imposed a sentence
•osann
h°Unds
of
fresh lime, but the of $200 and costs and six months in jail
%:l
ton, f. VJ" U may be prohibitive. upon Victor Chaison, proprietor of Chaiirde
is disagreeable to son’s Hotel in Exchange street today,
•ns„.
be slaked before for a second offense for search and seiz11
hand, the ground ure. A nuisance charge was continued.
mton,.
f at
<irl\ is most agreeable to j
■•fcv.
‘herelia little dust. PerBEST LAXATIVE FOR THE ABED
wh°le fee cheapest form in
:li 0
Old men and women feel the need of a laxa*
hydraiJ, Se Mne in this State is tive more than young folks, but it must be
However, this safe and harmless and one which will not cause
he ,|a, h'fwiuc*.
®>r each individual
pain. Dr. King’s New Life Pills are especially
K quotamons and
freight
good for the aged, for they act promptly and
V Slate, Jr.
easily. Price 25c. Recommended by all drugAaioeia,
ate *
of
gie ta.
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Don’t think because RHEUMA is sold for
only 60 cents a bottle that it won't bring you
back to health. There is no guess work about
it. RHEUMA is better than
any remedy at
ten times the price. Ask A. A. Howes
& Co
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LIFE.
disfigure the comeliness of the
mason's,
lump lime,
The poet’B exclamation: “O Life! I feel thee
fresn of ca k lime. neighborhoods.
Mrs. Wilson, with a
in
ia a joyous one.
Perveins,'’
bounding
my
tural, or hydrated lime, number of other sensitively humane sons
that can rarely or rever make it, in
rally slaked lime. And
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not live, but
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long
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the soils of
The women folks of the Wilson White
not growing
House
circle have made a most pleasing
fops of clover that they
They
This may not impression upon Washingtonians.
ago.
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a lack of lime, but it
are entertaining frequently and graciousthat the use of lime
and Mrs. Wilson is leading in maniis followed
by better ly,
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't is practically essen- the national
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tion of the Taft administration, including renominations, and to fill vacancies

fertilizing systems,
as a

after in the

under the Postoffice

nominations of postmasters had not been
acted upon by the Senate at the expira-

turn to
two ago.

known

sought

are

department. Something like tw'o thousand

remarkable increase

:

Thousands of persons during the last year
freed themselves from the bondage of
Rheumatism; rid themselves of the torturing nainreduced the swollen joints: threw
away canes
and crutches, and from helpless
beings became
able to work and be of use to themselves
and
their families.
They took RHEUMA: the modern enemy of
Rheumatism, which is also sure to cure Lumbago, Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralgia or Kidney disease.
Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA.
You
will know in a few hours after
beginning the
treatment that the poisonous Uric
Acid is
leaving your system through the natural channels. You will teel better in a day;
you will
know you are going to be cured in less than a

memories of the heroes of
the battleship Maine, the officers and men who went to
their deaths in the waters of
Havana harbor fifteen years and three

long impending struggle is over.
Already the more deliberate upper body
has members who are finding flaws in the interests.
“The function of
bill, particularly with reference to the
primarily to avoid

in

if not

to put in doubt
the Wilson-Underwood

the

persons holding it and
with the movements

j.

developed

party control, narrow enough as it is, is
in danger of being whittled away before

dce would furnish full
-a

has

the success of

place on the Statutewhere; at least so far
concerned. A faithful
duties

50 Gents and Money Back from
A. A. Howes & Go., If it
Doesn’t Satisfy.

What the Chief Forester Says of the Counof Mississippi, sixteen years a member
try’s Wood Supply.
of the House, serving during both CleveWashington, June 9, 1913. That the
land administrations, while here a few great increase in sales of national forest
timber will not dangerously deplete the
days ago, recalled the story he had told
countiy’s wood supply is the declaraMr. Cleveland wheb that President was tion of Chief
Forester Henry S. Graves
slow appointing a favorite of Mr. Allen’s in a statement made public
today.
‘‘There
is
no
to office.
It was of a Tupelo young man
danger of cutting off the
national forests too rapidly,” said Mr.
whose father died leaving a large estate
Graves, “nor will our sales strengthen
that was somewhat entangled in chancery the control of the
lumbering industry by
litigation, with the proverbial chancery a-lew powerful companies. In every individual
sale
specific
provisions are made
delay in reaching a settlement. So often to
safeguard the public interest in both
was settlement deferred that the heir
these particulars.
“Not long ago the policy of conservaapparent exclaimed in despair to a group
of his creditors: “Boys, I’m gittin’ tion, as applied to the national forests,
was supposed to mean that the Governalmost sorry the old man died.”
ment’s timber resources were indefinitetied up. Now the fear is
expressed
It is by no means likely that the tariff ly
that we are cutting too much timber—the
bill as it came from the House will have other extreme. Because the
Forest Sereasy going in the Senate. Sufficient op- vice is advertising widely by commercial

lot not far

ridge in

;

■ice

RHEUMA—Greatest Remedy for Rheumatism. Gout and Sciatica, Only

RECENT DEATHS.

jI

PAINS GO
SWOLLEN JOINTS
VANISH

Apropos of the melancholy condition
of the office seekers. Private John Allen

of it that he

ehed”

RHEUMATIC

classified service.

Patterson, who
“drop-

ibert
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The Residence of Edward Sibley, High |
Street, Belfast, Maine.

j

||

This is

of the finest specimens of Colonial architecture
in New England. T lie house stands back from the street with a
broad sloping lawn in front and is surrounded by stately elm trees.
It is in perfect condition, inside and out, and has all the modern

(g
i

tg
K
9

improvements. The location is one of the most desirable in the
city. For further particulars apply to
HAROLD T. SIBLEY.

|
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Photo by American Press Association.
ADMTItAL SIQSI’.EE ; BEI.OW.
MAINE MONUMENT.

THE

feot high, with panels on its four faces,
it is flanked by two colossi, representing the Atlantic and the Pacific
oceans,
suggestive of file national
scope of the memorial, the Atlantic
typified by a young man in the fullness of his strength, the Pacific by an
old man half slumbering. The figures
standing would be over fourteen feet

high.
At the foot of the shaft and facing
the circle is a group of SculptureCourage awaiting the flight of Peace,
while Fortitude supports the feeble.
These are figures nearly twice actual
life size.
Above the group is the following in-

scription:
“To the Valiant Seamen Who Perished In the Maine—By Fate Unwarned, In Death Unafraid."
Ou the lower part of the pedestal
supporting this group is a conventional boat prow on which kneels a figure
of a boy holding wreaths of olive and
laurel, suggesting the new era Inaugurated In Cuba through the SpanA low fountain basin extends toward
the circle from this side of the monument. approached by three broad steps

stylobate.
forming
The corresponding group on the side
facing the park is postbellum in motif
—Justice, having intrusted her sword
to the genius of war to execute her
mandates, receives it again at his
bands, while history records its deeds.
The inscription over this group reads

man

or

follows:
“To the Freemen Who Died In the
War With Spain That Others Might
Be Free.”
The pylon is crowned by a group
Columbia
triumphant
representing
drawn in a sea car by three plunging
horses.
This group is In bronze, cast
from guns recovered from the sunken
The
Mbine and is heavily gilded
group is seventeen feet high, making
the
monument
fifty-seven feet in

It, is impos ible for the bloodless
{"•.son to be well, active an-1 strong.
W hen li 10 blood is had t;.** b., !y i
v.
ak and helpless against li-va.-v.
Tnc stomach is deprive! of it.source of strength and acts out of
order.
It. can no Ion
r
properly
nourish the body.
The liver becomes sluggish, the brain dull and
the complexion pale and sallow.
Thin, impure blood is therefore a
standing invitation to sickness. It
is an open door that the grip, malaria, neuralgia, sciatica, rheumatism and nervous troubles find
easy to enter and prostrate the defenceless body.
i >r. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People will build up and purify the
blood until it becomes a healthhearing stream. No part of the
body can escape their beneficial influence.
Their efiect is general
and soon the appetite picks up,
the digestion becomes good, the
eyes brighten, the liver becomes
active and the skin takes on a
healthful tint.

ClosingOut Sweet
SALE

booklet, containing

a

chapter

To

I>r. Wiriair.s Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

AND

■
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▼
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DWIGHT P. PALMER

Children Orv
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

Peas

Get Some Monev YYnich
I Need.

I shall for the month of June sell goods at
reduced rates. Have on now a

on

the treatment and cure of constipation is also free.
Ur. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold
by all druggists at 60 cents per box
or six boxes for £2.50 or will be
sent, postpaid, upon receipt of
price by the

19c. SALE
that means

profit to

the

purchaser.

jNasturtiums

Co not

in all at once, for you will get into a
crowd!! but will do the best I can to re-

ALL VARIETIES

come
*

*«

ceive you.
Have given legal notice to all who
and I expect immediate settlement.

owe me

In bulk

andf package,

Blended
Rheumatic
I L-S*
The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oil
WM. 0. POOR &
Prices:

Company.

SON, AGENTS,
MAINE.

15, 25 and 50 Cents.

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.
MANUFACTURER OF

Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine.
20tf
L. C. MOUSE, Liberty, Me.

Weber Wagons
Wagons
Just received

Light,

easy

For sale by

a new car

of Weber

running general purpose wagons.
t£22

J. A. MCKEEN.

ihe

est and best assorlment

largwe

have ever had.

—

t23
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MASONIC IEMPLE, bEErASl. MAINE.

the best medicine you can take
for antemia, after-effects of the grip
ami fevers, rheumatism, neuralgia,
indigestion and nervous troubles.
Send today for our free booklet on
“Building Up the Blood.” A diet

BELFAST.

Binjjhe best

8

In fact anything you may wish.
AM new goods and up-to-the-minute in style

\

are

Try it.

0

NEOKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

I

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People

height

(g

OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

whose

woman

a

as

m

Envy Others

blood is watery and impure shows
it by the languid step and the tired
out, used-up air of the sick per-on.
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Their Health?
Every
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No 5640 V\ oodlawn Avenue, Chic; go, 111.

li-

Do You

S

K)

Care Chicago Savings Bank and Trust Co.,
Corner State and Madison Streets. Chicago, Hi., or to
MRS. HENRY H. HILTON,
12tf

J

MARCELLUS J. DOW,

Flower and Gar=

BROOKS, MAINE.

Minutes Mean Dollars
IN

TREATING

ANIMALS

Doubtless you know the danger • >f delayed treatment
of colic and other diseases. You also realize that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnose
a disease accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
should be able to recognize an aliment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
action Is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment is always necessary.
That Is Just how Humphreys' 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It is by
F. Humphreys, M D., V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be sent absolutely free
on request to any fanner
In order to introduce
Remedies.
Remember, It Is
Humphreys' Veterinary
absolutely free. You do not have to order any
remedies to secure the book. Address, Humphreys*
Homeopathic Medicine Company, 156 William Street,
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain a veterinary treatise that you should have
In your library. As a reference work you will find
It Invaluable. To have It In the time of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas It will cost you but a
postcard by writing for it now.

TH E

LMILOREN
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tf

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

den Seeds
ALL KINDS.

A. A. Howes & Co.
Groceries,

Drugs

and

Medicines.

Men Wanted
....AT....

Cape

dellison

Docks,

STOCKTON SPRINGS,
Monday and Tuesday DisEach
charging and loading steamship MILLINOCKET. Pay 25 cents per hour. Time and
a half in case of night work.
A good opportunity for farmers of Waldo County to earn

Apply to
A. H. BULL STEAMSHIP CO.,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
6w21
Telephone 13-4

extra money.

Republican Journal

The

The Waldo Veterans’ Association.

Hood’s

ETT FAST. TlllIRSI)AY, JUNE 12, 1913.
EVERY THI RR1MY RY

Pt-ULV^HED

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. FILSRPRY,

[B^SaMtoageir

Por one square, or.e
AUVERTISINU Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 emits for each subsequent insertion.
tsT’i.scRiPTioN Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year; *1.00 for sis months; 50 cents

months.

iefore the advent of the present

city government the report of
city treasurer was published in full

man

one-

the
the

week before election, with a summary
of the other city reports; this year the
reports of the citytreasurer,auditor,etc.,
were withheld until the second week in
June. The treasurer’s report shows casti
on hand March 4, 1912, $6,501.52; cash
The
on hand March 4, 1913, $1,402.63.

total overdrafts for the past year were
$6,622.48; total unexpended, $3,761,90;

$2,860.58.

net overdrafts,

In theory a man elected to a public office is the servant of the w hole people and
not of the party to which he owes his

election. But in practice it is different.
Senator Johnson, while promising to do
what he could to have the tariff amended when it threatened the prosperity of
State —admittedly
undertaking—said that w'hen
his own

hopeless

a

it came to

a vote he should vote with his party. He
will thus place himself in direct opposi-

tion

to

a

large majority of

very

the

and aid in the passage
measure which threatens all of our

people of Maine,
of a
ndustries.

The June meeting of the Waldo County Veteran association was held Thursday, June 5th,
with Honesty Grange in Morrill. The weather was perfect and 65 were present.
It was
voted to hold the next meeting June 26th, at
Silver Harvest Grange hall, Waldo, as no
session will be held in July. At noon the ladies
of Morrill served a delicious repast, which was
followed by the usual smoke talk, in which the
veterans “fought their battles o’er again."
The afternoon session opened with an organ
solo, “Deeds of Valor” by Helen Merriam,
during which the school children marched in,
carrying flags. D. O. Bowen then gave the
following address of welcome.
Mr. President, Comrades of Waldo County
Veteran Association, Ladies of the G. A. R.:
In behalf of Honesty Grange, in behalf of the
Comrades of Morrill and our fellow citizens, I
hid you a cordial heartfelt welcome. For them,
I wish to thank >ou for the honor you confer
<
upon us in meeting with us year after year
I in the beautiful month of June when all nature is at her best.

armies

hi1 Is

and

comes

to

|
j

;

us a

valleys from the

i

marched away.

That steady tramp that shook the
pamphlet issued by the United Shoe Comrades:
hills and crimsoned sea and land
“How
of
Co.
Mass.,
Beverly,
Machinery
Sounding from the Northern lakes to the
banks of the Rio Grande,
the
Cost of Shoes Has been Kept
Falls now with feeble echo that seems unlike
Down,” contains many interesting facts.
their martial tread,
In the days of our great-grandfather’s, For the boys who marched in ’61 are all grown
old—or dead.
all shoes were made by hand and the
It is meet and proper also that with thankbethe
was
then
cost
cost,
labor
largest
ful hearts
recognize that Divine power
ing greater by far than the cost of ma- who has kept us in the hollow of his hand
terials. Now, through having machinery while the surges of lime have beat about our
lives and given us the opportunity of witness- J
to do the work, the cost of shoes has
ing the wonderful achievements of the pre-

A

we

been so much reduced that the combined
cost of labor and machinery is much beIn the order
low that of the materials.
of their present cost materia! costs most,
labor comes next and machinery last,
and it is to machinery that we owe the

present low cost of shoes. Shoe materials and labor cost more and shoe machinery less than they did twelve years
ago, so that no part of the advanced
cost of shoes can be charged to the machinery cost of making shoes, which has

steadily diminished throughout the past
decade. If all other items of shoe making

cost had been reduced

accordingly,

you would be paying less instead of more
for your shoes.
Free shoes, free lumber, free agricultural products, free wool and free sugar
as provided in the Underwood bill are to
stand, the administration leaders declare, and the probability of any amendments to those items on the floor of the
senate is
lessening.— Washington special.

England will suffer most from
the Democratic tariff, flamed mainly by
Southern Congressmen for the benefit of
New

th eir section of the country, and Maine
.Soy L. Mars-

will he the chief sufferer.

of Skowhegan, a well known and
fully accredited tariff expert, summed

ton

up the tariff issue as it affects Maine in a
rddress before the recently ad-

brief

journed

Maine

legislature,

in

which he

said:
Of all the States in New England,
Maine is asked to make* the biggest sacrifice. The bill hits a death blow to all
our great industries.
The food stuffs of
the farmer are put on the iree list. Can
we compete with the cheap labor and
cheap land of Canada? How did the
farmers of Maine take reciprocity? Did
they not rise up in wrath against it.
This bill is worse than tie reciprocity
measure
The products of our forests
-are put on the free list.
30,000 men get
their living in this industry.
Pulp and
paper for newspapers are on the free
list.
The more expensive papers are
Maine’s principal
protected.
paper
product is cheap paper. The textile industry, our cotton and woolen and
worsted mills,

are

crippled.

We,

mem-

bers of this House,know what this means
to our constituents.

The effects of this proposed tariff are
already in evidence. One of Camden’s
woolen mills has'been shut down, throwrig 85 people out of employment; the
W arren woolen mill has been
closed; in
Massachusetts it has caused a strike
which has made idle hetween two and
three thousand operatives and there has
been a lessening of production in the
shoe and other industries which presages
hard times in the near future.
Jn view of these facts is it not

surpris-

ing that the so-called Progressive leaders
in Maine should be promoting a division

of the protectionist strength in the coming special election in the third Congressional district that must
ing

a

resu

t in elect-

democratic successor to the late

Congressman Goodw in and lead the framers of the Underwood-Wilson tariff, and
the country at large, to believe that this
finds approval in Maine.

measure

WEDDING

BELLS.

Belfast friends have
Decrow-Edwards.
received cards announcing the marriage at 8
p. m.. June 4th, of Charles R.,son of Cant, and
Mrs. Willicm B. Decrow, Bayview street, and
Miss Lula May, daughter of Mrs. Arthur Edwards, at the re sidence of the bride’s mother,
No. 418 Lincoln Avenue, Philadelphia, which
was prettily decorated for the occasion, Rev*
E. W. Pickering performed the ceremony.
The bride,was attended by the Misses Amy
and Dorothy Staples and the groom by Walter
Evans of Philadelphia. Mr. Decrow has been
in the employ for several years of William H.
Folwell of Philadelphia, in that city and at
their summer home on Isola Bella. The Folwells have leased the Adams bungalow in Camden, on the Belfast road for the summer and
expect to arrive there June 15th. Mr. Decrow and his bride will accompany them and
will come to Belfast for a visit with his par
ents.

i_i v i_n riLLa
Sugar-coated and all vegetable. Dose,
only one pill at bedtime. For constipation, bilious headache, indigestion.
Ayer’s Pills. Sold for 60 years.

REV. JOHN

A.

SAVAGE.

The announcement of the death, on May 18*
Plainfield, N. J of the beloved pastor
emeritus of the First Copgregational Church
of Medfield, Mass., has brought sincere sorrow
not only to the members of that society, but
also to a large circle of friends whom he had
deeply attached to himself both in his former
place of residence and neighboring towns and
in the more recent home in New Jersey.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
As one who had known him intimately ever
Sarsatabschocolated tablets called
since, thirty-four years ago, he entered our
to maintain the great principle that all men ministry, 1 wish to pay a well-deserved tribute
to bis high character and most faithful and
were free and equal, that justice and judguseful career.
ment should be applied equally to the rich and
John Arthur Savage in his early life was
We fought to preserve
poor, black and white.
reared in the Methodist faith, ordained to its
our free public schools, a pure ballot, freedom
and for some ten years did successministry,
with
no
to worship God as conscience dictated,
one to molest or make us afraid.
Friends, ful work in that denomination. It was a genuine
spiritual ordeal that he experienced when
most fifty years have passed. A goodly heriit became plain to him, through his acquainttage has been transmitted to you and your
ance with
modern Biblical and scientific
children.
No country so great in all the elements of knowledge, that reverence for reason and the
of
truth would not permit him to
authority
State
No
our
beloved country.
prosperity as
continue with honor his ministry in the heredcan compare with the dear old State of Maine.
bonds. Nevertheless,
denominational
No community the peer of Morrill village in itary
those things that tend to make life worth liv- hard as the ordeal was, he was obedient to the
vision, and went forth bravely from
ing. Last Sunday 97 children and adults were heavenly
his ancestral home of faith, not knowing
assembled here in Sabbath school.
These things of which I have spoken came whither, except that he went where the God
of truth and duty called h m.
to us as- a result of the Civil war. Now,
At the Meadville Theological School he disfriends and children, what are you going to do
about it? Are you ready to give these old tinguished himself by his thorough scholarship, sound thought, and warm devotional
grey headed veterans their meed of honor
while they remain with you? Do you realize spirit; and in his subsequent service in the
pulpits of Nantucket, Belfast, and Medfield
that there is much need of sterling patriotism
(in which last parish he was pastor for
today ?
That the forces of righteousness need your twenty one years), he exhibited the same admirable traits in such higher power and finer
of
and
stem
the
tide
to
ophelp
corruption
as to make his pastorates most successpression which threatens the very life of our quality
ful. Whatever new knowledge could provide
great Republic.
for a clearer understanding of life and God's
minds
when
are
Children,
storing your
you
with knowledge and your hearts with high universe or for the elevation of humanity, he
ideals of Christian living, you are building wanted to know about it and have a part in it.
character that the hosts of evil will invade in His preaching wras distinguished not only by
practical suggestions and good sense, but by
vain.
spiritual earnestness and elevation
Comrades, friends, during the remainder of unusual
that warmed, uplifted, and instructed his Sunour lives let us strive to be true to ourselves
He had a genius for friendship
and to those principles which are the bulwark day hearers.
of a great and happy people, a people whose and took such deep personal* intere? t in his
he bound them to him as
that
parishioners
to
God is the Lord. Welcome, thrice welcome,
with hooks of steel.
He had the passion for
Morrill.
human helpfulness that marked him as a true
The response was by Isaac Cook of Monroe.
disciple of Jesus. This was no mere sentiA welcome speech was then made by Vaughan | mental effusion or disguised satisfaction of exHatch.
Then followed a solo, “The Grand | ploiting new theories, in startling pulpit ora! tory, nor an itching to denounce vehemently
Army Hutton,” by Bertha Hatch Mears, music the less advanced views, habits, or methods of
Tramp, others. On the contrary it was a living symby Milan Weymouth, violin solo,
Tramp, Tramp, the Boys are Marching,” by pathy with those about him who needed help
It was an operative and efficient faith that
Mr. Townsend, solo, “Break the News to
made his own feet ready to run on errands of
Mother,” by Gertie Smith, Bertha Mears ac- mercy. It was a living trust in God that made
I him courageous under severe trials, that bore
companist.
After the program the comrades told stories j fruit daily in simplicity and serenity, and,
when his own last and long-lingering illness
and made brief speeches. Among the speake s
came, sustained him with wonderful patience.
were E. W. Ellis, L
C. Putnam, Eli Mercian), This brave loyalty to duly seemed sometimes
p]nos Hatch, A. E Nickerson, L. C. Morse, A. to his friends even too disinterested and self-

Eradicates scrofula and all
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.

Shimmering
fading battle land
Rising higher, coming nearer, till it seems but
scarce a day
Since the gathering hosts assembled and the
over

The following tribute from a former Bel fa*)
minister to the memory of another of the
same church, recently deceased, is from the
Christian Register of June 5th:

Sarsaparilla

In the years that have passed we have tried
! to make the day you spend with us so enjoyit might linger
able that pleasant memories
long in your minds. We greet you again totrue comradeof
the
warm
with
handclasp
day
ship. Comrade Bowen is obliged to extend
his
of
instead
his left hand
right. He is one
year older than when jou met here before,
and has been told many times the past six
weeks that he ought to have known better
than to be climbing trees. Well, Comrades, I
don’t think I shall climb any more trees this
year, but 1 will say that, though ob liged to
greet you with my left hand, my heart is the
same
and responds to those generous impulses which bind us together in bo close comradeship. It is fitting on these occasions that
we hold in loving remembrance the memory
of those, who have so often met with us in the
past but now have finished their labors and
passed on before:

On the rolling tides of memory

OBITUARY.

at

TheHomeofGood Valuej
Way of Selling Clothing I
to give every man a hundred cents worth of value for
every dollar he
with us. No store can do more, though many claim to. The reason win
w/\Vis
achieved such a remarkable success—why this store has
grown bv leaps and
1
during the last two years—lies in the fact that in 100 % values we are giving m
'nal>
Waldo County men have long been accustomed to get.

TS
1

simply

I
I

■

■

Copvright, 1911.

AIrtjaria.

t>!mi Sc

(So.

| effacing.
Stinson, Mr. Trask, President Crockett, Mr.
! Especially beautiful was the warm affection
Comrade Murch of that
reigned in the family, binding together
Waterville talked about the Gettysburg trip, husband and wife, parent and children.
John Arthur Savage, as his close friends
which many of the veterans are planning to
knew him throughout a life ol modest and
take, and Mrs. Alice Palmer and Mrs. Theo. sterling worth, showed himself ever a true
man
were
memand Christian in the most unreserved
of
Monroe
made
honorary
Dickey
bers. The session closed with the singing of sense of those great words. He did more than
preach the gospel of character; he lived it.
America by the entire company.
James T. Bixby.
Among the veterans who have announced
Wendell B. Havener, the oldest son of Mr.
their intention of going to Gettysburg on July
4th,are Dr. A. O. Stoddard of Belfast,A. E. Stin- and Mrs. J. A. Havener of Iiockport, died May
oui ueitysourg was oniy one oi a uiuusauu
27th after a lingering illness, aged 29 years
son of North Searsport,R. A. Packard of Northgreat battles fought in defense of our Union
fit and
are leaders here because their
back up u
and Flag. While Gettysburg was being fought, port, Captain Whittum of Searsport, Moses and 29 days.
For several years he was in the
can say about them and the makers back up our
Vicksburg and Fort Hudson, after along siege, Larrabee of Jackson, A. E. Nickerson of Swan- employ of th Camden and Rockland Water
agreement.
were forced to surrender.
Some half dozen
F. L. Crockett of Frankfort, Johnson Co. Mr. Havener was a young man with a
no matter how much you pay.
any better clothes than
Regiments of Maine boys were there and suf- ville,
fered an equal toll of death with those at Trask of Newburgh, F. L. Palmer of Monroe, great many friends, and was very cordial and
who
returned
James Libby of Unity and Nathan Libby of kind hearted. He was a member of St. Paul's
Gettysburg. Some of those
from the malarial swamps of Louisiana and
Freedom.
Lodge, No. 82, F. & A. M having associated
the long siege of Port Hudson are here to
himself with that faternity as soon as he beday. Comrades, if you could describe some of
the scenes of those days in your own lancame of age.
Besides his parents he leaves
The News of Brooks.
guage it would be of intense interest to this
tw’o brothers, Lester W. and Thornton G., to
could
war
history
generation. Like, you, my
Parcel Post delivered FREU
All orders sent
whom much sympathy is extended. The fube briefly told, but if you cared to fill in the
Rev. David Brackett called on friends in
untold past you would get the average solneral was held at his late home May 31st, and
Brooks last week.
diers life of sacrifice.
very appropriate and sympathetic remarks
I was a private in Co. A., 26th Maine, was
Mr.Dow hus a 19c sale of boys’and children’s were made
by the pastor of the M. E. Church,
with the regiment every day during its service,
j
hosiery for next week.
Rev: J. F. Thurston. A great many beautiful
which was largely in Louisiana under Gen.
Banks. Our first battle was at Irish Bend, then
Ephraim Johnson has gone to Massachu- i floral tributes from relatives and friends ex12 MAIN
67-21
I
on the long march up and down the Bayou’s
where his wife and son are.
The
their love
and
pressed
respect.
La Fourche and Teche, back to New Orleans, setts,
Baton Rouge and Port Hudson. I was slightly
It is expected that July 4th will be cele- bearers were E. A. Morrill, J. C. Davis, R. H.
wounded at the latter place. It would take brated in Brooks in the
good old fashioned Trim and A. C. Whittier.
WALDO COUNTV GRANGE.
me a long time to tell you what I saw and ex1*1
a*>
wA
perienced in that strenuous campaign, which way.
Mrs.
Bertha
Annie
Davis
died
June
7th
at
could appeal only to the minds of those with
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder spent the weekWaldo County Pomona Grange met ;
like experiences.
her boarding place with Mrs. E. D. Elms, Bay
Port Hudson surrendered and the 26th Maine end with her friend Mrs. Frank Hubbard in I View
June 3d, 1913, with Tranquility grange,
street. She was born in Belfast, Feb.
Knox.
came home and was mustered out, leaving a
Lincolnville. The officers were all pres17, 1865, the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
fifth part of its number under the Southern
ent except the chaplain, steward and
Miss Franscena Godding is now back in the Patrick
sod.
Next J enlisted in the 1st Maine heavy
Casey, and practically all of her life gatekeeper, whose places were filled by
artillery, was in the fierce fighting at Spottsyl- clothing shop after an illness of several weeks had been spent here. For about 23 years she j Miss
Lucy A. Cochran, Edward Evans
vama, 400 killed and wounded in our regiment. from erysipelas.
was housekeeper for Mrs. E. H. Castle and | and
G. C. Levanseller- A class of 8
The men who stood at my right and left in the
L. O. Foss has been quite sick for the past was dutiful and trustworthy. She was well was instructed in the fifth degree. Nine
front rank were killed, and myself wounded.
The !
After a short time in the hospital at Washing- few weeks but is now better and able to get informed and a constant student, a loyal friend, granges responded to the roll call.
taken and the
ton, D. (
Eail> made his celebrated attack out and work a little.
and ever ready to help any one in trouble. The noon recess was then
A Twelve
Car will 0 TT A IT ill Tt
on Washington and I was sent to help man the
visitors were well cared for by the host i
funeral took place at the Baptist vestry Tuesbig guns at fort Stevens; there I pointed a 24
George Larrabee of Morrill was in town
After the usual nooning the
grange.
make EACH WEEK DAY
pounder siege gun which sent shell into the Monday. His wife, whom we knew here as i day afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Walter F.
grange was again called to order and an ;
rebtIs 1,200 yards in front. This was said to
Sturtevant, pastor, officiating. The interment excellent address of welcome was given 1
Anna Dickey, is now confined to her bed and
have been the most critical time in the history
was in Grove Cemetery.
T e W. C. T. U., of by J. S. Mullen and a fine response by G.
BETWEEN
of the war.
nearly helpless. They have several children,
E. Curtis. The topic: “What domesAbraham Lincoln was in the fort daily, and which makes it hard for Mr. Larrabee as well. which Mrs. Davis was a member, attended in
under fire from rebel sharpshooters. A sura body and sent a floral offering.
The Baptist tic animal could we dispense with, with j
Mrs. Marian Iluxford died last Friday after
geon was shot through the leg but a few feet
least inconvenience?” was discussed
the
Woman’s International Bible Class the
Church,
from him. Great anxiety was depicted on the an illness of some months. The funeral serCharles Moody, J. S. Mullen, Edward
by
and
the
Ladies’
Social
Union
also
sent
of
countenances
all the great officials who vices were held
Young
Sunday afternoon, Rev. F. S.
Evans, M. 0. Wilson, Frank element,
came in
from Washington. Eaily and his
floral offerings.
C. M. Howes, B. F. Foster, Lincoln
Dolliff officiating. Much sympathy is expressVIA CAMDEN LiNCOLNVILLE BEACH AND EAST
army were defeated and driven back, to never
Mrs. C. M. Howes, Mrs. Lester
William Moody Robbins, who died recently Young,
again return to disturb the region about the ed for the bereaved husband and mourning
STARTING FOINTS- WINDSOR HO I EL anil THORNDI
Warren Gardiner. The
and
Mrs.
Wilson,
Capitol.
friends.
at his home in Union, was born in Searsmont
1 rejoined my Regiment at Petersburg.
A
literary entertainment of the host
in
the
son
of
Willard
and
is
felt
in
the
concert
to
be
Much
interest
1830,
September,
solo
comrade and myse f dug a hole in the ground
by
grange was as follows: Piano
to live in, like the others.
We went to the j given in Union Hah on the evening of June Deborah (Moody) Robbins, and was one of 10
A Leave Rockland 7.30 a. m.
Mabel Peavey, recitation by Addie LasLeave Rocklan
rear to gather leaves to lie on. While there a
children.
For
he
was
connected
Parker
L.
and
Young,
duet by A.
many years
18th. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hill of Portland^
sell,
rebel bullet pierced him, and I lived, only a
9.00
a. m.
Arrive
Belfast
Arrived
Belfa>
rewho
recitation
Maud
with the carriage manufacturing firm of SimMcKenney,
by
few feet from h.m.
During the siege of who are to be present, are said to be especially
H. S.
Leave Belfast 10:00 a. m.
Leave Belfast
The singing mons, Wingate & Co., whose work was well sponded to an encore; duet by
Petersburg, constantly under fire from minie qualified for such occasions.
recitation by
bullet and bursting shell. I was promoted from school has been well attended and made
known over the New England States. A wife Baker and Lincoln Young,
A Arrive Rockland 12.30 p. m.
very
Mary Gardiner, song by A. L. Young,
corporal to quartermaster sergeant; later
and daughter survive.
to
first
or
music by the chorus, reading by Sadie
orderly sergeant; later to j interesting.
a second lieutenant and later still to a first 1
David B. Fogg had the hard luck to lose one
The funeral of Mrs. Eliza Littlefield, wife of Knight. A vote of thanks was given
lieutenant. Read the history of the closing
the host grange for courtesies.
of his team horseB last week. They were a
j
Joseph B. Littlefield, was held from her late
scenes of tha+ great campaign, which led to
Round Tr
Rockland-Belfast
The next meeting will be with Dingo
the surrender of Gen. Lee at Appomattox, and heavy pair and good workers. He had leased residence in Penobscot. Mrs. Littlefield was
j
with the folFreedom,
1st,
July
Grange,
have
the
of
service
as
1.25.
Round Tru
concluding part
you
my
the Benjamin Ham farm for the summer and 65 years of age, and leaves a husband, three
Camden-Belfast
lowing program: opening exercises; con- !
a soldier, for I was there with the 1st Maine
had just taken his family and a load of apples
:
IN
PROPORTION
4
POINTS
FARES
of
INTERVENING
Mrs.
Hattie
jm
Mrs.
of
fifth
Quinn,
Mary ferring
daughters,
degree; report granges;
Heavy Artillery, on the field near the McLean
hoCise, and was ready to rejoice with the thou- ] to the place, when the horse suddenly reared Grindle of Penobscot, Miss Sarah Littlefield of noon recess; music; address of welcome j
sands about me in view of the end of t.he awful and then fell, dying in the harness.
North Bluehill; four sons, George and John C. by Nellie McGray; response by Annie
for
Parties am)
Cars may be
carnage and slaughter, and the prospect of a
the farmers in Maine !
of Penobscot, Linwood of Quincy, Mass., and Aborn; topic. If all
*
united country under the Star Spangled Bancars,
AT MODERATE RATES
were given
touring
up-to-date
ner.
Dexter, who is in the United States navy,
Friends, in giving you this running de- i
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickerson of Portland
what would be the conditions of their
scription of an old soldier’s life during the
farms in a decade from now? to be open- ;
Civil War, you must remember that it is but arrived early last week and are stopping at
MAINE TRANSPORTATION CO
riTNTCD UAMTVII
C
ed by B. F. Foster; remainder of proan epitome of every other soldier’s life, with
their summer residence, Maple Terrace Farm.
f
little variation. Remember, also, that I have _Mrs. E. L.
Mr. Ernest C. Bowler of Bethel and his gram by host grange.
•
Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast Agent. Telephone 156-3.
(L
Cunningham and daughter Edna,
not described our camp-life, our
long, and
Mrs. Mary Bowler of Palermo, called
mother,
relatives
and
friends
who
have
been
visiting
W. B. Williamson, Augusta, Gen’l. Mgr. J. L. Donohue, Roekian i
I
often cruel marches, our nights and days on
on Mrs. Emma
Cushman last Friday. Mr. SEARSMONT.
fi
N. B.—Our Rockland-Augusta Line via Washington will
picket and skirmish line, our feelings before in town, returned to Hillside Farms, GreenAt the annual meeting of Oak Grove Ceme^
Bowler’s
new auto makes good speed over the
a d after the battle, when the roll was called
ville, laBt Friday_Mr. H. M. Chase is imuur Augusta-Farmington Line will start JUNE 2
offiand our tent mates would no more respond,
made a rapid run to Bos- tery Association, June 3rd, the following
roads.
He
recently
A. E. Nickerson and wife
our days, and
V
were elected: D. L. Craig, president: J. E
perhaps months, in hospital proving_Hon.
ton and back_Mr. D. li. McGray was at Mr. cers
K*
among the wounded and dying, or perhaps in j attended the veterans' meeting in Morrill last
clerk; M. O. Wilson, treasurer; E.
McFarland,
i
J.
A.
last
Bartlett’s
lie took Mrs.
{Sunday.
some prison pen like Libby or Andersonville. ; week.
of
Waterville
accomMerrick
Major
S. Wing, sexton and superintendent; J. F. MarAnd today, fifty years since those dreadful
Carter to her home in
them home and was their guest until Fanny
Freedom_| den, A. L. McCorrison and J. E. McFarland,
times, a few are left, and some who were brave | panied
a number from this place attended the
Quite
to
Waldo
station
took
him
to
actors in those scenes are with «’s
The army Friday, when they
directors_Children’s Day was observ ;'d Sun- |
veterans meeting in Morrill last week_
of the Potomac, from 1861 to 1865, lost more j take the train for home.... Mr. John Morrill,
day. June 8th. Rev. H. P. Taylor addressed
the
than 200,000 men killed and wounded.
of
with
live
members
Maccabees,
;
Eight
who suffered badly with a cancer in his lip
A chance for the
n a restaurant business.
the children in the morning and in the evenWhile the total loss on the Union side was
teams and other farming implements, met [
1 wish to give pub1
during the winter and spring, has fully recovmore than a quarter million of men slaughtera very pleasing concert was given by the
to make good money on a small
ing
ight
party
one
at
last
Mrs.
Cora
week
and
day
Berry’s
ered.
He was attended by Dr. Foster Small of
hours will be tioni S a
ed in battle and a million wounded.
is due the comcredit
Much
school.
to
I
want
for
nvestment.
Reason
Sunday
of
selling.
dressing and prepared
Counting males, one out of every four in I Belfast_The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. J, hauled out fifty loads
the months of May ai
arid
the loyal States enlisted, and before the war j
<ive my whole time to real estate and life
of potatoes and put in mittee, Misses Mary Cobb, Minnie Paine
W. Nickerson this, Thursday, afternoon.... the land for an acre
l)K. !
affair.
success
of
the
for
the
closed, one out of every six who enlisted had
Maud
Bryant
two acres of grain, besides planting her garnsurance business
For particulars inquire
given his life a sacrifice on his Country’s altar. Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson visited in Brooks
Belfast, May 8, 101:
j
....The ice cream parlors will be opened at
Words are tame to describe what the boys and Belfast last week-Mr. Willis Briggs has den. A pretty good day’s work, which was
if
R.
M.
KNOWLTON,
the vestry Wednesday evening, June 18th.
in blue dared and suffered.
Her
much
Mr*.
by
Berry.
very
appreciated
,_~
a new motor boat_The Swan Lake House is
3w23
City Building.
Who dares attempt to tell what our mothers,
husband belonged to the order, ahd the mem* The opening ball at Dirigo hall is announced
sisters, sweethearts, and our aged fathers and crowded with guests. The proprietor, Mr. E. bers
for Wednesday evening, June 18th. Music by
have
shown
a truly brotherly interest in
r
«
T
rv
mothers passed through—the intense agony C. Marden, and hiB wife, are deservedly popuO. T. Keene.
his family since his death. The spirit is cer- Waterman’s orchestra; prompter,
and strain upon their minds and hearts, as they
lar... .Services at the church next Sunday as
Hve-room teneniu
Tickets for
be
served.
will
Refreshments
read week after week in their paper, the long
tainly very commendable.... Mrs. Charles
roll of those who had fallen in battle, or more usual....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham of Littlefield, who has been very ill at her father- dance, 50 cents; spectators, 15 cents. Followhand cook stove for
dreadful still, a list of those who were taken Brooks visited in town Sunday.
in-law's, in Thorndike, for several weeks, was ing there will be a dance in Dirigo hall every
C. MKN-"
,
TO OWNERS IN THIS LOCALITY OF:
"
prisoners, to be confined in Libby or Anderable to return to her home June 8th. She stood
Saturday evening. Tickets 35 cents. Ice cream Sast St. Louis, 111., Water Co. 5’s due January
H24
sonville.
the trip very well.
5’s
due
Arkansas
Water
Co.
February
L, 1914;
Do you know that at Salisbury ,N. C., there
will be served in the hall. O. T. Keene, mannuw s
i ms :
>FA 19 nnn Ivimr in “nnlrnnsin uruvoa
L, 1914, both guaranteed, principal and interest,
ager and prompter
NORTH SEARSMONT.
out of that prison pen and thrown into 18
>y the American Water Works'& Guarantee Co.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
of
who
Miss
has
been
Edna
Proctor
Boston,
►f Pittsburg, Penn. A proposition ib made by
trenches, 800 feet long, dumped into it like
be
HALLDALE.
he company for a favorable exchange of bonds,
1
offal. And these were all somebody's sons. for any case of Catarrh that cannot
visiting her mother, Mrs. F. C. Proctor, for the
This house is now open
;o such investors as wish to continue their
„j
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Emery of Grelton, Ohio,
Mothers looked and longed for their return, cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
past two weeks, has returned to her position who are visiting their
AdE.
are
of
this
Hall
in
the
securities
J.
company.
Qo^
f
but their boy never came back. It is singular
nephew,
loldings
ing house only.
as nurse in Massachusetts....There will be a
CHARLES W. FREDERICK,
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Iress
both quite sick-Miss May Hopkins of Lowthat anybody's boy ever came back.
day or week and good
Belfast, Maine.
2w24
aunt, Mrs. E. I. Hall.
War seems to be a terrible calamity, and
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. school entertainment in Dirigo Hall, Sears- ell, Mass., is visiting her of
South Freedom is
yet it has its compensations. War has always Cheney for the last 16 yean, and believe him mont, Friday evening, June 14th. Ice cream ....Mrs. E. J. Penney
The sub4TK1X*S NOTICE
stopping with Mrs. M. W. White-The June \ DMINISTR
existed, undoubtedly it will existj until He
will be enjoyed af
dancing
8criber hereby gives notice that she has
tnnsaetiona
in
all
business
and
4w24p
hononble
will
be
served
session of the Montville quarterly meeting
whose right it is shall rule triumphant over perfectly
leeu duly appointed administratrix of the es21st
The
the
church
here
June
be
with
are
will
to
out
20th,
able
public
cordialter the entertainment.
any obligathe hearts and minds of men.
and financially
carry
ate of
and 22nd_Miss Eva Emery of Grelton, Ohio,
The embattled hosts of freedom fought not tions msde by his firm.
ly invited....Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hunt are in arrived here June 7th
; FRANKLIN CHASE, late of Monroe,
to help care for her
to free the slaves, not to crush primarily, the
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Lincolnville visiting their daughters, Mrs. O.
n the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
doctrine of States rights, but they did fight to
parents, who are quite sick-A few from londs
Toledo, O.
All persons having
as the law directs.
Mrs. W. A. Pitcher....Mr. and here attended the circus in Belfast last week.
erve the Union and supremacy of our
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- W. Gould and
temands against the estate of said deceased
At Northport, Maine,
and that means much more than these ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- Mrs. Brown of New Hampshire are employed _Mrs. C. W. Colby went to the hospital in
ire desired to present the saaie for settlement,
work during the months el
words imply, for it myans, also, the preserve*' faces of the system. Testiest niale sent free. at the Paul Ranch, Mr. Brown as orchardist Lewiston for treatment last week....Mrs.
tud all indebted thereto are requested to make
Good wages, small family
is in Knox helping Mrs. Chester
Bryant
tion and perpetuation of those grand ideas and Price 16 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugMyra
rayment
immediately.
MKS- A3w24
LORA A. CHASE.
.Mr. Abram Sanson of Belfast, was in Whitten....Royal Monroe of Searsport visited
ideals handed down to us by the Fathers of gists.
33 Berkeley Street, Readmit.
Monroe, June 10,1913.—3w24
friends here last week.
our glorious country. It msans that ws fought
town Thursday caring for things at his farm.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
day. On ace uni of the great celebration
to be held on the battleground at Gettysburg most every one has read over and over
again the history of that iitanic struggle, the
charges and counter charges, around "Little
Round Top” and -‘Cemetery Hill.” The historian has depicted as best he could the terrible slaughter, the scenes of horror, of agony,
when piles of dead ami wounded lay along the
trenches and walls of the stubbornly contested
see
field. As 1 look over this audience I
comrades who were there, who stood shoulder
to shoulder w.th those who fell on those days
of death.
sent

E.

soon

Harding and Mr. Wiley.
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CLOTHES

At $15.00, $16.50, $18.00 and $20.00
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money-back
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of Belfast.
The News

The Journal will give a report of the Con
gregational conference, June 10th, in Searsport, next week.

THE JUNE

BRIDE.

And friends
£

wweet

fair,

she is

as

Bowdoin won the baseball championship of
Maine colleges last Friday by taking the final
game of the series from B >teB, 5 to 1. Maine
and Colby are ties for second place and Bates
is fourth.

aver

beauty has
..miniscent air?
einory carries back
her

*'

We recently published an interesting description by Mr. Alfred Johnson of the auxiliary fishing schooner Knickerbocker, now on

d ys of yore;

S

tut you are sure
fair, sweet face before.

...

You think and think,
r.ts "urae

and go;

:iient, as you look,
familiar irrow.
he riddle’s solved,

it;orc

day and date;
war’s fair June bride

the

girl graduate!

-weet

They

Subscribers. A Minneapolis subscriber writes: “Please continue the paper.
It is one of the greatest pleasures a shut-in
looks for. Formerly a resident of Waldo
County, whose interest will never flag while
life lasts and The Journal flourishes”.From
Howard, R. I.: “We look forward to the coming of The Journal every week and think we
could not get along without it.”....A Cambridge, Mass subscriber writes: "I would like
to take this opportunity to express
my enjoyment of and regard for The Journal in which I
read with great pleasure and much pride and
interest in the doings of my native town.”

A

urnal office.
were in session
i, missioners
w’leral routine work.
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Belle had 50 passengers
Bangor last Sunday.

sold Ford touring cars last
G. P. Norton

rs

hi, Stevens and

driving a new horse. The
2C years is now 33 years old
will have him chloroformed
per burial.
i.-
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:
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of Cambridge, Mass., whose
were burned last week,
t ut will sell the place and
Massachusi tts.

r
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■

i
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I

;,rd will be paid for the return
weight 1,000 lbs., which wanH-t June 10th, and was traced

-ticking Company has

I

•,au 1
n

j

Northport

to

from

There will be a special business meeting of
the Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish
church (Unitarian) at the home of Miss Charlotte W. Colburn this. Thursday, afternoon at
4 o’clock. All members are
requested to attend.

for Ira M

to be used in the

is

t*

taken

tons of marble

175

The Battery residents are endeavoring to
have the city water piped to their summer
homes, which can be done readily as the water
main is on NorthpQrt avenue.

Mntifv Srntt

halter

a

..n

con-

home,

;

miner

j

Friday at the meeting
Waldo County Agricultural
matters of importance were

1

rum

I

j

will report at
Friday, evening.

iees,
...

who

F. Ray Neal of Waldo has been appointed a
general game warden for Waldo, Knox. Lincoln

a

and

Sagadahoc counties, through a change in
the laws of the State which gives him several
counties. Mr. Neal will have a number of
deputies in each county working under him.

Northport, who takes
chickens, met with a
Thursday. The oil lamp in.

>f Fast
sing

-i

exploded and killed 85
lays old. She has about

The Journal is Indebted to Capt. Marion
Staples of Joplin, Mo., for a copy of the industrial and mining edition of the Joplin Morning

-der

I

i

of the 85.

t:ie loss
ho

to

went

Waterville last

Tribune,

filled with facts, write-ups and staof the mining and other industries in
that city and section. Evidently things are
booming there. Capt. Staples is the pioneer

■

tistics

Ringling Brothers’ cirG. Spinney, Miss Edna

1 the
red

Austin J. Fernald, Mr.
Iman, Miss Arvilla Daggett,

Mrs.

Warren

real estate

Fahy.

the shore of the Duplex
plant have been moved,

df

v

that
at

the

t,":_l,

Improvements

Belfast Water Co.
As before announced the Belfast Water Co. is
tQ build a second dam this season on Little
river above the bridge on the back road for a
supplemental reservoir, and is also to install a
filter plant at an estimated cost of $30,000.
The company is now offering for sale, to provide in part for the installation of this plant,

„t

North, will be held at Libres of George’s pond, the week
use of the public schools, June
id L. Wilson as usual will ac:=.
They will live in tents for
wim and thoroughly enjoy the
..-tie

::

!

lowing

Barton,
Wilson Lame, Victor E.
'rout, Mr. R. Thomas, Fred E.

Common

to

EARNINGS.

Fiscal year ending December 31, 1912.

one of the Belfast
married June 18th to

Income from Operation.$16,666 26
Other Income (Interest on Surplus
359 61
Funds).

given
her home last Thursday night
Total.$17,025
friends, who took her by sur- Operating Expenses. 7,045

Dobson of

:
-t

*

be

dtocK.$80,000

Preferred Stock. 20,000
First Mortgage Bonds. 75,000

letters.)
nnmgham,

>

statement:
CAPITALIZATION.

A.

>

%

American Trust Co., trustee, Boston. In this
connection the water company makes the fol-

Gentlemen—Anson C.

.>

by the

$10,000 first mortgage refunding 5 per cent,
bonds, at 99 1-2 and interest, yielding 5 per
cent. Principal and interest payable at the

Letters.
The following letuncalled for in the Belfast post
v.-ek ending June 10th: Ladies—
a ell, Mrs. Flossie Jellerson, Mrs.

Mr-

hav-

Brooks.

they interfered with
pier of the French-

cries Co.

trF

Missouri,

loaning department. Capt. Staples is a
brother of Leroy Staples of this city, Roscoe
Staples of Rockland and Leander Staples of

the other

and

of southwestern

money

by the
(’apt. S. C. Rich. They

iver

man

ing started in the business in 1S78, and in addition to his real estate business he has a

Pittsfield,

was

her with many handsome

d

Net Income.$ 9,980 37
Bond Interest. 3,250 00

pleasant evening was spent
dancing and refreshments

\

87
50

-■

li-c

Balance.$ 6,730

37

,!a
^

1

"n"
1

IWci

the grounds and many remained to visit the
side shows or inspect the animals in their
cages. In the evening there was a good attendance and the show was generally regarded
as a good one.
The trained elephants and educated ponies were chief among the attractions.

has an established business
increase. From 9 a. m. to 9
were invited to call and inni.j the stock, and many did so.
a fine display of home-cookMrs. Minnie Smalley, noted
nastry cook, and of the regular
The front shop was made atlants and cut flowers, and here
ived his callers. Mrs. Ross I.
Miss Julia Leary assisted Mr.
malley in serving fruit punch
f home and bakery cooking,

l^,e
,v

nr
••

>

s

1

1

•'

»

a success

in every

Whist Parties.

The Maine Central steamer Norumbega is on the Mt. Desert Ferry
route in place of the Sappho, which has been
Steamer

respect.

The military

1
oombs, North port avenue,
fa series of four given as a
1

for

n
■

I.

Aged

cessful

Women and

ever

rn.

supper w’as
of which were

given

!

I

for many years to
new steamer

in this

|

summer, the
the

come.

With the

Kangeley on
crack Moosehead,

Sappho, Norumbega,

the

coming
route

of

this

ship,
Pemaquid

her sister

Samoset,

occupied by and Sieur de Monts, the Maine Central will
who included the clergymen of j have a fleet of steameis of which any comwives, and the others by the pany may well be proud. The Sieur de Monts
George” made the coffee and is nowon the Mt. Desert Ferry-Rockland route
in place of the Pemaquid, which has been runMarian M.
-Simmons,
Ralph I. Morse

‘ated

Ferry,

served.

The

cold meats, chicken, es,;laiIlt-' hot rolls, mashed potatoes
pif
(fee and cake. Asocial hour
“iper. The captains in charge
of ,j.
were Miss J. A. Wiggin,
"'iliiis, Mrs. B. 0. Norton, Mrs.
i
MrP J- G- p»ul- Mi“ Alice
K. Mayo, Miss Evelyn P. Mori/V
P< rry, Mrs. J. V/. Jones, Miss
’-dict
Urti. Mra. Chss. H. Walden, Miaa
C,„
8Uill"ore Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs. II.
Ml88 A nnie L. Barr, Miss Annie M.
c^!( !'r
st*> A- Kelley. Miaa Wiggin’a
Hr, u
wjere Mrs. George E. Johnson,
and Mrs. Henry D.
C4t(
*9 outlof a
possible 22 flags and
ttle
The committee in
of

I,1;,*1"' ta!ll<^

l

tab|e,i"8

^(Srosby

bouqtaet.
-!ke Partifea wish
ftir.ii,, “Tho8-

to extend special
H Marshall Poet, G. A. R., the
raf>* Club,(Mr. and Mrs. Edward R.
and Jflra. Charles R. Coombs,
‘Wr.'1
r™L"y mad e tha parties financially
the' ,J“e Memjorial ball party netted
MrtT'J an<1 Crafts party $22.90, the

4rt,

Eiafm

will

The
p.

m

into

schedule

Shoe Factory whistle

>-

and

w

factory
begin

ill

is

American child
learn the same truths in their nurseries.
Mrs.
Parker read an interesting Irish character
sketch, illustrating many of the ideas set forth
in her paper, which received the close attention of the class. A general discussion on Folk
Lore followed, and the Club’s mid-summer entertainment, which is to consist of living pictures of the great masters, dances, songs, etc.,
The next meeting will be
was talked over.
Tuesday evening, June 24th, when Mrs. Parker will read several sketches of folk lore.
The members of the class are requested to respond to a roll call with old sayings or rhymes.

blows at 4.30
time.

some

getting

ready for
herring

work when the

strike in.

Sowing Circle
at the Hospital

The
meet
at

2.30

the Hosp.tal Aid will
next Saturday afternoon

of

o’clock.

Miss J. A. Wiggin is substituting
in place of Miss Julia

a:

the

Leary

who is ill with the mumps.

Edward Sibley, and to
apology
our readers, for
the delay, unavoidable, in
printing his interesting letter on the second
is due Mr.

An

present. Mrs. S. A. Paiker read a paper on
Myths, Fairy Tales and Legends. The funda-

the

now

hour later than for

June meeting of Nurth school

mental truths appear in the folk lore of all
nations, and the dances, games and songs are
handed down from generation to generation.

the Maine Central

on

1

page.

:

1

Mrs. A. M. Ingraham of West
Roxbury, formerly of Belfast, is the guest of her sister.
Mrs. j. T. Pottle. They are in the Pottle cottage at the Battery while Mrs. Ingraham's
new cottage is being completed, work on which
was begun Tuesday by Maurice Lurtis.
About thirty members of Brower Circle of
Mason Mills church celebrated the birthday, June 2nd of Mr. James Nickerson by givthe

ing

genuine surprise party. A purse of
money accompanied their best wishes. Games
and music were indulged in and later in the
evening ice cream and cake were served.
him

a

j

The small pox epidemic is practically a thing
of the past, only three houses are under quar- j
antine, ti*• Stevens house on River Avenue,
the Duhamel on Park and the Bradford on
Grove street. In the latter home are Mr. and
Mrs Bradford and their eight little children,
and one of the little girls is slightly id.
Clerk of Courts George i. Keating has
ceived the

following rescripts

Law court: J. Frankeli vs Belfast Trucking
Co., settled at the September term of 1912 f jr

room

tenement

to let

Belfast,

and

a

a

A

entertainments for the

through

coming

civic

ning this winter and is now in the process of !
being overhauled for the summer service on
the Penobscot bay route.The steamer Silver Star which has been laid up at this port j
since her withdrawal from the Belfast, Islesboro and Castine route last season and eome
weeks ago narrowly escaped going to the bottom at the outer end of the railroad wharf,
filled and sank last week. Fortunately she
had been moved to the inside of the dock and
did notgo far to reach bottom. She is owned
by the Pendleton Bro's....The steamer Anna
Belle, Capt. Ben. Arey, which has been landing at the pier of the French boro Land A
Fisheries Co., now arrives and departs from
Lewis' wharf...The steamer Marjorie on the
Isles boro route makes her landings at the
Frenchboro wharf. The steamers of the Eastern Steamship Co. will begin daily landings at
Nortbport June 20th.... The steamer Camden,
bor nd to Boston, was unable to make a landing
at Sears port last Friday because of the high
windandcame direct to this port and the freight
and passenger^ were sent to Sears port overland. Boston-bound passengers came to this
city and took the boat from here.

An

and wrote the publishers concerning it, who forwarded his letter to the author.
Prof. Van Loon in reply maintained that he
was correct, but in the following letter to his
Belfast critic arrives at a different conclusion:

Dear Sir:
I apologize. Motley was right and 1 v as
that you have draw-n
wrong. 1 am very glad
to this error.
my attention
the
in
following way. Philips
It came about
Willem, Count of Buren, Prince of Orange,
Dec 19, 1554
At the age
was born in Buren
of fourteen, while a student at the University
was
taken
he
prisoner
by Alva
0f Louvain,
and was sent to Spain. He then disappears
later
he visitfrom our History. Forty years
ed his brother Maurice in the Hague and until
his death in 1618 (in Bruges) be remained on
friendly terms with his family in Holland.
This very fact, that he never played any actual
role in Dutch History, that he became a Catholic and that his con tern porarie speak about
him aa a “foreigner” is responsible for the
error. In Holland we never seem to think of
him as having actually belonged to the family
of YYiUiam the Silent. He left the country so
and compared to his brothers Maurice

-'..-

-,

M

attention

L. A.

given to mail

orders!
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WEBBER, Prop.

Penobscot River

SALMON,
Lobsters and Mackerel
=AT=

Bramhall’s Market

!
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QUALITY SHOE STORE,

i
i

OXFORDS

You will find all the leading styles in the EMERSON for Men, L A FRANCE
for Women, and a splendid line for I’oys, Girls and the Little
Folks, at the

)

|

1

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

(

HAMMONS &
Special attention given

to

mail orders.

I

PATTERSON, Props.

Open Wednesday

and

Saturday evenings

--— —
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united in marriage to Everett
Sterling Brewer
WEDDING BELLS.
I of Waterville, the ceremony taking place in a
tent
on
the lawn at the side of the
large
of
Marr-Bowen. The marriage
Lieut. house.
Promptly at the appointed hour the
Harold Marr, U. S. A.,formerly of Farmington,
bridal party proceeded from the house to the
and Miss Mildred, daughter of George Bowen
I front of the tent, where they separated, the
of Searsport, took place in the first Congrebridesmaids. Miss Leola Carleton of Danforth
gational church in Whittier, Calif., on the and Miss Irma Ray of Bangor, followed
by the
evening of May 21st at 8 p. m. The church bride on the arm of her father,
down
going
was a bower of orange blossoms and foliage
the left aisle while the best man,
Raymond
and some fifty or more guests were present. Carleton of
Winterport, followed by the
Mies Bowen was gowned in a beautiful imported
groom and the 1 ride’s mother, went down the
frock, and carried a shower of bride roses and other aisle. The bride and
groom took their
lilies of the valley, and wore orange blossoms
place under a large white hell, where the cerein her hair. Owing to the non-arrival of four !
mony was performed by Rev. Mr. Morrill, the
of the friends of Lieut. Marr, all lieutenants si
gle ring service being used. The bride was
in the army, who were to officiate, the couple
; becominglygowned in white nun's veiling,while
The four friends, each of the bridesmaids
were unattended.
wore gowns of pink silk.
The
j
whom came to the States on the transport
wedding was attended by the immediate famiwith Lieut. Marr on the same errand, with ly and close friends. Flowers were
hanked
their fiances were delayed and arrived after in the corners of the tent
while the standards
the ceremony was over. These young men were wound
ith evergreen, and at the end
will take their brides back to the Philippines
where the bridal party sto< <1 was a network
on the 15th of June.
Following the ceremony of evergreen intertwined with lilacs, making a
at the church a dinner was given at the Palace
very pretty background. The young couple
Hotel in Whittier by Lieut. Marr, after which were the
recipients of manybeautiful presents,
the bride and groom left for Los Angeles and
including silver, china and cut glass from their
San Francisco and are now at a mountain lake
many friends, who join in wishing them many*
for their honeymoon. They will sail on the
years of happy married life.
Mr. and Mrs.
15th for Manila, for Lieut. Marr’s station,
Brewer remained at the bride’s home for a
Stotesburg, where they will live for the few days before going on their wedding tour.
present. The groom’s gift was a handsome
platinum pendant set with diamonds, pearls
Monroe-Wenworth
On Memorial Day,
and sapphires, a beautiful Japanese bracelet at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
and other gifts from the orient. The wedding Mrs. Alphonso 1’. Wentworth, in Lincolnville
■

some

from

which began
Marr, then fresh
Bowdoin, taught the Searsport High
a

romance

years ago, when Lieut.

school, in which his bride of
student. He was three years
after that, before entering the
Bowen after graduating from

today

was

a

Harvard
army. Miss
in

High school,

Boston and
for several years employed as stenographer. After the death of her mother three
took

a

business

course

in

was

pears ago, she came to her home in Searsport,
where she had since lived with her father. On

Center,
was
roe

in

daughter, Merle Helen,
in marriage to James Ralph Monof Lincolnville. The ceremony took place
their eldest

united

the

parlor,

which was prettily decorated
apple blossoms, and the officiating clergyman was Rev. Harry S, Baker of the
Unitarian church. The bride was becomingly
dressed in a brown traveling suit and carried a
bouquet of apple blossoms. After the ceremony congratulations were in order and ice
withftrns and

cream

and cake

were

Monroe then left

on

served.
a

Mr. and Mrs.

honeymoon trip

to

her trip to California several weeks ago, Massachusetts, to return about June 15th. The
whither she went to meet her fiance, her bride is one of the popular young ladies of
father accompanied her and they visited rela- her home town and has the best wishes of a
tives in Whittier until after the wedding. Mr. host of friends. The groom, who is recently
Bowen has returned home. Miss Bowen was | from Somerville, Mass., and has served an enlistment in the U. S. Navy, is a young man of
one of the most popular girls in Searsport and
will be greatly missed: Before her departure, I sterling character and has won the esteem of
'
and also in Whittier, she was the guest of All who have made his acquaintance.
honor of many showers and other festivities.
Raymond R Sherman, was among the lucky
Brewer-Crockett. A very pretty w< dding fishermen at Swan Lake, June 8th, landing
occurred at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. two two-pound salmon.

apt to forget his existence alto-

doubt accounts,for the fact that none
of my critic*—not even the Professors of Hisnoticed this slip.
tory in Holland—have
I want to thank you for the interest with
which you have read both the Rise and the
Fall of the Dutch Republic. The close simidisagreeable one
larity of the names is a very
for me. It is impossible to come up to the
and
Motley
the book
set
by
judging
standards
reader is apt to expect a great
by its name, the
able
to
am
I
give him.
deal more than
no

Elmer Crockett in Winterport at 3.3) p m.,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Richards left WednesJune 4th, when their daughter Isabelle, was day for Boston, where
they have employm nt.

yours

Eendbick Willem Van Loon.
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f|

is the culmination of

young,

Very truly

~

Special

>

was an error

we are

g

M

j

due.

^This

||

There

the

that

IS

Grade

..

ill

thfa week on Women's White
Nubuck Oxfords and
styles to choose
from. Come early so as to get your size.

fall and winter

second-hand cook

(§

8 fPPC*ar! ra,P Pumps—six
p

Boston

five-

1!

for Women.

|f

agencies, and the dates
have been carefully arranged so as not to interfere with the holidays or the Food Fair.
The lecturers will be Dr. Gabriel Read Maguire. the African explorer, and a member of
the Royal Geographical Society and Dr. John
Merritte Driver, a recognized authority on
the

I

Men,Patrician, Revelation,

gg_BoyS’_

Local Lecture Course. The Baptist soive undertaken a first class course of

stove for sale... The Phoenix House has been
opened by C. D. Osborn as a lodging house.
Good rooms by the day or week, with good atGirl wanted for general housetendance
work at Northport during the months of July
and August. Good wages, small family-See
notice of C. W. Frederick of bonds about to
come

Clarice, Quaker, Doris

ciety h

■

East

,g

1

tffa

Elite, Alden Walker & Wildes, Frank-

Wednesday morning.

Paint and Not

has

''n Bass for

M

j

will be three musicales,
questions.
Edna Bedell has resigned as teacher of
the Cathedral choir, a male and female quar- I
VII. Miss Julia Vaughan has been
tette, with solos and duets: The Mozarc com- i
New Advertisements. Friday, June 20th, transferred from
the
Hay ford school to
pany of five people, boch vocal and instru- j
is the last day of school, whici means new
the Citypoint school to fill
the vacancy
mental; The Dixie Quintette, one of the best
clothes, new hats and new shoes, and The i caused by the resignation of Miss Ella
colored companies in the country. The first
Dinsmore Store takes this opportunity to call
M. Erskine of Buckeport. Miss Ethel Savery
date w ill come in November and the last in
j
Belfast has been engaged to teach in
attention to their large assortment of cbd- of
February.
dren’s shoes, which includes every style you
the school at North Searsport. Miss Cora
could w ish for, made on right shaped lasts, and 8. Morison, who nas been teaching the past
prices, quality considered, lower than else- year in Porto Rico, has applied for a position in
where. Another suggestion is that a box of the Belfast schools. She will spend the sumPaint w'as never before so high as last year i
silk Holeproofs would be an acceptable gift mer at her home here.
and this: about $2 25 a gallon Devoe and a halfSold only at the Dinsmore
for graduation
The Weather. Last Monday Belfast ex- dollar less for trash.
H. M. Black, 107 Main street is showStore
What is trash?
perienced a variety of weather—unseasonably
ing a full iine of ladies and misses white cold, rain, snow ami hail, with occasional butIt looks like paint and pretends t > he paint,
isn’t worth painting. It costs a painter’s |
j
dresses; also childrens dresses of linen, per- gleans of sunshine. The snow and
hail were | day’s-work to put-on a gallon of paint, good |
nnd frinuhnm
nimonos. h up- and short
hard]
noticeable in the city, but at the Bat- j or bad; and a painter’s day’s work is $2 or $4.
Add that to the price of a gallon. That is |
muslin and Jersey und-.rweai, Fowncs gloves, tery here was quite a fall of
hail, and in
the co^t f a gallon. I'^voe is $5 or $6 a gallon;
corsets, etc_James H. Howes, Odd Fellows Sears! ort the ground was covered to the
depth and trash a half-dollar less.
block, has dresses, skirts and waists for sum- of an *nch. There was a
Devoe is all paint and more too; you add
heavy frost in the ! oilBui
tv) it; a gallon is 5 or 6 quarts of perfect
!
mer wear, middy blouses for women and chilcountry Monday n on ing. The cold weather
paii.t for the painter’s pot. But trash is three- ;
dren, and bathing suits and caps for women was general throughout the
country except ir ! quarters, two-thirds or half paint: you pay a
girls and children_See notice of the r<- the SoLr.h. New Yo-k reports the coldesl j half-dollar less for nobody-knows-what-it-is. j
10 gallons Devoe is enough for the average i
opening of the W. A. Sw'ift Shoe store and June 9th in the histcy of the local weathei j
job; it takes 15 to 20 gallons qf trash. And
call and see the transformation in the interior
whose
records
bureau,
go back to 1870. Tht 1 the wear same way.
Unfortunately, they look |
and exterior. L. A. Webber, the new proprie- I weather has been unusually cold since, but be- 1 alike when first
DEVOE
put-on.
1
Mason
&
Hall
t.
sell
tor, carries only standard makes of shoes and gan to moderate yesterdey.
J
the Gold Seal rubbers. He has a special sale
—:
this week on women's white Nubuck Oxfords
It—1
=-rnr
=nr= =nr^n7—
—i/-vi
n
and Pumps—six styles to choose from_
Miss

<g

|

re-

from the June

$101.60. “Dismissed from this docket; settled
below.” In the search and seizure case if
State vs George Jones, tried at the April term
the rescript is “Exceptions overruled for want
«>f pros cution." “The clerk issued the capias

lots of m™ey to make this
one of the
the cify1 carry nothing but
standard
makes of shoes,
including the

GOLD SEAL RUBBERS for
Wien, Women,
Misses and Children.

Lewis F. Gannon has bought a new Buick
car of FLO. Norton, an«l C.
W. Wescott has
buughl Dr. $. W. Johnson’s Buick touring car

effect June 23d.

The sardine

as

and

>

an

busiru

Reading Department of the Arts
was held Tuesday
evening with sixteen

The Chinese child

<r

summer

“The Fa!! of
Historian Corrected.
Dutch Republic," by Hendrick Willem
Van Loon, published by Houghton & Mifflin,
1918, was recently added to the Belfast Free
Library at the request of a local student of
I history, who was the first to take it from the
I library. He is a great admirer of Motl. y, and
been repaired and overhauled and looks as
had read among other of his works “The Rise
good as new and is as fast as ever. Brave in
of the Dutch Republic.” In reading the forwhite paint, gold and varnish, she looks good
mer work he found what, according to Motley,
the

was

served at 24

Notes.

running all winter and is now receiving an
overhauling in preparation for the regular
summer season.
The Norumbega, it will be
remembered, was wrecked on a ledge at South-

5th at the home of Mr. and
I

The

...

>

*

P

Crafts

Judge Knowlton tried
The First Circus. The Sig. Sautelle cir:ast Monday morning, due to
cus, which exhibited here June 6th. was
•t ircus day. Harry Way was the first to visit Belfast this
season, and
•ant sworn out by his f ither- attracted a big crowd.
It is a big show
hdlips, who received several and a good one, but appeared here under
i and face and cuts whch reIt arrived late and this
disadvantages.
ces
of a
physician. Way I delayed the parade, which was better than the
was lined $15, which he paid I average, the menagerie with its
open cages at"ged. The other case was that tracting special attention. There were 9 eleI
who became quarrelsome phants, a dromedary, camels, etc., in the pa!,
mpted to light several persons. rade. While the parade was going on the big
< r.
complaint of police officer tent on the ground was raised for the afterloaded guilty and was lined
noon performance, but before the seats were
i-aid and was discharged.
put in it was blown down and badly torn and it
entng. The “Hogan Bakery," took all the afternoon to repair damages and
L-.iward Hogan proprietor, had get the tent up again and there was no afteriast Saturday.
Mr. Hogan suc- noon performance, which was a seriou9 loss to
A-gs, one of the oldest bakers in the management. There was a big crowd on C. M. Knowlton,
'RT.

^

ihe

S

(§ ! have spe!lt
I **“1 siorf ’n

burned had not the fires

The first

Children.

THE W. A. SWIFT SHOE
STORE.

yet, though it is
hoped the perpetrator of this malicious net
may be brought to justice.
Folk Lore, Etc.

and

f| REOPENING |

time, and he as well as Mr.
Pendleton would have suffered a severe loss.
The city marshal has been notified, hut no
made

Women, Girls

James H. Howes.

been discovered in

has been

complete line for Women and Children.

For

Malicious Mischief. Last Sunday afternoon four fires were set in the wood lot in East
Belfast known as the Stock Farm lot and owned by George O. Pendleton. Mrs. Pendleton discovered the first fire near the lane and notified
Mr. Pendleton, who with friends rushed to the
place and succeeded in getting the fires under
control. When the last fire was discovered in
the rear of the lot it had been burning iess than
ten minutes.
Mr. Pendleton owns 128 acres,
on which a valuable growth of hard wood was
left after Mr. Dustin had cut the soft wood.
Mr. Dustin’s lumber was stacked on the lot

arrests

|

BATHING SHITS AND CAPS

Search and Seizure. Deputies Arthur G.
Beach of this city and Willard M. Berry of
Stockton Springs made a search and seizure
last week.at the home of Dominic Guidmore in
Frankfort, near Mosquito mountain. In the
cellar they found one barrel of hard cider and
30 empty barrels, a 20 gallon cask half full of
beer, five gallons of wine, two gallons of whiskey and many empty bottles and glasses, with
faucets and measures. Guidmore was arrested and taken to Stockton Springs, tried before
Judge Sleeper, found guilty and placed under
$1,000 bonds with Mrs. Eva Shank as a

and would have been

all very latest make and
of the
very best materials.

are

Middy Blouses

From

compositors trade,

the

FOR SUMMER WEAR.

her way fo the Pacific coast. In a note received from Mr. Johnson under date of Boston,
June 4th, he says: “I have just learned of the
safe arrival of the Knickerbocker at Punta
Arenas. Straits of Magellan. It is just 57 days
since I left her off Boston light. Not so
bad,
as it is considerably more than
half-way to
Seattle. Capt. Lathigee went over to the
African coast on bis way down.”

—Somerville Journal,
earn

Dresses, Skirts, Waists

Annals of Belfast tor Half
Century.
BY AN OLD

a

SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
CHAPTER

XVI.

< 1821-2.)

the store of Mr. Oakes Angier,
to whose father he sold it in 1804, and
then built a house which stood on the

opposite

site of the North

Church,

which

was

re-

moved many years af erwards to premises now occupied by Hon. W. H. MeLel'an, and was still later destroyed by

fire;

this house was his

family

at the time of his death.

residence

He

was

the

father of Mr. Charles Giles, for many
July of this year, 1821,
years
publisher of the Waldo Signal, and
oldest
perdied Laughlin McDonald, the
the maternal grandfather of the present
not accurately
son in town; his age was
of hie editor of The Republican Journal.
known, but from his own story
He was an active, energetic business
hia
from
life and what could be learned
Had he lived in this day he would
man.
have been nearly one
On the 25th of

relatives he must

time of
hundred and ten years old at the
have seen
his death. He remembered to
the Duke of Marlboro, who died ninetywas born
nine years before he did. He
serin Scotland and entered the British
in Genvice when very young. He was
eral Wolfe’s army in 1759 and engaged
Plains
the memorable battle of the
in

have been among the foremost in promoting the new local enterprises of our
city. He was of that class of men who

to be designed by nature to be the
pioneers in a newly settled country; not
always of cool, deliberate judgment,
but of earnest, ardent impulse, empratieally “go ahead" men. There were
seem

many of that class left here, it is true,
when those cold December waves broke

After the capture of
of Abraham.”
he
managed to dissolve his con- over
Quebec
him, but no one fuller of life and
event- I
nection with the British army and
than Paul Giles.
energy
j
banks
ually found himself located on the
The Belfast Light Infantry was orthe
where
from
far
not
Penobscot
of the
ganized this year. 1822, and the followthere were
village of Burksport now is;
officers elected; Oshea Page, Cap;
in that ing
then but a few scattered settlers
tain, Joel Hills, Lieutenant and Dudley
1779
in
there
region. He was residing
the 'fashionable tailor’ referred
visited Griffin,
when a party of British soldiers
Mr.
to in a previous chapter, ensign.
ves- I n...
...p
the locality and burned a saw-mill,
r-—
I
their
of
list
the
sel, and five dwellings;
! of Samuel Upton and carried on business
of McDonald;
owners embraces the name
here for some years under his auspices;
to
one of the dwellings burned belonged
his business light was extinguished with
After
him, probably, or some relative.
that of the luminary around which he
s->~

Ulat evflJi

lie

-i

to the last a
was a hale, vigorous, and
east
cheerful man. He resided on the
time he
last
the
About
the
river.
side of
frier d met him
came to the village an old

■

He was a very the canvas tent officiating as ticketary 1867, aged «ixty»ix.
quiet, unassuming, worthy citizen and master, when an inside customer, rather
Mr. a rough specimen of the female
mpst incorrigible old bachelor.
persuaBishop was a sea captain, retired from sion, terribly dilapidated in dress and

living

well.” The invalid, who fortunately for
herself had as much faith in the doctor
as her predecessors of nearly nineteen
hundred years ago had in the angel who
troubled the Pool of Bethesda, adopted
and carried out the suggestion and lived

1872, when she died aged ninety-two.
brig Ospray of about 180 tons
burthen, owned by Greenleaf Porter
and John Clark, traders residing here,
until

The

and

the schooner Harriet and Eliza of
owned by John Angier and

138 tons

Salathiel Nickerson, residing here, were
built this year and launched in the month

that vocation

with

drowned

He

about 1858 and

about two years ago; his remains were

on

Campobello in a thick snow storm j two years ago.
in the evening, but in a few
On the 30th of August, at his residence
minutes sliel off into deep water without on Main street, now occupied by Mr. A.
sustaining any material injury. The ! D. Chase, died Benjamin Whittier, Esq.,
Captain, who was well acquainted with aged thirty-nine. He was the son of
the locality, ordered the man at the helm j Thomas Whittier, Esq., of whom mento steer a certain course which would j tion was made in one of our earliest
in the chapters. He succeeded his father as
carry them clear of the ledges
vicinity; on going aft he discovered that | Postmaster about 1813 and continued to
the card of the compass was unshipped, hold the office to the time of his decease.
|
and at almost the same moment the J In December following Joseph Williamvessel struck another ledge. She re- | son, Fsq., was appointed to fill the varemained on this ledge until after mid- ! cancy, ard removed the office to a woodnight, the sea breaking over her, during en building standing on the site of the
which time Mr. Giles, the captain and store now occupied by Mr. H. H. Forbes;
that building was burned Jan. 22, 1834.
one of her crew were washed from the
His body was Mr. Whittier was the fifth town clerk in
wreck and drowned.
near

early

September; the Ospray from
ship yard just northerly from the

of

the

High

street now

native of Gilmanton,
occupation a tanner. He

He was

N. H,, and by

a

the Gazette
removed from Johnson’s Building,
now the Phoenix House, to a wooden

was

the founder of the old tan-yard on
the road to the Upper Bridge, now occupied by Nathan F. Houston, Esq. He
carried on for many years the business

building which stood where the building
occupied by Clark & Fernald, Marble
Workers, now stands, at the intersection
of High and Market streets, and its
pubof tanning and manufacturing boots and lishers, Fellowes & Simpson, onened a
shoes, employing quite a number of book store in the room fronting on High
operatives for tl.i.se days. Subsequent street, where they “offered for sale an
ly he engaged in the business of purchas- extensive assortment of school books,
ing and shipping lumber to the British bibies, and miscellaneous workB at the
Provinces. Soon after coming here, in sign of the Bible.*’ It was the first store
1802, he built the house on High street, opened in the place exclusively for the
sale of books and stationery.
Among the notable events of the year
was

NEGLEGltD GONMIrAlluN
The Cause of Trouble

the yisit of the celebrated Dr. Nathan Smith of New Hampshire, Professor of the Theory and Practice of medi-

was

expericine in the Medical School at Brunswick.
remedy
The announcement of his advent
brought
in the same letter. It has been successfully
hither from the region roundabout “a
used by thousands in .the past sixty years.
You have no reason to doubt its value in your multitude of impotent folk, of blind,
case.
halt, and withered.”
The coming at
"I think the "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is
this day of Dr.
Brown-Sequard would
Conis
for
and
tonic
good
an excellent
very
not be the occasion of greater exciteatipation, which is the cause of more Bickness ment
among invalids. Dr. Smith was
of.”
than anything else that I know
not a traveling empiric, such as have
A Nurse, Mbs. L. A. Hawes,
been seen here occasionally since
Buckaport, Maine.
his-day,
large bottle 85 cents. All dealers. A sample but was eminent in his profession and
visited this section of the country at the
free by addressing
“L F.” MEDICINE CO„ Portland. Me.
call of patients residing here and at the

sickness, Bays
in many cases
enced Nurse. She tells of the proper
of

an

oak tree marked for

a

of

LOST GREAT FIGHT FOR
Nation

Watched

Georgia

life

Ban«e

an

!

Struggle Against Poiton.
The attention of the whole
nar *
was focused recently on the
t:i.r
fight made by B. Sanders Wu,;i
young banker of Macon. Ua ;,lt(;r
had taken by mistake a
deadly
cnrlal poison.
j
Mr. Walker, having a heada.
tie ()>
night, went to the medicine eiu
s
his borne and

took

what he

aspirin tablet About
be began complaining of term
and physicians were ended
They immediately discern,
toms of mercurial poisoning,
was an

,,,

i

,,

cor-

i

a

re

Feb. 20, 1829, the Harriet & Eliza, two

miral Smith is

now

and has been for

Ul

dred acres, more or less. Also another lot or
.parcel of land in said Lincolnville, adjoining
above lot, bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at stake and stones in line of above
lot, being the southeast corner of lot now to be
described; thence N. 34 deg. W. along line of
first described lot. seventy-seven and one-half
rods to stake and stones at corner of land now
of John Colburn; thence S. 54 deg. W. along

11 l.

l>Ug

The rain was followed by cold weather
severity for that season of

of unusual
the year.
was

On the night of the 29th there
fall of snow; in some of the

quite

a

towns in the interior to the
three

four inches.

or

It

was

depth
an

of

Colburn’s line eighty-one anti one half rods to
stake and t ones in line of land now of Charles
Smith; thence S. 34 deg E along Smith’s line
ninety-two rods to stake and stones; thence N.
66 deg E. along Smith’s line sixteen rods to
stake and stones to line of first described lot;
thepce N. 22 deg. W. ten rods to stake and
stones; thence northeasterly on line of first
described lot sixty-six rods to place of beginning; containing forty acres, more or less. Also
another lot of land, together with the buildings
thereon, situated in Hope, Knox County,
Maine, bounded and described as follows: Commencing at corner of the late Hannah Kimball's
little orchard on the road leading from C. T.
Kimball’s to Amanda Crane’s; thence on said
Hannah and C. T. Kimball’s line about a northwesterly course to land of H. E. and E. M.
Woster; thenc on said Wosler’s line a southerly course as the stone wall runs, to an iron
stake in the wall; then e a southerly and easterly course with the wall, to tne center of the
road first mentioned; thence on said road about
thirty six rods to corner of Cemandel T Kimball’s land; thence on said Kimball's line to the
road leading from C. T. Kimball’s line to Joseph
Boardman’s; thence on said road to place of
beginning; containing about forty acres, more

event

unprecedented in the memory of our oldest inhabitants. The greatest amount of
suffering

and loss of property from the
were prevailing at this lime

fires which
was

in the towns of Wiscasset and Aina.

large

A

number of houses,

barns, and
So great
the destitution which followed that

their contents
was

were

destroyed.

appeal was made for
throughout the State.

At the annual commencement at Bow-

doiri College, Sept. 3rd, two young
graduated who were residents in
town;

one

was

men

this

William Jeffrey Read,

of Judge Read, who was born in Danvers, Mass., and died at hisfather’s residence in this town in 1829—six years afson

ter

he

graduated, two years after he was
bar—aged twenty-nine.

admitted to the
He was

a young man of brilliant talent,
and had his life been spared would have
been an ornament to society and the

pride

of this the home of his

adoption,

The other young man was the compiler
of these annals; who in charity may be
excused for taking pride in tile fact—the

only
ever

one

in

a

claimed

long life
to

over

glorify

ever

graduated

at

a

hiinseif—that he

Collegiate Institu-

tion.

morning of November 12th
a fire broke out in the boarding house of
Samuel Jackson, then undergoing repairs preparatory to converting it into a
hotel, on High street. His daughter, a
very interesting girl about fifteen years
of age, who had been watching through
the night at the bedside of a sick relaEarly

in the

occupying

it

at

the time

of

his

was

tive and who had retired to rest in an upper room of the house only an hour ur

George Watson, Esq.,
him, occupied by Samuel

by

B. Morrill

Hiram

mals” was exhibited here

in the

July,

was

suffocated

and the

on

put

N .J. MERRILL. Manager.
Until June 29 address L. 1). 1. House, Water-

as a

viiie, Maine.

shoe store, and two or more barns standing southerly, and the store of John
the

building

were

Savings Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 15.034, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been m ide for a
duplicate book according to law's regulating
issuing

in which the tire commenced

burned.

4l23p

Belfast

Angier, Esq., standing northerly from
Within two months after-

wards Mr. Watson- had erected and finished so far as was necessary to make it

book;..
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, May 29, 1913 -3w23

new

1

Emery Peirce,

Great things are eminu
style of telephone which
on

:

exhibition at the

UNITY, MAINE,
The
Sciences in Paris.
Enlarged, entirely remodelled, new managetwo before the fire broke out, perished ment. Bituited in pine grove on ight mile ment is the invention
a French physician
in the flames. The dwelling house of lake, line fishing, boating, ••xcol.cn. cuisine. Glover.
Room ami board 88 a week. Bend for booklet.
While investigating tina store owned

struck

uncle of our fellow-citizen Mr.

SANDERS WALKER.
1

Windermere Lake Hotel,

landlord, in succession, of the Huse Tav- a different song had he been here in J tine
ern, the Sun Tavern, the Whittier Tav- of this year. On the afternoon of the tenantable a dwelling house on the site
bundern. and the Washington Hotel, better fifth we were visited
by a severe thunder of his former one. It is the same
remembered perhaps as Cunningham’s storm; a barn owned by Robert Miller, ing now occupied by N. G. Prescott &
westerly located near the house on High street ; Company and George G. Wells as stores.
Hotel, which stood next
from the New
England House; he now occupied by Mr. Judson Condon, The store now occupied by Mr. Calvin i
was

B.

I

Tv

« ■»

A

■

m T>

»»

a m *

/-u

in a,

|

the sounds of the void
fectly transmitted, as a ru
distance telephone wires i
was struck
l>y the fact P
sounds, coming from p
arriving at the palate w
into two streams, one of
ed at the mouth, the other
An idea) transmitter w
both streams of sound eip
was found that tliis was
the case with ordinary irPr. Glover therefore do'i
looking receiver with an

hi Court ot probate, held at Reiit A 1,1 »< »
»*
fast, nil tlie I3th day ot
Her
ay. 1913
bel t T. Fie.d, aominisi r.tlor witli tlie win annexed tin theesi te ol F" d (1 W bile, tare of Beltasi,
in said County, deceased, having presented litsecond account, ot administration ot said estate
for allowance.
—

ordered. Hint notice thereof lie given, threi
successively, hi The h'epuinicau Journal
newspaper published in Belfast, in h id County
that all pei -ons liiteieslcd mav attend at a l*rnbrtte Court, to he held at Belfast, <*U tile I OH day
"f June next, and show cause, if
any
they
have, why thesaid account should not lit allowweeks

a

ed.
A

J ames LIBBY, Judge.
irue copy. Attest:
3w22 aKTHOK >Y. JL.KO.N Altl>, Register.

b For indigestion,
KJ* &
pSieves sour stomacK
laloitation oi the heart. Digests wnat you fiat

the 5th of

day following; the place
cabin of the schooner Hope then lying at of exhibition was on
Spring street, beone of our wharves.
It was inferred by tween Church and
High streets, on the
the inquest held on the occasion, from
premises now owned by Major Chase;
the position in which he was found in the “doors
open from 9 a. m. until 7 p. m.;
morning, at the foot of the companion- admittance twenty-five cents; children
way, and from the general appearance under twelve
years of age half price.”
of things in the cabin, that his bed The animals
constituting the Grand Caraclothes caught fire, from a candle probwere a full grown lion and two
van,
ably, while he was asleep, and that on young ones,“playful and active,” a cataawaking and attempting to find his way mount, two lamas, two buffalos, a leopout he was suffocated and fell where he
ard, a jackal, a black wolf, two ichneuwas found.
mons, and “Dandy Jack and his pony
Prominent among the business men who rides with that
degree of horsemanwho came to the place this year were
ship which was never equaled in New
Samuel A. Moulton, Hutson Bishop and
England by any of his kind!” It was the
Frederic A. Lewis.
Mr. Moulton, in first exhibition here of a large collection
connection with William I. Cross, under of wild
beasts; although five or six years
the firm name of Cross and Moulton, before an
elephant and a lion were here
opened a shop on Main street just below on exhibition for several days; the eleits junction with Washington street,
phant in the stable of the Huse Tavern,
where they carried on the business of the lion in a
barn which stood on the site
“tin plate and sheet iron working;” it of the store now
occupied by H. H. Johnwas the first shop of the kind in town. son &
Co. They did not attract much atThe firm was dissolved in 1824 and Mr. tention outside the
village; but “Dandy
Cross returned to Portland. In 1844 Mr. Jack and his
pony” carried the whole
Moulton removed to Boston, but in 1853
country by storm. The business manager
returned and resumed his former busi- and factotum of the “Grand Caravan”
ness in the brick store on Church street was one
Macomber; a man of much hunow occupied by Cates and Stickney.
mor as well as business capacity.
He
Ha died suddenly, of paralysis, in Febra- was standing one day at the entrance to

;

\

j
;

!

j

j

j

iip

which tie has

the first native born of Belfast who

W'as

..

then too late for them to
saving Mr. Walker’s life, as :
he took almost invariably kili>
treatment is administered
v.
very short time.
They decided, however, t
they could, and a corps of n
summoned
Mr. Walker, uniformed that he must die. !•
| outward appearance of disorder that liis wife and tl •
might not bo overcome by
or less; being homestead formerly occupied by
For six days the fight
Francis S. Kimball, all except one orchard
lot of about lj acres; and whereas the con- I Walker
steadily
gn-wi
dition «»f said mortgage has been br.>Ken, now
Scores of citizens of Ma
of
the
conreason
of
the
breach
therefore, by
his home, for he kept "oj
dition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
order to bid them all fan
C. W. BABB.
mortgage.
.1 nr>M 9 1 Q13
3 a-93
made life will and woun
business affairs before th
Dissolution. him fully in its power.
Notice of l o-Partners
Mr. Walker sank into a a
dine and passed away pm
Notice is hereby given tint the partnership
B. Eaton eral hours after becoming
lately subsisting between Chari.
and Maurice D. Towle, both of Belfast, under All
Macon went into in*
Lfie firm name of Spencer, E.ton & Co., exlearning of his death. \V
on
mutual
consent.
May 16, 1913, by
pired
All debts due the said partnership are to be lasted prayers for his r*-<
paid to said Maurice I). Tow le, ai.d aii demands offered up in all the cliun
against he said partnership are to he present- con.
ed to turn for payment, and at the same place
of business formerly occupied by the co-partnorsnip of Bpencer, Eaton & Co., which was at TELEPHONE FOR THE
47 Main Street, Belfast, Maine
Britt Maurice
L). Towle being authorized by the co-partnerto
settle
ail
debts
due
to
and
by the said Double Transmitter a He
ship
2w23
Distance Talkie
company.

charitable relief

an

by lightning and one of its Hervey stands on the site of the one ocdeath.
Mention has been made of him corner posts shivered to pieces; hail fell ! cupied by Samuel B. Morrill. The resimore than once in preceeding chapters;
copiously; some globular pieces measured 1 due of the burned district is covered by
something more is due to his memory. three inches in circumference, anti others Phoenix Row.
John Durham, son of one of the origiHe was a gentleman of fine personal ad- nearly square measured an inch and a
dress, a prompt and enereetic officer, an half from corner to corner diagonally. nal Proprietors of the township, died in
He was
exceedingly affable and popular landlord. They made sad havoc with the window October, aged seventy-four.
He was thoroughly identified with the glass in this and
neighboring towns. On one of the Highway Surveyors elected
at the first meeting held under the act inmovements of the day which had for the night of the ninth there was a
heavy
at the house of John
their object the advancement of our frost; ice formed on the
northerly side corporating the town
Mitchell on the 11th of November, 1773.
local interests, and the general feeling of buildings of the thickness of
ordinary
pervading the community on the occa- window-glass; and about noon of the He was married in 1780, and commenced
sion of his death was that we had lost tenth we were treated to a
in a log house which stood
very respect- housekeeping
one of our most active, genial, gentleable earthquake for this latitude. HeavON PAGE THREE.J
[CONTINUED
found about the last of J anuary, on the order of time. He had held the office manly fellow-townsmen. He left a son
en’s “warm ear,” of which the poet
the
near
Bpot for several successive years prior to his and several
shore of Casco Bay Islt.nd,
daughters, all of whom who sings, could not have been particularly
Dr. Herman Abbott waB his are now
where he was drowned, was carried to decease.
living reside in Baltimore.
charmed with the tune which earth was
Eastport and buried by the Masonic successor, elected at a town meeting held
Later in the month Hiram Emery, a
playing in those “perfect days.”
Fraternity, of which he was a member. ten days after the vacancy occurred.
young man aged about twenty-two,
A "Grand Caravan of Living AniIn November the office of
Mr. Giles came here to reside about
1800.

Signature

WHEREAS,

|

Always Bough,

Bears the

line to
occupied by Capt. Lym- supply from a mile distant; cattle were Smith’s
ortheast seventy rods to stake
ner; thence
j
there
when
he
burner, and was residing
cardriven two miles to water. The forests ! and stones; thence N. 34 deg. W. one hundred,
rods to the southerly line of
five
and twenty
house of the Railroad, the Harriet & died of paralysis in December 1867, aged all around us were here and there on fire !
Searsmont; thence N. 56 deg. E along said line
none
he
several
children
left
The first sixty-nine;
and the village was literally enveloped seventy ro Is to the road leading to Searsmont;
Eliza at the upper bridge.
thence S. 6 dog E. one hundred rods to stake
to of whom are now residing here.
in smoke. The engine company and peovoyage of both was from this place
and stones; thence S. 24 deg. E. forty-four
The
Main
street
nowbrick
on
;
block
B.
Eells,
Port-au-Prince; Capt. Henry
ple generally were called out several rods to a beech tree for corner; thence S. 30
father of Mrs. Moses W. Rich, was occupied by Woods, Matthews & Baker times to protect buildings from the deg. E sixty-six lods to stakes and stones ala
road; thence northeasterly on said road twenty
master of the Ospray; Capt, Josiah and A. J. Harriman & Co., was built flames.
Rain came, however, about the rods; thence along line of a stone wall to the
j
this
and
Whittier
the
David
sh
of the pond; thence southerly along
of
year by Capt.
twentieth of the month and stayed the
Simpson, paternal grandfather
removed from this place
shore of the pond to land now of Allie Allen;
Editor of the Journal, was master of Captain, now Admiral Joseph Smith; ravages of fire but too late to r, pair the thence southwesterly along line of Allen’s
died at Springfield,Mass.,
the Harriet & Eliza. On the. night of Captain Whittier died here in 1849; Ad- ; damage done
to vegetation
by the land to place of beginning; containing one hun-

his passage from 080 feet of boards, 35 thousand of shin|
The vessel on gles, 3,789 staves, 1515 feet of
St. Johns to Eastport.
oars;” a
a
structe
a
lenge very good show for one days work fiftywhich he- was
passe tger
was,

The Kind You Have

__

brought here for interment. Mr. Hills,
days from this port bound to New York, many years resident in Washington, D.
was deputy under
Joseph Williamson, went ashore at Estham, Mass., in a vio- C. The block was finished for two stores
“Why Mac! you
with the salutation,
Esq. Postmaster, during his whole term lent
gale which strewed the coast with and dwellings over them. The northerly
“Alive?” was the cheery of office. He removed from this
alive yet?"
place
knows
wrecks, and was totally lost; the hull store w-as first occupied by Whittier and
answer, “Yes; and the Lord only
to Bangor, afterwards to Boston, where
and such of the spars as remained were Smith, the southerly by John Clark, who
but I’ll live a hundred years longer!”
he died some years ago. Mr. Griffin
sold for the benefit of all concerned for is still living, residing in China, MichiThe “Press” of Hancock county which, died in this
place in 1S25, aged thirty.
within
the sum of $35; at the time of her loss gan. The dwellings were first occupied
so far as it had a local habitation
He and Mr. Page both married daughters
by Messrs. Whittier and Clark.
counthe
was commanded by the late Capt.
she
constituting
now
the territory
of Dr. John S. Osborn. The company
On the evening of May-day, 1823, Miss
The
of
Merithew
had
Jeremiah
Searsport.
spoken was
ty of Waldo, up to this date
composed entirely of young men
at
Plimpton, “the young Columbian vocalwas sold to parties
residing
the Gazette
of
Ospray
columns
the
who manifested a laudable desire to imonly through
unknown to the com- ist from Boston,” gave a “Concert of
and the advertising show bills of public prove in military discipline and toqualify the West; her fate
Vocal and Instrumental Music, assisted
spirited individuals who were interested themselves for active service should oc- piler.
the se- by her father and brother, with music
of
annual
breed
At
the
meeting
the
Spring
of
the
in
casion call for it. It was their custom
improvement
clerk of the year previous on the violin, French horn, and patent
in the
for some time to hold regular weekly lectmen and
horses, gave utterance this year
At the annual Fall six-keyed bugle at the Hall of Dr. Hubwere re-elected.
form of a pamphlet; a “Communion ser- drills in Academy Hall.
bard”: so ran the hand-bills. It was the
James
FrothMcCrillis,
Esq., was reW’illiam
meeting
Rev.
mon, delivered by
The month of May brought with it a
first concert ever given here by profesof
The
number
hearers;
elected representative.
ingham; published by request of
breeze that created quite a ripple on the
sional musicians. The actual relationIt
The meeting was
ballots cast was 110.
printed by Fellowes and Simpson.
then ordinarily calm surface of society
ship
existing between the artists was a
on
the
at
the
old
the
held
Meeting-house
publi- in this
was followed the next year by
the good people
which very much disturbed the ;
arousing
locality;
question
east side of the river and the attendance
cation in pamphlet form of a very learn- to a
of the day.
“Dr. Hubbard’s
realizing sense that the crime of
gossips
It was the last town meetwas small.
ed discourse by Rev. Alfred Johnson, murder
Hall” was in the second story of the
might be, perhaps had been, comon
the
that
time
to
held on that side; up
“published by request of hearers,”
mitted at their very thresholds. Some ing
dwelling-house now occupied by Mr. Asa
annual town meetings had been held on
the “Divinity of Christ consistent with children who were
A. Howes.
a
strolling
through
the
on
in
The
Embodied
sides
both
meetings
alternately.
the Unity of God.”
The Anniversary of the nativity of !
field in the vicinty of the village in
the
a discourse
had been held for several John
by
same pamphlet is
search of May flowers—which seldom the west side
the Baptist, June 24th, was duly
the
on
“Humanity of bloom in this climate until June—found years at the old Meeting-house which observed
same author
by the Ancient fraternity of
to
the
had now been sold
Baptist Society; Free and
Christ.”
; a shirt with stains of blood on it, a
Accepted Masons. The BelBelfast had now become of such com- jacket which appeared to have been per- the same building now standing in rear fast Lodge and members of other Lodges
to
the
House.
that
of
the
Phoenix
right
mercial importance
forated by a bullet, and a hat in a very
present were escorted to the MeetingThe erection of the Conference Room,
have three mails per week had been con- i dilapidated condition all lying together
house by the Belfast Light Infantry un- j
ceded to her; accordingly the Western on the ground. The news spread through as it was then called, was one of the der command of
Captain Hills, where an
It stood on land
events of the year.
mail arrived on Monday, Wednesday and the village with more than usual
address w:as delivered by Manasseh
rapidjust northerly of the dwelling bouse of Sleeper, Etq.; prayer by Bro. Gershom
Saturday of each week at 1 p. m., and
left on its return on the evening of same ed, visited the locality and critically ex- Hon. R. C. Johnson. It was occupied as F. Cox.
Masons Hail was then in a
days; the mail from the East, via Bucks- amined the clothing. That a murder had a place of public worship by the religious wooden building on Main street called
the
been committed was unquestionable; at society now known as the North Church the Babel. At the conclusion of the pubpurt, also came and left tri-weekly;
mail route from this place to Bangor was least such was the adjudication of all until their present Meeting-house was lic ceremo: ies the brethren repaired to
It was afterwards sold and re- Wilson’s Hall where a bountiful
lovers of the marvellous, tne horrible, built.
by ttie w ay of Bucksport.
repast
There was at this time, and for several and of gossip.
When the fever of ex- moved to Front street near if not ac- was provided and toasts were drai.k in
owned citement had
years before had been a library,
raged about twenty-four tually on a portion of the site of the conformity with the usages of the dry.
in shares, denominate! the Belfast Social hours some cool head suggested that a Belfast Foundry; it was afterwards The officers of the Lodge were Jonathan
Library, it contained several hundred vol- murdered man would not he every apt to burned.
P. Alden; W. M.; Samuel Tyler, S. W.;
and was largeThe number of families residing with- Oshea
umes, judiciously selected,
strip off his own shirt and jacket, and
Page, J. W.; John Clark, Sec.;
ly patronized. As its shareholders,one af- that his murderer would not be apt to do in a mile from Nesmith’s Corner at this Elijah Torrey, Treas.; Samuel Jackson,
and
number
ninety Jr., S. D.;
private j it for him. The result of the matter date was 162; of this
ter another died, or removed,
George Adams, J. L.; Job
libraries increased, the interest in main- was that Dame Rumor came to the con- were resident within the same limits in White, Nathan Swan, and Otho Abbott
taining the institution gradually dimin- clusion, reluctantly, that a raid had been 1316. The number of deaths in town were the committee of arrangements; it
ished until it died; where it was buried is made on somebody’s clothes-line, on Ihe during the year was twenty-eight.
is hardly necessary to add, such is the
Now
as unknown as the grave of Moses.
tenure of this life, that they, their oraprinciple that, “exchangeis no robbery,”
the
in
XVII
bones,
CHAPTER
(1822-3.)
and that somebody was minus a hat betand then one of its dry
tor, and all but a very small number of
shape of a volume substantially covered ter, probably, than the one found.
On the first day of December, died, those who participated in the celebration
with sheepskin and dust is turned up by
There was no Fourth of July celebra- very suddenly, Col. Thomas Cunningham, were long since “summoned to the Grand
Bridget—prowling tion this year, but the editor of the Ga- aged forty-three, a native of Peterboro, Lodge above.”
some bookworm—or
in lumber- zette glorified the
‘‘What is so rare as a day in June?
among the heaps of rubbish
place by the announce- N. H., who came here to reside in 1803.
Then, if ever, come perfect days;
room or garret.
ment that on the Saturday
preceding the He held the office of deputy for many
Then Heaven tries tile earth if it be in tune,
On the 13th day of December, Paul fourth there was "hauled into the vilAnd over it softly her warm ear lays.”
years under several successive sheriffs,
Giles, one of our most active business lage on teams, as by actual survey, 136,- various military offices, and was the
So sings the poet; he would have sung
men

Bunions and Corns

a

1

Chi^iretL

EZO

face which did not indicate any
Aching Feet,
If vour feet are tender, sore, burn
very familiar acquaintance with soap
and sting and keep you feeling miserand water, presented herself saying,
able all the time, go to-day, lay down
cents—say I want a jar of EZO.
•‘Mister, I’m going out to get some X5 Then rub on EZO and rub out agony.
will vanish like magic, and
Distress
refreshments and I want you to look at
you’ll have as good a pair of feet aa
EZO is a refined ointme so you’ll know me when I come back.
anv one on eartff.
ment that Is also splendid for sunburn,
Do you think you will?” “Know you!”
chafing and after shaving. DruggllU
replied M.; “if you don’t wash your everywhere sell
face I shall know you, sure.” The elephant above mentioned was a female
and the largest animal of the kind which
the “Aunt Jane” of a large circle in our has ever been exhibited in this place.
community embracing members of three On her return to the west while passing
SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY
generations. Captain Bishop died in through York county she was fired at by
A A. HOWES & CO
Mr. a miserable miscreant and killed.
August 1834, aged forty-three.
Lewis commenced business as a trader
The early part of September was a
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
in a wooden building on Main street on season of extreme and in
many instances !
John G. Delano and Annie Dethe site of the brick building now oc- in this and
lano of Hope, in the County of Knox
neighboring localities of :
of
Maine,
ami
State
by their mortgage deed
cupied by the Messrs. Robbins; he was distressing drought. Vegetation pre- j
dated November 15, 1905, and recorded in the
occupying it at the time it was burned, sented the appearance of having been \ Km x Registry of Deeds, Book 128, Page 596,
in the winter of 1829.
Sometime after- seared and large streams shrank to rivu- ; and in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 276,
Page 232, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
wards he opened an office as an attorney lets.
It was difficult in some localities certain parcel of land situated in Linco!n\ille,
at law.
He built in 1827 the house on to procure a sufficient supply of water Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
at stake and stones at northChurch street now occupied by Wm. O. for domestic purposes; many families wit: Beginning
east corner of land of Charles Smith; thence
Poor, and in 1845 the brick house on were compelled to procure the needed N. 22^ deg. W. one hundred and nine rods <*n

on account of ill health.
He opened a store for the sale of West
at
India goods and ship-chandlery,
wholesale, on the wharf now known as
Lewis,’ succeeding Oshea Page. He
pail—stop making an apothecary’s shop built the brick house on Church street
of your stomach—don’t say a word to now owned by Ex-Gov. Anderson about
and 1824, and in 1823 the ship Alfred of
any living soul about your aches
pains for six months; at the end of that about 320 tons; she was the first coppertime you’ll feel better; follow the same fastened vessel built here. He was the
rule six months longer and you’ll be husband of the late Mrs. Jane Bishop;

upon physicians,
“spent
neither could be healed of any”—"I cannot cure you; but you can cure yourself.
Empty all those phials into your slopall her

No More Sore Feet CASTOR I a
for Infants and
Is Guaranteed for Weary,

:

------

—

revolved.

There is an anecdote of him truly
illustrative of the frankness with which
he dealt with those who came to him for
medical aid "Madam,” said he to a lady
who had been for'a long time ailing and

east.
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Two or three forms
reivers were made. It \vA
the distinctness of the
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Situation.

The Shoe
Wholesale dealers in shines in1'
fair amount of goods, but jobber:
anticipating future requirements a'
era are taking goods quantities for
ate
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ahipment.

Induatrial[operations,
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OF MOTHERHOOD

win-

U. medal contest at the
the parts are
iy evening. All
George Pratt and
v,*ry fine
» F armington Sunday in their
..Miss Wilhemina Cunningr of the graduating class of
C. T.

s\

ROMANCE OF THE SEA?

EXPERIENCE

...

passed

my

n

the

week end

at

little daughter
guests at Mellie Fernald’s

Spaulding
ere

Clyde

and

Garcelon for the

ee

employ-

has

Gowen

season.

\TVILLE
Goodwin

Allen

in Paler-

were

Tuesday_Mr. and

Mrs.

Roy

Clifford of China were in
L. W. Howard
Saturday and Sunday.

!

Mr. and Mrs.

visiting her
Joseph Jackson

Unity

of

<*us

is

A. Choate...

guest of his son, Arthur T.
and Mrs. Richard Farwell and
Arthur Tweedie of Thorndike
Bean’s last Thursday evening.
of
,,-e and family were guests
the

Doyle,

James

Sunday.

in Morrill

*rle Howes of Rockland
Mrs. R. E.
!i:s parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. C. A. Boynton were
urday * visit O. 1 Boynton in
unty Hospital-Mrs. E. N. Hall
Mrs. E

caring
returned home Thursday.

ear,

Larkin

the

Bean entertained

O. B. Woodbury and family
G. E. Spear’s Sunday.

it

who has employment at the
Insane asylum, is at home,
critical illness of his brother,

r,
ss
■,

e

ho

a

mother,

for her

has been

>

hospital in Rockland.
North Appleton deli ver-

is at a

avis of
bal

church, Sun-

at Union

sermon

The weather was not'favor
attendance of citizens, and but
present. We once had a G. A.R

good membership,
has fallen off until only four or
i they are nearly all living at
with

ee,

a

old and intirm that
get them together for a
consequently there has not been
and
It*

past five years-Mrs. Sarah
friends in Searsmont the first
Miss Edna Morang is at work
many fiiends of Mrs. Lillian
went to California from this
>s ago. will be interested to

graduated

June 3d

from the

tiing school for nurses of the
General Hospital of Los An-'
;.d Mrs. Clarence Simmons of
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Keller returned to SearsMr. Alden Robbins died
75

f uneral

years,

services

residence Saturday, Rev.

ate
L

to

Expectant Mothers

The experience of Motherhood is a trying one to most women and marks distinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or understands how to properly care for herOf course nearly every woman
self.
nowadays has medical treatment at such
times, but many approach the experience with an organism unfitted for the
trial of strength, and when it is over
her system has received a shock from
which it is hard to recover. Following

right upon this comes the nervous strain
caring for the child, and a distinct
change in the mother results.

of

There is nothing

charming than
a happy and healthy mother of children,
and indeed child-birth under the right
conditions need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The unexplainable thing is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting from
an unprepared condition, and with ample time in which to prepare, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
more

Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
invigorator of the female organism.
In many homes
once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

normal,
healthy and strong.
women

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn. Mass. Tour letter will
he opened, read and answered hy a
woman and held in strict confidence.

officiating.

'non

Burial

was

in

Grove cemetery

Fine

leader, rendered

music and has the hearty
thanks of the comrades. Following is the
program: music bv the orchestra; interesting
remarks by Fast Commander L. C. Morse;
singing by choir; prayer by Rev. Wm Vaughan;
singing by choir; reading of orders by Adjt. J.
0 Johnson; music by orchestra; address by
Rev. William Vaughan of Belfast. This address was very able, very patriotic, and was
fine

highly appreciated by all, and
pr per to add

that

we

deem

it

many eminent sp -akers
on Memorial day for the

have addressed us
30 years and the address of Mr.
Vaughan has seldom been equaled and never
excelled. Remarks were made by C. M. Howes,
past

J. C. Carey. Arthur Martin and J. O Johnson.
The services closed with singing. “Shall We
Meet Beyond the River?” by the choir, assist
ed

by

the

congregation

and

accompanied by

Friends of Mr. Harry Brown
are pleased to hear of the honor that lias recently come to him by his appointment as
Deputy State Superintendent of the schools in
the orchestra...

•

KNEK, \Yinterport.
of Elmer Nichols,

the farm

it

the

Hampden

has been in

ett

grafting a run-out
grafting were
kings and gravensteins... A.
m arrived
on Thursday’s boat
with his daughter, Arietta, at

lining

and

varieties used for
-•

B. Jewett_Miss Catherine
student at the E. S. N. school,
home from Thursday until MonW. Nealley and son Guy were
R. York and family at York’s
Fourteen members
Friday
lub
A.

a

Mrs. Sears

d

■

pleasant afternoon
Haley, May 29th. Mrs. C.
spent

club

Littlefield

and the

were

usual time

was

music, readings
topic occupied the

st, alter which
•-.issiun

of

a

the afternoon.... Mrs. C. B.
si*, r
mother, Mr-. Ida Atwood,

f

ecently.... The
.Miett

and

M. C.

Bickford,

Laura

seminary,

afternoon

Marjelia

Misses

came

siu-

to

day morning... .Relatives ami
in

Morristown, N. J., will be

‘U

recovering

pt ration and
near future.

o

the

is

nit a

/v.

hat she is

who

ai

-•i.

naiuei),

lrom the

expects to re.Mrs. Nettie*

Martin Guynew of
were guests ot their brother,
last Friday and Saturday...
a ley
and daughter Phyllis spent
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
n Dixmont-Mrs. Anna White
and Mrs.

last

j
l

a
guest of her son, liosea
wanville, for several weeks, re-

en

i!
l

Sunaay_R.

home

New

Hampshire. The office has a salary of
$2,500 ana the appointment is a compliment
to Mr. Brown’s ability.
He is a Liberty boy
and his many friends here extend congratulations.
A large party of Belfast people spent
Memorial Day and the following Saturday and
Sunday at the Morse cottage on Georges Lake.

L. Clements

reported that one of the party got a fine
salmon.... Mrs. E. G. Norton returned Friday
from an extended visit with friends in Augusta, Boston, Providence and Belfast.... Mrs.
W. D. Merrow of Bangor, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. L. Cargill, for

days,

attended the
village, SunRev. A. J. Lockhart of Winter'll the baccalaureate sermon to
■•■■““g class of the Monroe High
Clements has the repairs on
of his house completed and now

a

few

returned home lastw-eek.... Walter Lud

called to Thomaston May 30th by the
illness of his father, Llewellyn Ludwick, who
is very low.... Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker, who
were called to
Brooklyn, N. Y., by the death
of Mr. John Brookman a short time ago, returned home Sunday.
wick

was

GUARANTEED ECZEMA REMEDY
The corstant

itching, burning, redness,

rash

and disagreeable eff* cts of eczema, tetter, salt
rheum, itch, piles and irritating skin eruptions
can be readily cured and the skin made clear
and smooth with Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment.
Mr. J. C. Eveland of Bath, 111., says: “I
had eczema twenty-five years and had tried
everything. All failed. When I found Dr.
Hobson’s Eczema Ointment I found a cure.”
This ointment is the foimula of a physician
and has been in use for years not an experiment. That is why we can guarantee it. All
druggists, or by mail. Price 50c. Pfeiffer
Chemical Co., Philadelphia r.d ft Lcuis.
THE FARMERS AND THE TARIFF.

Mrs. Julia White

church in Monroe

i
1

1

V

>f modern farm

j
i

*

irteen

rooms.

P paralus and
wired for

buildings

with

installed
bath and has the
He has

electricity.

Mr. Clem-

the young farmers in town and
that scientific principles

at.ed

arming

ensure

He is

success.

an

White of
present week with

chardist.... Mrs. liosea

pending
1

the

B. Jewett... .Several of Mrs.

eighbors and friends gave her a
lay party Saturday afternoon,
*1 presented her with a pretty,
i with brass trimmings. Whist
a time and ice cream and cake

1

•!

and served

a

time

»

‘plete

long

to

by the
be

visiting

remembered

The National Grange has made no protest against the rates of the Underwood
bill and proposes to make none.
Its
legislative committee, which was intensely active against reciprocity, has
not made its appearance in Washington
in connection with tariff matters at this
session. Its officials concluded not to
present the case of the farmer at the
hearings held by the Ways and Means
Committee. After the bill was formulated it was decided to make no tight in
the Senate.
So the country is presented
the strange spectacle of the Grange,
the farmers’ organization of normally
Republican States of the North, accepting without protest Democratic tariff
rates, while the Farmers’ Union, the
farmers’ organization of the Democratic
Southern States, is raising hob with
Democratic senators.— Washington special to Boston Transcript.
'For baby’s croup, Willie’s daily cuts aid
bruises, mamma’s sore throat, Grandma’s lameness—Dr. Thomas’s Eclectic Oil—the household remedy. 25c and 50c.

su prise was a success.

bi 1 i
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Memorial day in the
the forenoon all the ceme-

observed
in

I

our

:
'•'!

'1

jurisdiction

were

visited

by

180

graves of departed com-ecorated with flags and flowers,

j
j

lo- comrades and citizens
gathered
,;Urch in the
village, and though the

j

few in numbers the church
by the people of Liberty and
'r
tirding towns, who listened to the
leresUnK exercises. The music was
'ally fine. The choir was composed
^ere

n

!

,,

„/M;
l
fell, s'

‘e(1

Mrs. C. M. Hurd
lilllnche Cram, sopranos; Miss Susie
’ntralt0; Dr- W. L Cargill, bass; Mr.
persons:

a.iford, tenor; Mrs.W.L.Cargill, organist.

,ietract from the other good singers
Mrs. ('. M. Hurd has been one of
iijt
at the memorial services at this
*Ver B'nce
memorial services have been
iejc
B
nearly thirty vears, and her
rt,lr
powerful voice was as pleasing at
H.
a® at the
first; and it is the
W, meet’n£
the Veteran® that she
may be spared
*U8
t(J8ingfor us until the last old boI**
l>aa8e<* to the great beyond and haa
^r,

-1

the Grand Camping
O***
The village
orchestra, E. S.
m

at

Mitchell,

L

flagship.

Haunted. That’s what Captain‘‘Steve”
Ridge says, and this is what happened
on the ballast trip from Florida:—It was
a disappointing trip for a vessel that
could navigate the Horn herself almost,
and knows by the feel of the water the
South Sea Islands when her skipper can
see nothing
but blue mist.
But the
"Bible Bark” possesses a ghost since
her sister ship, the Golden Rule, broke
up and "Old Man” Cady was washed
CADY WON THE

Cady

CAPTAIN’S DAUGHTER.

young once, so Captain Ridge
avers, like the Twenty-third Psalm, and
he was mate for Wilkinson, who never
liked sea folk, partly because he knew
them so well and partly because of his
was

biNDbiNDER-PIERCE.

was

Patience,

so

had the brown
eyes that went with her blue ones, and
be was as big as she was little.
What
with his good looks and always read.ng
black covered books Cady interested the
little Down East girl so much that Wilkinson was going to let him go when the
“Bible Bark” made Saco again.
But Wilkinson was only a sea captain
and women folk were always a problem,
so he told Patience,
anil —well, Cady
knew what was coming before Saco was
reached, and then he resigned The captain was glad, too, and relaxed the vigil
he had kept all the way up the coast.
He did not even so tit trouble when his
girl wanted to stay ashore next trip with
the parson’s daughter.
So he took
the Twenty-third Psalm to the Smith
and
her
Seas
there for t.vo years,
kept

and

dividends,

were

Mr. and Mrs.
pages.
Bittenbender wid spend their wedding
tour in Canada, after which they will
remain in Egypt fat the rest of the summer.
Mr. Bittenbender has only lately
returned from a four years’ trip through

Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
The more you scratch, the worse the itch.
Try
Doan’s Ointment. #For eczema, any skin itching. 60c a box.

FltOM BP.I.PAST.
E elfast,

and

big

ones, too.

Jury at First Trial Failed to
His Wife’s
Agree

P. M.

Devotion.

i
They

were headed by Henry Kohl,
who was assigned to the case.
The devotion of Mrs. Gibson to her
husband during his troubles has been
the subject of much comment.
From
the time Gibson was first accused of
having strangled Mrs. Szabo last July
and thrown her body into Greenwood
lake, New York, where they were rowing, Mrs. Gibson’s efforts in bis behalf
were

I

/ invest in

/ buy

a

a

1
I

wagon

Studebaker, then

it’s

a

P.M.

unceasing.

'ortland. 12 00

(Waterville..

ers.

Mi ny expressions of hope that Gibwould be freed on account of Ills
devoted wife were heard In Newburg
during the final hours of the trial.
As the case simmered down in the
final struggle for advantage in the
presentation of testimony there was a
period of several hours in which experts for the prosecution called names
at the experts for the defense and the
experts for the defense responded in
kind.
The question was the rather technical one whether a person could strangle another without leaving bruises on
the neck
The experts for the prosecution, who
insisted that could be done, were coro
sou

II

Of course it is! Studebaker wagons are
built on honor, with sixty years of wagon-

3 40

I*When

goes a
You can’t afford to have a dealer sell you some
other wagon represented to be "just as good.”
If you want a wagon that will last, run easily and
stand up to its work, there is only one wagon to buy
—and that’s a Studebaker.
Don’t trade ten extra years of service for a few
dollars difference in price.
Studebaker wagons are made to fit every require*
ment of business or pleasure, in city, town or

j

j

Business Wagons
Bugcies
Dump Carts
Each the best of its lands

See

our

Dealer or write

!

8
8

NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO
BOSTON

II

10 30
10 55
11 05

(1115
11 22
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3 32
1 50
3 60
(4 00
4 09
4 17
(4 25
1 32
440
(4 50
454
1500
5 06

ation.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
15.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
11. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

B
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7 00
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South Bend, Ind.
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Trucks
Runabouts
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Fawn Wagons
Surreys
Pony Carriages

f
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...
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rorbes.
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Valdo.

8

country.

7 00
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(8 46
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9 02
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lurnham, leave.

I
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with every wagon
Studebaker guarantee.
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Hinton.

I

building experience—and

A.M.

3 00

A.M.

lenton

She did more than give him the consolation of loyalty. She collected eviAfter his first
dence in his behalf.
trial had resulted in a disagreement
of the Jury, she redoubled her efforts
to save him from the electric chair.
When the taking of testimony in the
second trial was about concluded it
became evident that Mrs. Gibson by
her loyalty and constant activity in the
courtroom had gained many support-

m

A.M.

■oston. 10 00

I
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Bangor Line—Spring Schedule.

■

Belfast and

IB

KANSAS CITY
DENVER
DALLAS
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

j

Boston, $3.25 One Way
Round Trip.

; $6.00

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p.

days only.
For Bantfur at 7.30 a.
day.
Leave Boston

fur

m.

5.00 p.

at

Leave Rockland at 5 1>
of steamer trom Boston)

Boston, week

dailv, except Mon-

m.,

week days only
m. (

a.

.trriva.

daily, except

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Be!fasi

Mon-

Maine.

Only

f

crew

the folthe city
within
delivered
lowing prices,
:
a
level
limits, put in on

We

“Steve” Ridge was not sure whether
Wilkinson went to the Golden Rule or

Cady

although discipline

lived,

was

n ivtr

Cady laughing.
Our attention

called to this “yarn”
by the editor of The Nautical Gazette,
was

wrote to

who

formation

bark,”

but

enquire if we had any inconcerning the “haunted
saying he believed it was a

had never heard of this
bark and did not find her in the government iist, we suggested that our New
fake.

As

we

York contemporary should look for her
the water front.
He did so, and
on
writes: “I cannot find any trace of the
vessel here.” If any of our readers have

Portland’s

Fish

Business.

Three large steam trawlers have been
chartered to bring fish to Portland regularly for Burnham & Morrill, packers,
and it is expected that many Gloucester,
Cape Porpoise and Boston vessels going
into Boston to sell their fares of fish at
the present time will come to Portland
in the future or as soon as the new
Burnham & Morrill fish factory in Back
starts

operations.

coal at

Announces that he has
to

The above

prices

are

subject

to

count or 25c. per ton for cash in 30

Appreciating past favors
co

Photos

AND KlfKACTION.
Office hours —10

—

a.

m.

to 12 m., 1

and bv

in.,

to

3 p.

m

appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

Telephone

connection

23tf

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
S TEA 31PR ESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

dis-

days.

At 52High Street.

hope for

Palmer

a

future.

Tel. 216-13

Motors

1913 Models. Two and four e. :• types, 1
mak
2,3 and 4 cylinders. 25 style
your
selection from.
i>oline engine
Don’t buy a
until you see our large 1913 ea:..! -yue sleeving
the new models. Catalogue Free.
4m7

PALMBR

BROS.,

39 Portland Pier,

Portland Maine,

OK

Will iam Lincoln West

S.

physicians, who said they had
performed thousands of autopsies, in
eluding many on persons who h;id been
strangled.
The experts for tlie defense had been
present at very few autopsies of any
kind ai d none in which strangulation
ners’

the cause of death.
There was much talk of new witnesses whom the defense would produce to controvert the stories told for
the prosecution concerning the alleged
strangling of Mrs. Szabo in the rowItut when
boat on Greenwood lake.
the witnesses actually appeared they
could contribute nothing to what was
known.
All said their attention was called to
the scene on the lake by the blowing
of distress whistles by launches.
It
had been established that the first boat
to sound a signal did so after its captain took Gibson from the water and
heard from him that a woman who
had been wrh him was drowned
Several witnesses for the prosecutior
assailed the testimony of Tom Garrison, the man of all work who was the
star witness for the defense.
Garrison had testified that he saw Gibson
and Mrs. Szabo go out of the boat on
opposite sides when they were five or
more feet apart in the craft.
John .1 Adams, a surgeon of Orange
county, and Simon Itolilnson. a lawyer
who employed Garrison, told of narratives if the death of Mrs Szabo sup- 1
plied to them by Garrison a day or two
after its occurrence
They agreed that in the stories then ;
told Garrison started bis personal ex- I
perience with tile moment when he
heard the boat's distress signal and
that in answer to specific questions he
denied specifically that he had seen
the pair fall nut of the boat or ever had
seen them in the boat
was

l.\

ITamsonAMD

in the most important telephone
the year?

Cry
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Residence 59-11

TRUCKING.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attena n.
Telephone connection
W. W.
14tf

126

Waldo \ve

BLAZO,
ie.

'C it as

Gtu. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in

1

all

Courts.

Probate practice

spec altv.

2tf

|

Telephone Company

Tivnr

«i

I

KLN A

Phones —Hospital 59-13.

a

vmbbsk*t£-«

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated
Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buchboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patroncr.

age issoliiiitd.

Telephones—stable 235-2,

house 61-13.

VV. G. PRESTON.

growing
We have

j

business.
:

Proprietor.

EYE

SPECIALIST

|

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

Uprights in good condition as low as $75.00.
Squares as low as $25.00. Organs in good repair as low as $15.00. Send for bargain list.
LORD & CO.. INC.
Maaonic Bldg.. Portland. Maine.

BELFAST, MAINE

will

Experience

not necessary.
Our wholesale method for large orders, with
direct shipment to customers, gives the
agent
a chance to do a
lot of business with the

big

planters.

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

PIANO BARGAINS

150 acres and have been 25 years in

A fine business car. be developed which
increase from year to year.

Valuable outfit furnished free.

Iy28
!

44 South Main St.f WINTERPORT, MAINE

DWIGHT P. PALMER.

Inspeetor

Department

Hospit ki,

order to receive the many social and business
advan tages that such listing insures.

anarior finish

For sale by

s.

V 1 :x i
tui A

The summer issue
of the Waldo Telephone Co. is about to
be made up and your
name should appear.
Indications point to
an immense summer
business; and you
should beadvertised in

STRAWS

selected braids

J

SI’ltlM. N| |;n

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

HUBBARD

Veterinary

ntlu»iry

Are You Liste

DR, E. H. BOYINGTOK

Children

we

same in the

7 to 8 p.

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

by American Press Association

ABOVE— HENB.V KOHL, CHIEF COUNSEL I
OIIiSON.
BELOW
JUDGE AliTHUlt
TOMPKINS.

ntinuance of the

a

limited his practice

diseases of the

fye, tar, Nose and throat

$6.50

•

8,00
7,75
7,75
EGG,
ITiAAKLIA CIIESTiATIT, 9.00

BATTLE ON THE DECK.

stricter or the barkenline in better trim.
Just when Patience ried Ridge did not
know, but Cady went on until his body
came ashore on Block Island.
And fron
his path all honest men steered clear,
there being no man to doubt the justice
of the seas when the Golden Rule was
battered and Cady picked up dead.
Captain Ridge and his crew differ regarding the identity of the Twenty-thira
“Steve
Psalm’s phantom.
declares if
is “Old Man” Wilkinson eternally calling
for his girl, but the crew, who have
listened o’ nights to the rigging, in port
hear the voice of the tirer.
or out, can
and sickened girl begging, begging to
come back, and the mate has even heard

furnishing

(TIESTAIT.
STOVE.

way,

rowed over to see his father-in-law,
hut the girl was present at the interview, though she did not seem to care
any u ore, being used to violent speech,
and she knew why the mess boy did not
rise and swim after he went overboard.
At any rate, Wilkinson saw the marks
on her arms, and Cady's mate, who had
shipped with the captain of the “Bible
Bark” years before, was gossipy. He
wanted his daughter back, but it was
not until he hat broken Cady’s nose,
knocked out three teeth and cracked one
of his ribs that the two men agreed to
let Patience decide.
Ridge has it on good authority that Patience’s mild blue eyes flashed lire like
Cady’s when she ordered her father from
the deck—yes, it must iiave happened
hoard the Golden Rule —and called
on
high witnesses to hear that she always
had, did and always would love Cat.y.
Wilkinson went back to the Twentythird Psalm and his crew—they’re scattered now—swear the “old man” was
never the same during the two years he

are now

PEA,

car(j.
Now Wilkinson cursed the day nis
daughter was born when letters from the
parson told him of Cady having married
his girl, and he would have gone nut to
seek the Golden Rule but for a governWilkinson never
ment contract, and
But he thanked the
broke his word.
Lord of the sea and winds when he saw
the Golden Rule come up into the wind
and drop anchor off the Sandalwood that

bay

A.M.
7 05

depart.

C ity Point. t7 10
S argent’s
7 15
V faldo. *7 20

not

as

South America. —Boston Herald.

LIFE

knew what Cady did on the
coast of Africa.
Then Cady had trouble
with a couple of cruisers, and the South
Seas looked safer.
But first they went to Sandalwood
Island, just south of the tail of Java, for
supplies and a new mess boy. Ridge
says there was something odd about the
loss of lhe mess boy, but the crew did
the

bride, Edward Pierce White
Frank Owen White, Jr., of Brookacted

ITTIEJR

13, 1913, traiua connect*
ii
Waterville with through
ti ains for and from Bangor,
Waterville, PortIt nd and Boston will run as follows:

Meantime Cady mated on the G >l,b n
Rule, and when her “old man” died they
gave the vessel to him and he ran her.
Xu one in Saco ever knew now. but thei e

ever seen or heard of such a craft we
Miss Susan Elizabeth Pierce, daughter should be
glad to hear from them.
of Mr. and Mrs. Silas Pierce of Brookline, Mass., was married Wednesday
wu3i
oniLunc.ni HAVt wUHAlb.
afternoon June 4th at “Meadow Crest,”
Many mothers think tKir children are sufEgypt, the summer home of her family,
to
Samuel Theodore Bittenbender of fering from indigestion, headache, uervousBoston, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. ness, weakness, costivenass,when they are vicWilliam H. Bittenbender of Brookline. tims of that most common of all children's
The ceremony was performed by an ailments—worms. Peevish,
ill-tempered, fretuncle of the bride, Rev. Dillon Bronson, ful
children, who toss and grind their teeth,
D. D., of Brookline, who, two years with bad breath
and colicky pains, have all
I
ago, officiated at the marriage of the the
symptoms of having worms, and should be
bride’s sister, Mrs. Richard Frederick
Fuller.' The ceremony was informal, | given Kickapoo Worm Killer, a pleasant candy
and was attended only by relatives and ! lozenge, which expels worms, regulates the
intimate friends.
bowels, tones up the system, and makes chilThe bride’s attendant was her sister, dren well and happy. Kickapoo Worm Killer
Mrs. Fuller, as matron of honor. The is
guaranteed. All druggists, or by mail.
best man was Austin Bittenbender, a Price 25c.
Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co.,
brother of the groom. Two small cousPhiladelphia and St. Louis.
ins of the

line,

BURNHAM
On and after Jan
ig at Burnham and

trading.

It is

home

returned

and

Sixty years ago tomorrow the people
of Saco, Me., took a half holiday and
went down to the yards to see the Twenty-third Psalm glide into the water, as
fine and trim a barkentine as ever sold
on shares.
Yesterday, not so trim and
of ancient lines, the barkentine made
the Scotland Light at dawn, and noon
saw her anchored oflf South
Brooklyn,
None other
ready for the long rest.
than a Down East captain and a stanch
Presbyterian could ever have been first
owner of the Twenty-third
Psalm, and
“E. D. Wilkinson,” carved in rude letters over the cabin hatch, is all he has
left in memory.
The Twenty-third Psalm, or the “Bible
Bark,” as she came to be better known,
is not too old for the high seas and her
| gear has many a year before disintegration, but she is to be aband ned. And
her present crew will shake their heads
and tell you her destiny is to join the
fleet that has the Flying Dutchman for

daughter. Her
Ridge says, and Cady

Compound makes

BELFAST
AND

[From the New York Herald.]

name

are so

to

•.

i

Advice

"'ll

Bark,” Haunted, will be Abandoned After Sixty Years.

Write

for terms at once.
Do not delay.
Give at least two references when
applying.
us

F. A. GUERNSEY & CO.,
SCHOHARIE NURSERIES,

SCHOHARIE, N. Y.
Reference:
Schoharie County Bank, Schoharie, N. Y.
Any well known nursery firm in NewYork
State.
6w20

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chinrody, ManlcurShampooing and Also?aFaclal Work,
all line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
s ell
drop
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Ph'tmlx Row.
WALTER H. U)OMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast.
tt23
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
nq,

a

u

_

beginning of the evening and between

SEARSPORT.
Colcord returned to Danbury,

A.

C.

Capt.

Ct., last week.
The grass is looking fine and
hay crop is expected.

an

Northport News.

the

the program, which consisted of a
piano solo by Miss Leah Colson; reading, Miss
Marion Walker; whistling solo, Mrs. Goodell;
reading, Mrs. Putnam; solo, Mrs. H. W. Kneeland; remarks by Rev. C. H. McElhiney, pastor
of the Congregational church. Cake and coffee were served by the young ladies.

numbers

abundant

for
Pike Bro’s cooper shops closed last week
|
weeks’ vacation.
the circus
attended
our
citizenB
of
Many

on

Mrs. Wood is at the White Rock Cottage for
the week.

ROYAL
Baking Powder

-—

four

a

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Friday.

in Belfast

Wentworth has the village
cemetery in fine condition.
the RingA large party from here attended
ing circus at Bangor briday.
were
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Walker of Bangor
in town Monday on business.
P. Curtis of Everett, Mass., arrived

Supt. L.

Joseph
Monday for

ness

was a

busi-

day.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
were in Winterport a week ago, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. James Freeman over Sunday.

Prof. F. R. Sweetser arrived Tuesday from
New London to spend the summer.
week
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pike returned last

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Doyle, Middle street, left
Friday for Bangor for shopping and to attend
the “big circus.” They returned by last train.

brief business trip to Lynn, Mass.
took supper
large auto party from Bangor
at the Searsport House Thursday evening.

from

from

Mr. Herbert Mixer reached home June 3rd
New York, having concluded his contract

a

A

there.

Frank Eight
Bangor
on friends.

in

town

Sargent, who

has

been

Kneeland has returned to Boston.
here
wife and daughter will remain

His
through the

spending several

PavIuipu

„f

Mass.,

!

school,

tage at Mosman Fark.
Dr. and Mrs. S. S. Porter arrived Wednesday
their cottage
from Marietta, Ohio, and upeneu
Navy street for the summer.
Twelve cans of trout arrived Friday
and
ing from the Green Lake hatchery
in the waters of Ewan Lake.

j

evenwere

^

George E. Chaffin arrived TuesChaffin cotday from boston and are at the
tage storing their household goods.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Harris, who were the
to their
guests of Mrs. C. E. Adams, returned
home in Dorcl ester, Mass., last week,
Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. James Crocker, Middle street.

and schoolmates.

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Staples, of Pittsfield
accompanied by their son, arrived Saturday to
spend Sunday with Mr. S.’s mother, Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main street. They left early

ong

blesmels

Metropolitan

line troni Boston

new proSearsport House under the
fine run ot
tor, Frank French, is navir.g a

later

A. number uf

the

in

guests

are

expecleu

season.

are looking forward with inoccasion.

of
George Langtree Crockett and wife
Rockland, accompanied by his sister, Mrs.
Emma Crockett Hall, and two sons, of VinalC.
haven, called upon Mr. and Mrs. Atvah
Treat last week while making an automobile
of Mrs.
calling trip upon relatives, (cousin.'
Treat) between Rockland and W interport.
Dr.

'the

I

Biauchard and two children of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street,
and are the
|
Brooklyn, N. Y’., arrived Saturday
returned last Thursday from a trip to Camon1
H.
Vi.
Airs.
Gilkey
and
gutsLs ut Capt.
bridge, Mass., to attend the family dinner and
{steamboat avenue.
the reception following ir celebration of the
Fa 1 kci A: Feuvey have moved their moving 25th
anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and
picture aj 1 hiatus Horn tne Uranu ^irmj ilaii Mrs. Ralph S. Staples—two Stockton children
tne
entertain
to l nion ilaii, where tney will
in their native town.
B.

Mrs. 1J

---

Smith ani son, Richard P. Smith,
to
arrived Tuesday .run Brooklyn, N. V
on Ml.
spend the summer at their cottage
Mrs. B. C.

Lphraim

avenue.

Jell'dd of Bangor is on the run as
mail cierk between Bangor and Searsport in
to the
place of Sidney R. Btnsey, transferred
YV. L

Bangor

and

Van Bureu

Jasl week the guests of Mr. and Mrs. trank L.
trench at the Searsport House.
YV. L>. Bmart, collector of taxes, will be at
theoflueof the selectmen daily to accommodate

those who wish

to

pay their

taxes

before

$>22 per thousand.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nic-erson, arrived
Friday irom Newport News with 3,760 tons of
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. She finished discharging Monday and sailed for Norfolk.
at

Steamer

the

rate

of

Freida arrived Saturday from Sa-

the

ladies of the

In 1832 Thomas
Thomas

Partridge, Joseph

Ames and

Blanchard constituted the hoard

selectmen

for

£

Rendell arrived June 3d from

ass,

in honor of Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Barnard. The
large vestry was transformed into a charming
room by the addition of tables, rugs, screens
and decorations of apple-blossoms and hemlock boughs. Words of welcome were spoken
by Mr. Sumner Stevens, one of the oldest
church members, while Mrs. Harry Perry welcomed the new pastor and wife in the name of
the ladies’ aid and presented Mrs. Barnard
with a bouquet of pinka. Mr. Barnard responded. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Marks stood
in line with Mr. and Mrs.’Barnard to receive.
The ushers were Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Meyers,
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Miss Mabel Gordon and
Lula Marks. The entertainment for the evening was much added to by the use of a victrola
kindly loaned and operated by Mrs. Henry
Curtis. Several selections were played at Hie

Belfast attended.

ing water,

j

Georgetown, S. C., on
journey. Present symptoms

upon her in

homeward

the

grounds

There

and coffee

was
was

a

quality considered,

life voyage be

a

H.

Exercise, “We Thank the Lord,”
Elizabeth Kittredge, Dorothy

Margaret

Rogers,

Carolyn

Just about the

Solo, “Jesus

Carlton Read
Tolford Durham

missionary address by Mrs. Theresa A. WilWashington, D. C president of the
Woman’s Natiot.al Missionary Society, and an

liams oi

“Team Wo.k in the Universalist
C. ii. Temple of Lewiston.
At the business session in the
morning officers were elected as follows,
Hon G. E.
Church’

on

by Rev.

Fogg, Portland, president; John M. Carroll,
Lewiston, first vice president; Rcv. L. W.
Coons, Augusta, second vice president; Lev.
j Asa M.
Bradley, Portland, secretary; M. E».
j Coolidge, Portland,
treasurer; F. N. Caidcr-

|

wood, Portland, trustee for three years; Rev.
S. G. Spear, Dexter, preacher of occasional
sermon; Rev. A. Is. Blackford, Maenias, alternate; Phiiip F. Turner, Portland, auditor; Rev.
11. A. Mara ley. Rev. F.

L.

The 1914 convention will be held in June
Church of the Messiah in Portland.

at

the

Ihe matter of

no

damages.

as

fixing

a

minimum

salary

of

it

was

At the Burd

thought

building
decided.

matter of
Liver is

1 he annual convention of the Universalist
Churches of Maine, held last week in Bangor,
closed Wednesday night, Jur.e 4th, with a

address

for

done

|

Benediction.

«

Pumps
Pumps
L

dren’s shoes.

We

are

Nominations

a

child.

Of patent
shaped lasts t;
for the growing (C t
a

nature

just right

and Ankle Ties
still

big favorite in ch
showing these popular stw

are

a

Patent, Russia Calf, White Canvas and Cun Md.s
Prices from $1.00 to $2.00, according to sizes

in

DON’T

Forget the Bahy

and say that Firm Foots
the shoe “ that starts
them right.” Made onh
for “Beginners”, sizes
to 8.
On the specie
Firm Foot last that fitthe foot instead of havir

hills in Northport, just beyond Little River
Dorothy Gross, Carolyn Whiting bridge. On the Elwell hill the bank on the
are Wanted,”
Lillian Davis easterly side of the road has been cut into,
thus removing the abrupt turn which made a
Violet Dexter dangerous place for teams and automobiles to
Miss Morison’s Class
meet. George Elwell, who owns the land in
Paul Davis
Marguerite Ingalls j that section, was willing to have the bank
Oi.ce was a Little Child,”
cut away as far as necessary and would ask

Recitation,
Ottering.
Closing Hymn.

J
j

on

citation, “The Girl’s that

Hymn.
Recitation,
S°r‘g.
Recitation,
Rtcitation,

Logan departed

Sunday school

leather
are

cutest shoe that w.ts.

made for

ever

As a result of the recent hearing before the
county commissioners quite an amount of
work has been done on the Elw’ell and Burd

Emmerton Gjoss, Carlton Read.
Recitation.
Cuthbert Wilson
Song, “What can Little Hands Do?”
R

lower than elsewhere.

Five-Strap Sandals

picnic lunch
free.

served

the Eastern Steamship Corporation will make a special landing at the
Northport pier June 15th for J. W. burnham,

Ingalls,
Whiting,

are

the foot fit the shoe

hill less has been

best to wait until the

new

bridge

over

Little

by the Governor.

Augusta, June 9 Governor Haines today
nominated Hurry M. Smith of Bangor as bank
commissioner, vice Robert F. Dunton of Belfast removed; and J. Wallace Blunt of Skowhegan as insurance commissioner, vice Andrew
P. Havey of West Sullivan removed.

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

| Shippers of fancy Eggs'

PORTS.

New York, June 3. Ar, schs John R Penrose
Wiggins, S C; Edith, Brunswick; Augusia W Snow, Jacksonville; sld. sch Carrie A
Bucknam, Smiths Landing for Bangor; 4. ar.
sch Edith McIntyre, Stocxtori; 5, ar, schs Ah
hie Bowker, Roberts Harbor; James H Hoyt,
Yinalhaven; Ahhie S Walker, Carvers’ Harbor;
Emma S Briggs, Georgetown, Me, for Wilmington, Del; stm Mhlinocket, Stockton; 6, ar, schs
Charlie & Willie, Sullivan via Newport; sld,
schs Maruaiet M Ford, St Andrews, N B; An
drev, Nehinger, Bangor; ar, schs Mary E Morse,
St John, N B; Lizz e D Small, Bangor; Samuel
Hart, Long Cove; 10, ar, schs Susie P Oliver,
Stockton; Charlotte T Sibley, do.
Boston, June 4. Ar, sch Annie & Reuben,
Stonington, Me; 7, sld, schs Stanley M Seaman,
San Juan, P K; Mary E Lynch, Stonington,
Me; 8, ar, schs Izetta, Bangor; Gilbert Stanclilfe, do; A F Kindberg, di>; J S Glover, do;
1 lorence & Lillian, do.
Philadelphia. June 9. Cld, sch Alice L Pendleton, Cape Haytien.
Baltimore, June 8. Ar, bark Kremlin, Gulfport.
Newport News, June 4. Ar slmr Kennebec,
Searsport; 6 sld, sch James W. Paul, Jr, Ban-

f
2

|

V\’e have an ever increasing demand for STKIG i:
FRESH EGGS running brown in color and good
We are headquarters for these eggs and m

prompt

returns at

good values.

Try

us

|M

CHAPIN & ADAMS GO

g
4"23

|

35.South Market Street, Boston. M
asmzE!a
K<

1C

N

..

tELEAST PRICE Cl'IV
Corrected Weekly :*.»r lb-

CARTER.

In Brooklin. May 19, i-> Mr. ami
Mrs. Deimont L Carter, a son.
Darling. In Belfast, June 6. to Dr. and
Vlrs J. B. Darling, a daughter. Rein cc Wilietta.
Leach. In Penobscot, May 25, to Mr. arid
Vlrs. Roy F. Leach, a son.
Porter. In Rockport, June 3, to Mr. and
Vlrs. Maynard Porter, a d mghter.
Spear In Rockport, June 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
True Spear, a son.
VOGEL. In Castine, May 20, t.» Mr. and Mrs.
ohn M. Vogel I, a son.

gor.

s s

PRODUCE MARKET.
per bbl, 75al.0‘) Hay,
7 Hid.
dried, per lb.,
2 85a3 0 l^anth,
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 Laml
25a3o Mutt'
Butter,

a

Apples,

-.

i.

$1,000 for unmarried ministers and $1,200 for
Beef, sides,
9alOOats,
Norfolk, Juno 3. Cld, sch Fairfield, Jack- on9 Potato.
Beet.forequarters,
married was tabled.
ville; 4, ar, stmr Jam s Hawley, Searsport;
The services at the TJniversalist church for
60 Round !
bu.
Barley,
sch Rebecca Palmer, Bangor.
ar,
Resolutions were passed commending Gov
24
Cheese,
he week will be as follows: K. O. K. A., Satur- ;
Straw,
N w Haven, June 4.
Ar, schs Gen E S
20 Turkey
Chicken,
morning Haines on the enforcement of the Prohibitory "Greeley, Brunswick; Ahbie C Stubbs, Tampa
lay night; preaching service Sunday
Calf Skins,
IS Tallow’,
law and recommending the oo servance of
Pascagoula, Miss, June 4. Cld, sch Joseph
it 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
Duck.
20 Veal,
W Hawthorn, Airoyo, P R.
Japanese Sunday on the last Sunday in Novem-4 Wool, ui
Port Royal, S C, June 4.
Eggs,
Sld, sch White
The Christian Scientists hold services in ber.
>1 AHK IE"
16 Wood. 1,.
Fowl,
Fernandina.
:heir hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
At the annual meeting of the Women’s Uni- Wings, Coombs,
18. Wood. £»>
Geese,
Savannah, Ga, June 5. Ar, sch Wm E Litch7.30
at
versalist
of
evening
Maine
in the
LI o’clock and Wednesday
Missionary Society
Baker-Rendell.
In Bangor, June 6, by
Norwich.
i
field,
RETAIL
PRICE.
KETA
afternoon the following officers were elected:
of
L.
Baker
Anson
A.
tev.
A.
Smith, Percy
I’clock, to which all are w elcome.
Bridgeport, June 4. Ar, sch Donna T
Mrs. 11. ti. Smith, Mechanic Falls, president;
17 Lime.
of Stockton Springs. ! Beef, Corned,
ind
Miss
Ada
A
Rendell
sch
Lizzie
D
BanSmall,
Mrs. J. F. Albion, Portland vice president; Briggs, Bangor; 5, ar,
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
Barton Clark. In Rockland. June 5. Eu- ! Butter Salt. 14 lb., 18a22i<>at Men
via Branford.
Mrs. C. H. Dunham, Augusta, secretary; Mrs. gor,
77 Onions.
Com,
C. Barton and Bessie T. Clark, both of
vill be held at 1030 a. m., followed by the
Cape Henry, June 3. Passed out, ship Aryan, | :ene
F. H. S rgent, Portland, treasurer.
Cracked Corn,
72 Oil, kerVinalhaven.
San Francisco; 8, passed in, ship
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
The following delegates to Chicago were ! Baltimore for
Corn
72 Pollock.
Meal.
ShirJune
Bowden-Burton. In Bangor,
4,
for Baltimore.
chosen: Mrs. Etta B. Palmer, Dover; Mrs. M. Dirigo, Liverpool
24 Pork,
Cheese,
it 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
Miss
I.uen
B.
of
and
J
Bowden
Orland
t?y
Fernandina, Fla, June 6. Ar, sch Jacob M
M. M. Johnson, Hallowell; Mrs. A. D. Ward,
Cotton Seed,
1.80 Plaster
Jurton of Bangor.
(loads for New
10 Rye Meal.
A large number from the Congregational
Codtish, dry,
Augusta; Mrs. George Hunt, Portland; Mrs. S. Haskell, BangorN C, June 6. Cld,York).
In Vinalhaven, May 30,
Cowing Robbins
sch Adelia T
Wilmington,
00 Shorts.
Cranberries,
larrison U. Cowing and Miss Florence Robchurch went to Searsport Tuesday to attend F. Pierce, Belfast; Mrs. J. A. Merrill, Bangor; : Carleton, Port au Prince, Hayti.
Mrs. Alice M. Averill, Dover; Mrs. E. H. SarClover
25a27
Seed,
* ins, both of Vinalhaven.
Sugar.
the annual session of the Waldo County Asso- j
Key West, Fla, June 7. Ar, sch Frontenac,
6 00a7 25 Salt, T. I
Flour,
gent, Portland.
Decrow-Edwards. In Philadelphia, June
Rev. |
District superintendents were chosen as fol- j Coombs, Baltimore.
H G. Seed,
ciation of Congregational churches.
2 60a2 75 Sweet ! ’•
and
of
Charles
R.
Belfast,
Decrow,
formerly
David7.
Cld, sch Susie H
|
Wiggins, S C, June
14.Wheat Alt
Lard,
-liss Lula May Edwards of Philadelphia, Pa.
David L. Wilson and Miss Mabel Mathews low’s: Mrs. Charles L. Chalmers, Bangor; Mrs. son, Williams, New York.
Etta B. Palmer, Dover; Mrs. J. M. Robinson,
Dodge-Lea dbetter
In Belfast, May 21, by
went as delegates.
June 8.
sch Mary E H
Ga,
Sld,
Brunswick,
Augusta; Mrs. R. F. Johonnot, Auburn; Mrs.
tev W. F. Sturtevant, Donald M. Dodge of
Dow, Perth Amboy.
The services for the week at the First A. A. Blackford, Machias; Mrs. O. M. Mason,
sle au Haut and Miss Eda B. Leadbetter of
Jacksonville, June 7. Sld, sch J Manchester
Mrs.
S. Hunt, Portland.
Bethel;
George
as
follows:
be
this,
will
'Jorthport.
Methodist church
Boston.
Haynes,
Through the efforts of Rev. Harry Adams
Gray-Gray. In West Brooksville, May 31.
Mobile, June 9. Ar, sch Blanche H King,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- Hersey of Caribou, $622 was raised for the
Cornelius M. Gray and Miss Christina Eliza
Key West.
1
day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school Blackmar home endowment fund thus redeemIray, both of Brooksville.
Carrabelle, Fla, June 7. Ar, sch Willi im H
ing the $2,000 pledge.
Makr-Bowen. In Whittier. Calif., May 30,
at 12 m.; Epworth League prayer meeting
Sumner, Fajardo, P R.
Jeut. Harold Marr, U. S. A., and Miss MilB .ngor, June 4. Sld, schs Florence & Lillian,
Sunday evening at 6,00 p. m.; evening service MONROE.
Ired
Bowen of Searsport.
Boston; Ida B Gibson, do; 6, ar, stm George E
at 7.00 p. m.
Now is the time to buy a farm
The Monroe High school held their graduatPinkham-Berky. In Troy, May 28, by Per
Warren, Sewall’s Point, Va; sch Elsie A Bayles,
ha
F.
Hillman, J. P., Charles W. Pinkhum of | few that must be sold at once aexercises
June
R
L
schs
Catherine
at
the
wm
ing
evening,
Rockland;
cnureu
6th,
sld,
Tay,
Boston;
Friday
at
me
The services
Baptist
unable to carry them on
Belfast and Miss Abbie A. Berry of Troy.
Bonsey, do; 7, sld, schs C B Clark, Bridgeport, j
follows: Prayer meeting this. Thursday, even- | Town hall. The hall was prettily decorated Fannie F Hall, Boston;
Stevens-Davis. In Searspott, June 11, at
Methebesec, Rockland;
in
the
and
class
blue
Rev.
O.
C.
and
a.
the
he
residence
of
William
m.;
colors,
white,
West, by
A FEW BARGAIN
9, ar, schs Paul Palmer, Newport News; Kit
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45
iarnard, Clifton Stevens and Miss Helen
rostrum was banked with green. The music Carson, Stockton; sld, stm George E Warren,
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
[)avis, both of Bangor.
sch
N
Susan
10,
was
Stockton;
of
Norfolk;
Hall’s
Pickering,
orchestra
six
120 acre farm 8 miles from Bell'
by
Bangor,
pieces.
attend Sunday school at any other church are
In Charlestown,
Thorndike-Sweetland.
The program was as follows: opening exer- ar, sch Annie P Chase, Rockland; sld, sch N E
VlasB., June 2, Joshua Thorndike, formerly of gain at $2,500, but will sell for
cordially invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m.;
Aryer, New York.
of
tockland, and Miss Maude Lyle Sweetland
cises; music by orchestra; prayer by Rev. H.G.
price, if taken at once.
Stockton. June 3. Ar, sch Kit Carson, New
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
Charlestown.
Booth of Brooks; salutatory, Eliza Lewis York; 4, sld, sch Charlotte T Sibley, New York;
Ni
9y acre farm 4 miles out
In Castine, June 6, F
Vogell-Grindle.
North
the
at
for
week
6th
for
the
stm
Boston
sailed
5.
The services
ar,
Mohawk,
(and
Goodwin; history. Avis Marie Esnesy; valedicGood view. A bargain at $2,000
N. Vogell and Mrs. N. H. Grindle, both of Cassch
Kit
9.
sld,
Carson,
Bangor;
Thurs8,
Milhridge);
church are as follows: Prayer meeting,
160 acre farm in East Knox »
;ine.
tory, Barbara Olive Conant. There were only ar, stm Millinocket, New York; sch Susan N
day at 7.30 p. m.; morning worship Sunday at three graduates this year, but their parts were Pickering, Bangor.
Brooks. Brice only $1,200.
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. pray74 acre farm 2 1-2 miles from i’t
1*11 1>
well rendered, and they also had essays, so the
Searsport, June 9. Sld, stm Penobscot. Nor25 tons of hay.
folk.
Visitors in the city,
Large orchard
er meeting at 6.30 p. m.
exercises were very interesting. The ushers
$2,100.
FOREIGN FORTS.
In Vinalhaven, June 2, Emily I*.
Burgess
and all who do not worship elsewhere, will find
were Frank Clements and
Clifford Stevens.
We have them all over the
Salina Cru«, June 3, 11 A M
Arrived, str 3urges6, aged 88 years and 11 months.
a cordial greeting at these services.
W
in price from $000 to $6,000.
The school closed for the summer June 6th_
Carter. In Boston, May 18, Mrs. Lucinda S.
Nebraskan, Knight, San Francisco; June 4, 6
We also have some good trad
Miss Annie L. Wildes of Belfast is ttill in A M, sld str Georgian Nichols, San Diego.
.Jar «*r of Brooklin, aged 92 years, 3 months
Rev. C. J. Brown, D. D., secretary of the
shore property, and if you ar. '.■>>.
Puerto, Mexico, June 4, 5 A M, sld str Texan, ind 24 days.
Maine Methodist Episcopal Sunday School Monroe, her native town, and it is hoped she
in real estate ur insurance
C-alderwood. In Vinalhaven, June 2, Eliza thing
time here.... Mr. A. Stehelin, Deleware Breakwater; June 7, 6 A
her
Methodist
will
of
the
much
in
some spare money to nut into ;•
will
spend
preach
Association,
I widow of the late Arial Calderwood, aged
M,
ar, str Dakotan. Sweetser, iNew York.
vestment come in and see us
church next Sunday morning at 10 o’clock and L. Durham has a new motor cycle, which he
f5 years and 3 months.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
terest you.
Drake. In Union, June 3, Jesse Drake, aged
will use on his R. F. D. route...,The many
at the chapel in East Northport Sunday afterJune
7.
Sch.
Mary
Haven, Mass,
Vineyard
ft) years. A soldier of the Civil War.
L.
R.
York
Mrs.
of
friends of Mr. and
n oon at 2 o'clock.
Brooks, E. Morse, St John, N B, for New York at this
Davis. In Belfast, June 7. Mrs. Bertha
G'
formerly of Monroe, extend sympathy in the port, experienced violent N W gale off Mon- \nnie Davis, aged 48 years, 3 months and 20
Bishop Codman came in on his yacht Wed
or
of
30
and
had
hegan, morning
May
part
lays.
nesday afternoon to visit Rev. Russell Wood- loss of their daughter Marian, who also had deckload
of laths washed overboard and split
Howes
Belfast. N.
Danforth. In Belfast, March 20, Emery
man and advised for Sunday service that his
many friends here.™..The Odd Fellows will sails.
Dan forth, aged 36 years, 3 months and 15 days.
visitation be postponed a week. He has
Bermon
have
their
Memorial
afterSunday
on
French. In Warren, May 30, Edmund D.
therefore arranged to come to St. Peters’
Nelson Curtis lost a
French, aged 85 years, 8 months and 1 day.
Sunday evening, June 15th.—Rockland Cour- noon, June 15th.Mr.
Fernald. In Franklin, May 26, Orren L.
ier-Gazette.
horse last week. It dropped dead in the field
i
Fernald, aged 76 years, 5 months and 28 days.
The service last Sunday morning at the Bap- when at work although apparently as well as
Hopkins. In Ellsworth, June 2, Sarah P.,
tist church was devoted to the children, the usual... The engagement is announced ol
vidow of Albert M. Hopkins, aged 80 years, 3
of Monroe and Mr. George
nonths and 27 days.
pastor. Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, preaching a Miss Linda A. Chase
Will be at The Colonial, High str«
Patterson. In Brewer. May 29, Mrs. Eva
His text was E. King, Jr., of Bangor, formerly of Bethel,
sermon
especially to them.
and Fridays of each week from 8
wife of Charles B. Patterson, aged 41
M.,
a
very quiet one or
There are four things which are little upon Me. The wedding will be
m.
fears, 11 months and 8 days.
reduce human
In Stoning ton, June 1. Judson
the earth, but they are exceeding wise” and account ]of the] recent, death of her father,
Torrey.
that it be carried
and illness is
rorrey, aged 70 years, 4 months and 6 days.
contracted,
he asked the children to hunt the text up in but it was his plan and wish
Tufts. In Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs. Mary E.
to Bar Harbor
tc
the Bible the following week. The four little out. Miss Chase, who went
but Scott’s Emulsion will
rufts, a native of Bucksport, aged 71 years, 2
school,
of
returned
term
who
her
home
pre- complete
nonths and 17 days. Burial at Rockland.
things of the text were: The ant
relieve the cold and
and daughter ol
pares for the future, the conies who hide in June 9th....Mr. Waterhouse
to
your
at rm
Walter
Twombly's famthe rocks for safety, the locusts who work to- Boston are guests of
Laura Coffin is
prevent sickness.
elowlj
gether in large bands, and the spider who by ily for a week.Mrs.
Windsor House
FOR FLETCHER S
Scott a Bowni
its perseverance makes its home in king’s recovering from a severe attack of pneu■LOOM FI CLP. N. J.
13-2«
4w23
A. A. COLCORD. IW"1'sermon monia.
the
from
alaces.
The
lessons
drawn
p
m.

...

Rutherford, N. J., for a brief visit with her
mother, Mrs. AlmeHa L. RamlfcU, Cross street, !
and to be with her youngest daughter, Miss
Ada, on the occassion of her marriage. She
left Monday on her return, being at present,
housekeeper for Mr. Charles Devereaux at

her

From

ligh street at 2.30 and 7.30 p.

..

A reception was held in the Methodist Episcopal vestry on Thursday evening, June 5th,

Stockton relatives

the

The

81 years later, their
Blanchard, Albert M. Ames and Ernest Partridge hold those positions. An odd coincidence! Will sue!', a union of these men’s descendants, be possible in the far future?
Mrs. Susie A.

May

Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on

Prospect—and
grandsons. Frank L

the town—then

today.

numerous

and prosperous.

i. m.

of

Texas, with 2,200 tons of sulphur
his Rutnerford, in. J„ home.
for tie Great Northe rn Paper Co. at Millinocket
North Stockton Springs. Mrs. Edwin ColShe t rushed discharging Sunday and sailed for j
son gave a dinner party Sunday, June 8th....
Portland.
were recent visitors j
Tug Be Witt Evans, Capt. Rolfe, arrived L. H. Dickey and family
and Mrs. Everett Little900 tons
with
in
the
Prospect_Mr.
with
Boylston
barge
Monday
Isabel Harof fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack s j field are guests of their daughter,
a
Point. The tug returned to Weymouth, Mass., I ris.... Alice Carr has returned home after
Dunawith the barge Waccamaw, which was dis- few weeks stay at the home of George
ver... Mr. Orman Colson was a recent visitor
charged Monday.
Mr. and Mrs.
at the home of Fred Eames
A church sale will be given by the Knyvetta
Irvm Harris attended the Memorial services
sewing club of the Second Cong'l church at of Granite Grange Sunday, June 8th.
Park, to be followed by a supper and enterFrom Cape Jellison piers, the following shiptainment at Knyvetta Hall on the afternoon
ping
report was telephoned Monday evening:
The
8th.
of
and evening
proTuesday, July
June 2nd steamer Millinocket arrived, with
gram for the entertainment will be announced
general cargo from New York, and schooners
later.
Susie P. Oliver and James Young sailed with
An unusual sight was witnessed here Mon- lumber lor New York. June 3rd, steamer Milday. Snow fell at intervals in the forenoon linocket sailed with paper for New York, and
during the bright sunshine, and at 2.30 p. m. a sch. Charlotte T. Sibley sailed with lumber for
heavy fall of hail came down, lasting fora N ew York. June 4th, sch. Kit Carson arrived
half hour and covering the ground about an
with freight for the Great Northern Paper Co.
inch deep, and at 3 o’clock the boys on Main of
Millinocket. June 8th, sch. Kit Carson
street were enjoying themselves snow balling
sailed, light, for Bangor, and sch. Susan N.
each other. A very rare thing in this vicinity* Pickering arrived to load steel rails for Nova
for the 9th day of June. At 6 p. m. the hail Scotia.
had not melteu away in some places.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stowers of West Palm
Sunday, June 22nd, will be observed as Beach, Florida, who are spending the summer
Children’s day at the M. E. church. In the at the home of Mrs. Stower’s parents, the late
morning there will be a sermon appropriate Capt. and Mrs. William McGilvery, Searsport^
for the children, with a processional of little called on the Misses Hichborn, Church street
The concert will be given in the even- last Thursday. It was at their hospitable home
ones.
ing in the auditorium. The children hav that Miss Harriet D. Hichborn improved so
been drilling for some time under Mrs. Porter
markedly during the winter, and they deeply
and Mrs. Gilkey and there will be many pretty regret the ill-fortune which brought the seriexercises and pieces worth listening to.
ous poisoning, presumably from the city drinkbine

Julia A. Barker of Augusta spoke in
morning and afternoon at the annual June
meeting of the Spiritualists held last Sunday
at Temple Heights.
About 75 people from
Mrs.

the

Leavitt, Rev. R. F
Johonnot, D. D.. A. N. Witham, t\] D., W. b.
Shorey, committee of fellowship; Kev. J. K
Albio.i, Rev. A. Brown, Rev. 11 A. tiersey,
Rev. F. C. Downey, C. A. Hayden, D. D., Rev.
The Churches.
A. j. iorsleff, clerical delegates to general
convention; Mr. and Mrs. E. li. Nickerson, Mr.
The Episcopal church will hold services next
and Mrs. A. J. Merrill, Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
at 3.30 p,
Church
North
vestry
in
the
Sunday
Sargent, Mrs. S. E Pierce, D. H. Danforth.
a.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Vose, Mr. and Mis. E.
The services at the Fiist Parish Church Vose, Mrs. W. R.
Hunnewell, Mrs. lY. M.
[Unitarian) will be held mxt Sunday at 10.45 Johnson, lay delegates to
general convention.
at nuen.

Universalist society last Thursday was most
successful. The tables were bountifully laden
with tempting viands; the company large and
cheerful, with a spirit of enthusiasm and carnest discussion in the parish meeting, followMasonic banquet
ing the supper, served in the

run.

Mrs. YV. YV. Tibbetts of Rockland and niece.
Miss Gladys trench of Rockland, were in town

Aug. Is

always welcome
The parish supper given by

Congratulations

extended to “Ada” and

this life in 1865. In September, 1867, she was united in marriage to the
late Griffith Griffith, and moved to Penryn with
her children, where she has since remained.
She was the first white woman to live there.
She came from a sea-faring family. Many of
the men in the connection followed the sea.
Her brother.Capt. John Partridge.died and was
buried on the island of St. Thomas, D. W 1.
Her grandfather on her mother’s side was Captain Grant of the sloop “Polly,” who was tak«-n
by an English man-of-war in the war of 1812,
and recovered his vessel through strategy,
landing the “prize crew,” us prisoners, at Portland, Maine. Naturally « f a forgiving disposition, her love lor hoi husband and children
was strong and true. Her whole thoughts were
for them, and i * her later >ears, when her body
was racked wild pain, she was content to have
them w ith her. .She leaves, to mourn their loss,
brother, L. M. Partridge of Stockton springs,
Maine; a son, Charles L. Logan; two daughters, Mrs. Effie E. Comstock and Mrs. Valera
A. Grant of Penryn; eight grandchildren and
She was a memthree great-grandchildren.
AuS. of
>er of Crystal
Chapter, O. F
of
Newcastle. *lhe
R.
C.
Vv.
of
the
and
•uni,
funeral sermon, at the church was by Rev. •).
P. Macauley of Pacific Grove, her ol
pastor,
insisted by Rev. Mr. Everett, and her chosen
services
lymns were sur.g by the ch< ir. The
it the cemetery were conducted in a beautiful
The pall-hearers were
v.atiner by the O E. S.
from among her old-t me friends, and the floral
bt-auiifui.
and
were
many
offerings
k.

Ail

terest to the

New York.

pile
business.

Mrs. P. L. Hupper (of Ames Gro-

for

structor.

her

home.

new
are

California newspaper,
recently sent Capt. L. M. Partridge, we copy
the following notice of the death of his sister,
Lhat old friends and acquaintances may know
3f her decease:
Mrs. Julia A. Griffith was born April 6, 1830.
in North Prospect, Me. Her father was Josiah
Partridge, and her motner’s maiden name was
Eieanor Grant, She was married to Edward H.
Logan at the age of 22 years. In eight months
her husband left for California, and two years
la: er returned to Maine and brought her and
their little son Henry to California by the
Nicaragua route, arriving in San Francisco in
January, 1855. Then they went to Placer
county, where they settled on Secret Ravine,
Mr.
between Stewart’s Flat and Pine Grove

Band will attend the Universalist church in a
body and render several appropriate selections,
which are now under rehearsal with their in-

Hubert F. Nichols left Friday for Boston
iie has a position as purser on the

by

Obituary.

Loring Griffin, Maple street, left MonMoultonboro, N. H., to join Mr. J. L.
Lancaster, where he will be employed in carpentry through the season upon the great
Plantt estate buildings.
One week from next Sunday the Stockton

where

tu

husband

Mr.

coal

newly wedded coup e
mother being an invalid,

the

their

jroom in their
ind best wishes

day

i

I

of the Northport Inn, and
parly#
plied to both the old and young. It was manager
The Inn is expected to open June 20«.h
The
given in language that could be easily underof
will
regular landings
the.steamers
begin on
stood by small children and was illustrated
by that date and continue
daily until well i. to
stories that made the lessons more
impressive
and practical to them. A large number of September.
children was presen. ai d they were delighted
The town of Northport recently bought a
Aith the service.
Arrangements are being chemical engine, and a representative of the
made for a concert to be given
by the children manufacturers came Friday to demonstrate its
early in July.
use in case of tire.
The old building on the
At the North church last
Sunday a concert campground which had been used as a lock-up
arranged by Mrs. Clarence E. Read was given has been moved to the high ground at the rear
by the children in the noon hour. The pro- and fitted up for an engine house. The town
voted the sum of $75 for repairs and improvegram was as follows:
ments and the building will be supplied with
Recessional, “When He Cometh.”
Prayer,
Superintendent chemicals. Charles O. Dickey has been apRecitation,
Margaret Rogers pointed chief engineer, Isaac Hills, assistant,
Primary exercise, “Wee Little Folks,”
Donald Wilson, Blair Wilson, Herbert Charles Mahoney, captain, and Earl and WalRogers, Francis Strout
ter Dickey foremen. The company will be a
Solo, “Sleep, Little Birds,”
Katherine Brown volunteer one.

iilver, cut-glass, linen, carving sets and ornamental pieces were received, which will pleasantly recall loving friends to the bride and

Co.) left last Friday for their former
home, Port Clyde, Maine. Miss Sadie Merrithew is assisting in the book- keeping at the
store during Mr. H upper’s Bfcsei ce.

dock.

greeting

Bernice C. Magune and baby returned
recently to join her husband in Cambridge,
Mass., after a visit with her parents, Mr. and

Mr. and

Kelsey of Portland was in town
supei cargo of Hie steamer Freida,

of the

G.

cery

ters.

Peuobscot

Dr.

We trust im-

shopping.

Williams of Lowell, Mass., has the
foundation tor his new cottage, on Norris
street, completed and ready for the carpen-

the

Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison, Miss Maud
Merrithew, Church street, and several persons
from Cape Jellison spent Friday in Bangor, attending the circus, and doing more or less

Albert

at

ill

attendance.

■

tack of tonsilitis, is able to be out again.

Sunday as
discharging sulphur

in

High

monuay.

C. Pattee left Friday for Boston to
Dr. Fattee. They are exher
husband,
join
pected home the latter part of the week.
confined
Capt. B. F. Colcord, who has been
to his home on Bay View Place with an at-

And you know the last day of school means new
clothes, new hats and New Shoes.
Speaking 0f
shoes, we would like to call your attention to tin
largest assortment of Children’s Shoes in the city
Not only is there every style you could wish for, hut
they are made on right shaped lasts, and prices and

|

Marshall Parks of Chelsea, Mass., has arriv- j
ed at Temple Heights for the summer and is a
guest at Pleasant View ccttage. Mr. Parks is
84 years of age and has been an annual visitor
at the Heights since 1886 and for many years
j
was an officer of the association there.

a

sister. Mrs. M J. Goodere of

arrival, their
fune 11th, Mr. Baker and bride reached North
\nson, where they will immediately begin
lousekeeping. Many bridal gifts, including

provement may be rapid.

Mrs. ti.

Fred V.

quite seriously
was

our

assist in

in

Mrs.

oil

placed

was

A. Stevens
1

E. Taylor, principal of

A.

His

parents.

his village, had previously gone “up the line,*
,o

orating if rather cool.
Prof.

is

weeks at the Mosman cot-

mer season.

___

iis

Our June weather thus far continues unseasonably cold, although much sunshine
blesses us. The northwest winds are invig-

summer.
/•]_

i

Aroostook county.

ar-

School

cottage at Saturday Cove, Northport.
The
family will return in a few days for the sum-

on

Day of

Last

The steamers of

Goodere, Church street, left
last Thursday for a week’s stay with her parents,^ Mr. and Mrs. Raker in Fort Fairfield,

attending

W.

H.

Titcomb and

S.

Mrs. Milton J.

Sunday

school at the Good Will farm in Hinckley,
rived home Thursday.

L.

IS THE

Daniel G. Wing, president of the First National Bank of Boston, with members of his
family, spent a few days the past week at their

afternoon train.

calling

Walter

to have him in town

daughter. Miss
Vivian, were in Bangor last Saturday to consult a special physician. They returned by
Mrs.

I

were

glad

again!

bark
Ross S. Meyers, second officer of the
Mabel 1. Meyers, arrived Tuesday from Savannah, Ga.
was
Mrs. Harry Judson Shaw of New York
t.
in town last week the guest of her uncle, L.
French.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Savage and Mr. and Mrs.
of

is

Stockton

June 20th,

Mrs. H. A. Craw, who has been stopping at
the White Rock Cottage, is charmed with the
beautiful and picturesque surroundings, but
from stress of business is obliged to return
this week.

is the greatest of moderntime helps to perfect cake
and biscuit making. Makes
home baking pleasant and
profitable. It renders the
food more digestible and
guarantees it safe from
alum and all adulterants.

A. Mayville went to her cottage at
Verona Park with a party of friends last FriMrs. E.

few days' visit.

a

F. W. Collins of Rockland
guest in town the past week.

Mr.

W.

FRIDAY,

The store at Temple Heights has been opened for the season under the management of
Mr. Bartlett of Troy.

nourishment
are encouraging,
is being taken and more rest gotten—and Dr.
Stevens and the trained nurse, Miss Hamm,
however—more

that the worBt has been passed in her case.
Percy L. Baker of North Anson arrived
Thursday afternoon to join his affianced, Miss
Ada Alina Rendell, who, accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Susie A. Rendell, left with him
feel

Mr.

Friday for Bangor, wl ere they were very impressively married by Rev. Ashley A. Smith,
pastor of the Universalist church at his city
residence. The bride wore a blue traveling
suit and carried a bouquet of white sweet
peas and maiden-hair ferns. The single ring
service was used, and the prayer following
was most affecting in its sincerity and impressiveness. The following morning Mr. and
Mrs. Baker departed for Fort Fairfield, to visit

Keai Lstau
FOR SALI

1

j
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E. E. Wyman Land
Block,

Osteopathic Physician.
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strength

easily

promptly
upbuild

Automobiles

strength
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